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3 Summary'In& this& work& we& investigate& the& determinants& of& recruitment& to& DNA& and&chromatin& for& HMGB1:2:3:4& and& HMGA1:2& and& a& selection& of& transcription&factors&(TF).&We&adopt&a&mouse&embryonic&stem&cell&(ESC)&model&system&for&the&generation& of& antibody& independent& ChIP:sequencing& data.& We& first& report&successful&recapitulation&of&Sox2&binding,&our&internal&control,&and&then&focus&on&HMGA&and&HMGB&proteins,&for&which&no&exhaustive&genome:wide&data&had&been&available.&&In& the& nucleus& HMG& proteins& are& one& of& the& major& chromatin:associated& non:histone&proteins.&As&such&they&have&been& implicated& in&a&wide&range&of&nuclear&processes& from& transcription,& to& nucleosome& remodeling,& DNA& damage& and&apoptosis.&For&HMGB&proteins&we& show& frequent& contacts&with& active& regulatory& regions,&which& however& are& also& sites& of& preferred& interaction& for& sequence:unspecific&DNA& binders& and& inert& proteins& such& as& DNAseI& or& monomeric& GFP.& Upon&mutation& of& the&DNA& binding& domains& of&Hmgb1& no& change& in& the& localization&pattern& for& this&protein& is&observed.&Additionally&upon&Hmgb1&knock&out& (KO),&ESC&do&not&show&alterations&in&transcription,&as&one&would&expect&for&a&protein&involved& in& regulatory& functions.&Nevertheless&we&cannot& formally&exclude& that&the& biotin& tagging& is& causing& a&mislocalization& of& the& HMGB& proteins,& nor& that&upon&Hmgb1&KO&HMGB2&may&compensate&for&HMGB1&absence.&As& far&as&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&are&concerned,&on& the&contrary&we&show&binding&throughout& the& genome& with& a& preference& for& AT:rich& DNA.& Mutation& of& key&residues& in& the& DNA& binding& domains& of& both& proteins& causes& loss& of& the& AT&dependence& and& the& residual& signal& is& comparable& to& that& of& a& freely& diffusing&protein& (monomeric& GFP).& Importantly& AT:rich& dependence& is& independent& of&chromatin& states,& as& exemplified& by& invariance& upon& neuronal& differentiation.&These&results&highlight& the& fact& that& the& three&DNA&binding&domains&of&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&are&the&sole&determinants&of&their&genomic&distribution.&At& the& chromosomal& scale,& we& show& that& enriched& regions& are& also& generally&positive&for&features&of&heterochromatin&such&as&presence&of&Histone&H3&Lysine9&methylation,& their& late& replication& in& S& phase& and& their& association& with& the&nuclear& lamina.& This& data& points& to& enrichment& of& HMGA1:2& at& constitutive&
Summary&&6&heterochromatin,& which& has& a& known& compositional& bias.& Lastly,& we& show& a&limited& role& for& HMGA1& in& the& regulation& of& transcription& in& ESC& by& profiling&expression&patterns&of&an&isogenic&KO&cell&line.&&Taken& together,& the& findings& on& HMGA& proteins& reveal& a& broad& DNA:binding&modality,&which&supports&their&known&preference&for&AT:rich&DNA.&At&the&same&time,&our&genomic&and&gene&expression& results& are& in& contrasts&with& the&often:mentioned&roles&in&transcriptional&regulation.&&& '
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4 Introduction'
4.1 Foreword'Strong& is& the& fascination&still& for&developmental& scientist,&on&how& from&a&single&fertilized& egg& life& achieves& the& dazzling& cellular& specialization& observed& in&multicellular&organisms.&&As&nuclear&transplantation&experiment&have&shown&the&secret&lies&in&the&nucleic&acid,& or&better& the& genome,& but& also& requires& specific& gametal/early& embryonic&protein&factors&(Kang&et&al.,&2014).&This&is&similar&to&reading&a&novel:&in&order&to&connect& all& the&different& episodes& that& are&narrated,& it& has& to& be& read& from& the&beginning.& However& how& specific& trajectories& of& genome& readout& are& taken&molecularly,& maintained& or& reversed& is& not& yet& fully& understood,& thus& the&fascination&remains.&&In& recent&years&we&have&started& to& collect&valuable& in&vivo& information&on&how&individual& parts& of& the& nuclear& system& are& working& at& specific& time& points.&Nevertheless,&our&inability&so&far&to&come&up&with&predictive&models&for&cell&fate&homeostasis&and&transition&highlights&that&either&we&haven’t&managed&to&put&all&pieces& in& the&correct&place&or& that&we&are&still&missing&relevant& information& for&some&overlooked&or&poorly&studied&components.&&With&this&thesis&I&am&summarizing&our&findings&for&High&mobility&group&proteins,&a& class& of& DNA:binders& whose& in& vivo& binding& properties& have& been& poorly&characterized.&We&are& convinced& that& this&data&will& contribute& to&make&current&models&of&genome&biology&more&precise.&&To& put& our& work& in& perspective,& in& the& introductory& section& below,& I& am& first&resuming&what& the& genome&biology& community& knows&about& the&other,& better:studied&actors.&After& that,& and&before&moving& to&our&own&results,& I&will& sum&up&existing& biological& evidence& that& links& High&mobility& group& proteins& to& nuclear&biology.&
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4.1.1 The'basis'of'cell'identity:'a'complex'code'for'the'complexity'of'life'We&know&that&cell&fate&homeostasis&and&transitions&are&mainly&dictated&by&gene&expression& (Moris& et& al.,& 2016).& It& follows& that& a& molecular& understanding& of&expression&control&would&lead&to&better&models&for&cell&fate&predictions.&&One& fundamental& form& of& gene& control& is& regulation& of& transcription.&Transcription&in&metazoans&is&generally&regulated&through&the&concerted&activity&of&DNA&elements&called&promoters&and&enhancers&(Levine,&2010).&&Promoters&are&those&regions&of&the&genome&where&transcription&of&a&gene&starts.&In&unicellular&organisms,&promoters&tend&to&contain&all&the&elements&for&correct&assembly&of&a&productive&RNA:polymerase&in&basal&conditions&or&upon&response&to& stimuli.& Controlling& gene& expression& at& the& promoter& level& however& is& very&ineffective& in&multicellular&organism.&Different&cellular& identity& typically& results&from& changes& in& the& spatiotemporal& regulation& of& gene& expression& during&development&(Wray,&2007).&The&control&mechanism&that&allows&differential&gene&expression&with& fewer&or&no&pleiotropic&effects&relies&on&placing& the&regulatory&regions& far& from&gene&promoters& (Wittkopp&and&Kalay,&2011).&Thus,&mutations,&which& are& the& drivers& of& evolution,& in& one& regulatory& region&will& not& affect& the&function&of& the&protein& itself&or&of& regulatory& regions&associated&with& the& same&gene&in&different&cell&types&(Carroll,&2008).&It&thus&appears&that&key&for&multicellularity&was&a&change&in&the&modality&of&gene&regulation,& rather& than& gene& innovation& (Sebé:Pedrós& et& al.,& 2016).& In& other&words,& distal& regulatory& regions& (also& called& enhancers)& are& by:products& of&multicellularity.&Proof&for&this&is&the&fact&that&the&unicellular&ancestor&of&animals&already&had&the&complex&repertoire&of&genes&linked&to&multicellular&processes&(de&Mendoza&et&al.,&2013).&However&with&this&invention&also&came&the&problem&of&how&to&connect&faithfully&promoters&with&enhancer&regions.&The&solution&was&probably&in&the&repurposing&of& a& TF,& from& controlling& gene& expression,& to& allowing& contacts& between&regulatory&regions.&In&mammals&we&known&that&CTCF&and&Cohesin&perform&this&fundamental&function&(Ing:Simmons&et&al.,&2015),&and&indeed&Ctcf&KO&is&lethal&at&the&pre:implantation&stage&(Ong&and&Corces,&2014).&A& recent& study&describing& the& effect& of& inverting& a& single& CTCF& site& highlighted&how&difficult& it& is& to& target& the&proper&promoter& to& the& correct&enhancer& in& the&
Introduction&& 9&dense&nuclear&environment&(Guo&et&al.,&2015).&This&notion& is&also&supported&by&the& fact& that&genes& that&need& less&of& temporal&and&spatial& control&of&expression&(constitutive& or& exquisitely& cell& type& specific)& tend& to&maintain& the&majority& of&information& encoded& in& the& promoter& regions& (Carroll,& 2008;& Heidari& et& al.,&2014).&However&the&reality&is&much&more&complex,&for&example&we&know&now&that&the&frequency& of& enhancer:promoter& contacts& is& modulated& by& the& general&transcriptional& state& of& a& region& (Whalen& et& al.,& 2016)& and& by& larger& three&dimensional& structures& called& topologically& associated& domains& (TAD)(Ciabrelli&and& Cavalli,& 2015).& Additionally,& the& binding& of& a& single& TF& usually& does& not&activate& an& enhancer.& Oftentimes& groups& of& TFBSs& function& together& to& direct&gene& expression& from& a& specific& enhancer& (Yáñez:Cuna& et& al.,& 2013).& The&combinatorial&nature&of&these&groupings&gives&enhancers&the&ability&to&integrate&inputs&from&multiple&TFs,&in&order&to&direct&the&spatial&and&temporal&patterns&of&gene&expression&in&very&complex&ways&(Andersson&et&al.,&2014).&&This& complexity& with& which& enhancer:promoter& interactions& achieve&transcriptional&control&also&opens&opportunities&for&fast&speciation,&in&a&delicate&balance&between&conservation&and&innovation&(Prescott&et&al.,&2015;&Villar&et&al.,&2015).&
4.2 DNA'binding'in'the'context'of'chromatin''As&demonstrated&above,& interaction&between&DNA&and&DNA:binding&proteins& is&essential& for&gene& transcription.&Upon&binding& to& such&regulatory& regions& these&proteins,&which& are& called& transcription& factors& (TF),& can& initiate& transcription,&fine:tune& it& or& repress& it.& There& are& classes& of& proteins& that& have& DNA:binding&sites&embedded&in&enhancer&or&promoter&sequences.&However& it& is& still& unclear&why& in&vivo&TFs&only&bind& to& a&minority&of& the&DNA&sequences& that& have& similar& nucleotide& composition& to& the& preferred& binding&sites&as&determined&in&vitro&(Slattery&et&al.,&2014).&This&uncertainty&is&one&of&the&major& hurdles& that& we& need& to& overcome& if& we& want& to& correctly& predict&transcriptional&states.&&Recently&a&lot&of&effort&has&been&put&to&address&this&issue&of&DNA&binding&control.&The&picture& that& is&emerging& is& that&many&different&mechanisms&are&at&work&at&
Introduction&&10&the&same&time&and&that&each&DNA&binder&obeys&to&a&different&set&of&rules&(Spitz&and&Furlong,&2012).&&The&most&common&layers&of&binding&control&include&TF&binding&sites&clustering,&context&dependence&and&DNA&shape,&nucleosomal&occupancy,&DNA&topology&and&finally& epigenetic,& both& on& the& DNA& substrate& (DNA& methylation)& and& at& the&chromatin&level&(via&histone&PTM/variants&and&the&associated&protein&complexes&modulating&accessibility).&This&fine&balance&is&fundamental&for&cell&differentiation&and&homeostasis,&and&when&the&balance&it´s&broken,&deregulated&cells&may&cause&important&diseases&such&as&cancer&(Shah&et&al.,&2014;&2013).&Since&we&wanted&to&investigate&the&binding&determinants&of&High&mobility&group&proteins& (Figure& 4:1),& here& below& I& will& adopt& more& a& protein:centered&perspective&and&for&each&class&of&well:characterized&DNA&binder&I&will&highlight&their&major&determinants&of&binding.&&&
&
Figure 4-1 Histones have 150 bp protein-DNA surface and little sequence constraint. Transcription factors on the 
contrary recognize 6-20 bp sequence and at specific bases tolerate poorly eventual mismatches. What is the 
binding modality for HMG proteins is not known. &As&a&general&consideration&one&has&to&remember&that&in&vivo&mammalian&DNA&is&organized& in&nucleosomes,&stretches&of&approximately&150&bp&of&DNA,&wrapped&around& the& two&copies&each&of& the& four& core&histone&proteins&H3,&H4,&H2A&and&H2B.&





Introduction&& 11&When&we&talk&about&chromatin&we&refer&to&nucleosomes,&but&also&to&nascent&RNA&and&proteins&that&are&bound&either&directly&or&indirectly&to&the&genome,&in&the&8&µm&wide&cell&nucleus.&The&estimated&protein&concentration& in& the&nucleus& is&an&exceedingly& high:& 100–400&mg/ml& (Misteli,& 2007).& In& this& regime& DNA:protein&interaction& strongly& depend& on& avidity,& and& not& only& on& the& protein’s& absolute&concentration& and& individual& affinity.& Indeed& it& has&been& shown& that&molecular&crowding&(for&a&review&see&Richter&et&al.,&2007)&is&an&important&biological&factor&that&facilitates&stochastic&interactions&and&makes&them&more&efficient&in&vivo.&
4.2.1 Histones'and'the'formation'of'nucleosomes'in'vivo'There&are&approximately&30&millions&of&nucleosome&per&human&cell& (Bonaldi&et&al.,&2002).&The&nuclear&processes&that&take&care&of&maintaining&or&renovating&this&complex& structure& (e.g.& after& each& round& of& replication)& are& orchestrated& by&histone&chaperones&and&remodelers&(Burgess&and&Zhang,&2013).&Histones& come& as& H3:H4& tetramers& and& are& loaded& by& histone& chaperones& on&DNA,&giving&rise&to&the&tetrasome&(Vlijm&et&al.,&2015).&Two&H2A:B&dimers&are&then&added&to&form&the&nucleosome.&Since&the&four&core&histone&proteins&are&strongly&basic,& at& physiological& salt& concentrations& the& histone& octamer& is& stable& only&when& wrapped& around& DNA. H1& protein,& is& the& histone& protein& that& binds& to&linker&DNA,&the&20&to&80&bp&long&region&between&nucleosomes&(Woodcock&et&al.,&2006).& Its& binding& helps& stabilizing& compact& arrays& of& nucleosomes& shielding&DNA&backbone&negative&repulsion&force.&&In& the&seminal&publication& that& first&described& the&structure&of& the&nucleosome,&the&contacts&between&the&DNA&phosphate&groups&and&core&histone&proteins&were&highlighted&(Luger,&1997).&DNA&phosphates&have&high&mobility&or&are&disordered&when&not&contacted&by&histones&(high&B:factors),&but&effectively&every&5&pb&there&is&a&histone&DNA&interaction&(Figure&4:2).&&
  
(legend on next page) 
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Figure 4-2 DNA phosphate B-factors versus base pair. Symmetrical repetition of a 72 bp human α-satellite DNA 
across the dyad, wrapped around unmodified recombinant histones. The sequence of the DNA used is shown with 
corresponding B-factors (Å2) plotted for the 59 phosphate group of each base. The contacts of the DNA 
phosphodiester chains with the histones are indicated: squares for main-chain hydrogen bonds; circles for side-
chain hydrogen bonds, and triangles for hydrophobic bonds. Blue and green fro H3 and H4; yellow and red for H3-
H4. The bases colored blue, green, red, and yellow indicate close proximity to an arginine side chain inserted into 
the minor groove. SHL, indicates the helical turns from the diad. Adapted from (Luger, 1997) 
 This& piece& of& data& highlights& two& properties& of& histones& that& are& essential& for&their&pervasive&genome:wide&distribution.&First,&the&property&of&histone&H3:4&to&tetramerize&before&binding,&assisted&by&histone&chaperones&is&peculiar&(Burgess&and& Zhang,& 2013).& This& property& allows& initial& contact&with& a& large& segment& of&DNA&of&around&50:60&bp.& In& sharp&contrast,& the&majority&of&other&DNA&binders&only& form& multimeric& structures& on& the& DNA& scaffold& (Jolma& et& al.,& 2015;&Sainsbury&et&al.,&2012).&&The&second&property&of&histones&is&extensive&non:sequence&specific&DNA&contact:&one& nucleosome& contains& around& 120& direct& protein:DNA& interactions& and&several&hundred&water:mediated&ones&(Davey&et&al.,&2002).&On&this&basis&it&is&possible&to&understand&why&nucleosomes&are&found&throughout&the&genome.&However&certain&genomic&sequences&are&facilitated&targets&for&their&ability&to&maximize&protein&DNA&contacts&or&disfavored&due&to&their&resistance&to&bending& around& the& histone& octamer.&While& in& vitro& nucleosome& free& energies&can&differ&up&to&1,000&fold&(Thåström&et&al.,&1999)&in&vivo&not&only&the&strongest&theoretical& binders& are& absent& from& the& genome,& but& also& occupancy& can& be&modulated&by&the&activity&of&chromatin&remodelers&(Segal&and&Widom,&2006).&Of&note&it&is&possible&to&find&stretches&of&DNA&of&about&150&bp&that&contain&only&repeated&A&or&T.&This&sequences,&are&known&to&be&rigid&and&therefore&devoid&of&nucleosomes&in&vivo&(Raveh:Sadka&et&al.,&2012).&It& thus& looks& like& that& in& vivo& it& is& more& important& to& avoid& perfect& histone&octamer&substrates&than&having&nucleosome&free&DNA&stretches.&This&is&perhaps&so& because& the& replication& and& transcription& machineries& would& collide& and&arrest&at&such&strongly&positioned&nucleosomes.&&Nucleosomes&are&thought&to&be&important&for&genome&biology&for&several&reasons&(C&David&Allis,&2014).&First&they&wrap&DNA&in&more&compact&volume&units.&They&are& also& the& repetitive& sub:units& of& more& compact& genetic& structures& that& are&
Introduction&& 13&refractory& to& transcription,& like& Polycomb& repressive& domains& or& HP1:positive&heterochromatic& compartments& (discussed& later).& Additionally,& the& post&translational&modifications&(PTMs)&of&histone&tails&are&docking&site&for&chromatin&machineries& and& it& has& also& been& proposed& that& due& to& their& left:handedness&nucleosomes&might&also&serve&as&reservoir&of&negative&supercoiling&(Naughton&et&al.,&2013).&One&well:documented&role&is&modulation&of&TF&binding&(Barozzi&et&al.,&2014;&He&et&al.,&2013)&which&is&achieved&thanks&to&free&energies&for&nucleosomes&10&times&higher&than&for&single&TF&(Adams&and&Workman,&1995).&In&this&regards&we&know&for& example& that& non:functional& TF& binding& sites& are& embedded& in& regions& of&higher&nucleosomal&affinity& (Field&et&al.,&2011).&On& the&other&hand,&nucleosome&free& regions& tend& to&occur&at& clusters&of&TF&binding& sites& (Valouev&et& al.,& 2011)&and& TFs& that& are& able& to& probe& new& binding& sites& often& recruit& nucleosome&remodeling&activity&(Ye&et&al.,&2016).&&
4.2.1.1 Control+ of+ nucleosome+ stability+ and+ DNA:TF+ binding+ via+ histone+
modifications+Histone&isoforms&and&histone&PTM&also&play&a&role&in&modulating&the&competition&between& TF& and& histones& for& the& DNA& substrate& and& it& looks& like& they& do& so&mainly&by&stabilizing&or&destabilizing&histone/DNA&interaction&(Henikoff,&2008).&From&work&in&yeast&we&know&that&acetylation&of&the&globular&domain&of&histones&or&histone&variant&H2A.Z&are&directly&destabilizing&nucleosomes&(Tropberger&et&al.,&2013;&Watanabe&et&al.,&2013).&One&opposite&example& is&H3K36me3,&which&is&deposited& by& transcription& elongation& and& can& be& bound& by& a& histone& de:acetylase& (Joshi&and&Struhl,&2005).&This& recruitment&causes&de:acetylation,& thus&preventing& nucleosome& destabilization& and& TF& binding& to& cryptic& promoters.&Another&example& in&the&opposite&direction& is&H3K9me3&which& is&able&to&recruit&HP1,& which& in& turns& induces& chromatin& compaction& (Hiragami:Hamada& et& al.,&2016).&However&when&discussing&the&effect&of&chromatin&compaction&it& is& important&to&introduce& the& concepts& of& euchromatin,& heterochromatin& and& in& general& of&chromatin&states&(Bickmore&and&van&Steensel,&2013).&&
Introduction&&14&Nuclear& processes& happening& on& the& genome& leave& a& mark& of& their& action& on&chromatin& by& PTM& of& the& molecules& involved.& One& of& the& main& process& is&transcription& and& generally& high& levels& of& histone& acetylation& and& H3K4&methylation& are&detected& in&promoter& regions&of& active& genes& (Bernstein& et& al.,&2002;&Roh&et&al.,&2005).&In&addition&to&promoter&regions,&these&modifications&are&also& detected& in& intergenic& regions& and& have& been& correlated& with& functional&enhancers&in&various&cell&types&(Heintzman&et&al.,&2007).&Methylation&of&H3K9&is&involved& in&gene&silencing& (Bannister&et&al.,&2001)&and&H3K27&methylation&also&correlates& with& gene& repression& & (Boyer& et& al.,& 2006).& In& Figure& 4:3a& such&bookmarking&by&chromatin&modifications&was&exploited&do&divide&the&genome&in&distinct&portions&based&on& the& functional& state& in&a&given&cell& type& (Ernst&et&al.,&2011).& The& number& and& composition& of& such& chromatin& types& varies& greatly&depending&on&the&level&of&clustering&that&one&is&aiming&to&achieve&(van&Steensel,&2011).&One&of& the&most& conservative& clustering&based&on&histone&modifications&divides& the& genome& into& two& functionally& distinct& states:& euchromatin& and&heterochromatin.& Interestingly,& since& the& DNA& sequence& itself& dictates&most& of&the& processes& occurring& on& chromatin,& these& two& types& of& chromatin& are&associated&with& a&different& sequence& composition,& and& a&different& gene&density&(Martens& et& al.,& 2005).& In&heterochromatin& for& example& the& reduced&number&of&genes&per&kilobase&explains&why&marks&associated&with&gene&activation& tend&to&be& depleted.& As& a& result& nucleosomes& are&more& compact& and& dense& chromatin&fibers&are&apparent&by&electron&microscopy&in&interphase&nuclei.&Of& note,& not& only& distinct& chromatin& types& differ& at& the& biochemical& level,& but&physical& differences& are& also& observed.&Whereas& on& the& 1D& genome,& regions& of&active&and& inactive&chromatin&seem&to&alternate,& in& the&3D&space&of& the&nucleus&they& tend& to& coalesce:& once& a& nuclear& process& starts,& an& associated& sub:compartment& also& forms& by& stereo:specific& interactions& and& it& is& energetically&favorable& to&maintain& it& (Bancaud&et&al.,&2009).&This&enhancement&of&molecular&interactions&by&a& self:governed&biophysical&process& is&generic&and& independent&of& specific& biological& functions& and& explains& the& existence& some& of& some& of& the&observed&nuclear&compartments&(e.g.&nucleolus,&speckles,&transcription&factories,&DNA&damage& foci,&PcG&bodies)& (Figure&4:3b).&Therefore&when& trying& to&analyze&the& impact& that& a& specific& histone& modification& or& variant& might& have& on&
Introduction&& 15&accessibility&to&DNA&one&has&to&keep&in&mind&the&additional&levels&of&complexity&at&work.&As&discussed&earlier,&accessibility&is&determined&by&the&compound&action&of& nucleosome& structure,& chromatin& associated& proteins/modifications& and&effective&protein&concentration&at&the&investigated&nuclear&compartment.&&
& &
Figure 4-3 a) Different chromatin states can be called (colored top track) based on linear combinations of histone 
modification and other chromatin associated proteins or features. Image taken from (Meuleman et al., 2015); b) 
Images of transcription factories obtained using electron spectroscopic imaging. HeLa cells were permeabilized, 
nascent transcripts extended in BrUTP, and resulting BrRNA immuno-labeled with 5-nm gold particles; after 
sectioning (70 nm), images of endogenous phosphorus (red) and nitrogen (green), plus immuno- labeling gold 
particles (white), were collected and merged. (A) Five gold particles mark BrRNA in a nitrogen-rich factory 
(perimeter indicated by a dotted line). Absolute numbers of N and P atoms within this perimeter can be calculated 
using nearby nucleosomes as references (arrowheads). (B−D) Examples illustrating how poly- morphic factories 
are. Bars: 100 nm. From (Papantonis and Cook, 2013) &In&general&it&is&only&recently&that&it&became&possible&to&examine&the&role&of&single&histone&PTM&also&because&of&the&intrinsic&difficulty&in&expressing&in&vivo&histone&mutants.&Pioneering&work&in&this&direction&points&towards&importance&of&histone&marks& for& heterochromatin& maintenance,& and& thus& genome& integrity,& and& cell&identity& rather& than& for& transcriptional& control& (Jang& et& al.,& 2015;&McKay& et& al.,&2015).& It& could& be& that& certain& modifications& are& implicated& in& regulating& TF&access& both& at& euchromatin& and& heterochromatin,& but& loss& of& the& mark& at&regulatory&regions&appears&to&have&less&of&a&toxic&effect.&
accessibility (ExtendedData Fig. 3a), lowermethylation (ExtendedData
Fig. 3b) and higher transcription factor binding (ExtendedData Fig. 2c)
than enhancers lacking H3K27ac. In a subset of 7 epigenomes with an
average of 24 epigenomic marks, we learned separate 50-state chro-
matin state models based on all the available histone marks and DNA
accessibility in each epigenome (Supplementary Fig. 4), which addi-
tionally distinguished: a DNase state with distinct transcription factor
binding enrichments (Supplementary Fig. 4f), including formediator/
cohesin components43 (even thoughCTCFwasnot included as an input
track to learn themodel) and repressorNRSF; transcribed states show-
ingH3K79me1 andH3K79me2 and associatedwith the 59 ends of genes
and introns; and a large number of putative regulatory and neighbour-
ing regions showing diverse acetylation marks even in the absence of
the H3K4 methylation signatures characteristic of enhancer and pro-
moter regions.
We used chromatin states to study the relationship between histone
modification patterns, RNA expression levels, DNA methylation and
DNA accessibility. Consistent with previous studies19,23,44,45, we found
low DNA methylation and high accessibility in promoter states, high
DNAmethylation and low accessibility in transcribed states, and inter-
me i teDNAmethylation andaccessibility in enhancer states (Fig. 4d, e
and Extended Data Fig. 3a, b). These differences in methylation level
were stronger for higher-expression genes than for lower-expression
genes, leading toamorepronouncedDNAmethylationprofile (Extended
Data Fig. 3c, Supplementary Fig. 5 and SupplementaryTable 4f). Genes
proximal toH3K27ac-markedenhancers showsignificantlyhigher expres-
sion levels (ExtendedData Fig. 3d), and conversely, higher-expression
genes were significantly more likely to be neighbouring H3K27ac-
containing enhancers (Extended Data Fig. 3e).
Chromatin states sometimes captured differences in RNA express-
ion that aremissed byDNAmethylation or accessibility. For example,
TxFlnk, Enh, TssBiv and BivFlnk states show similar distributions of
DNA accessibility but widely differing enrichments for expressed genes
(Fig. 4c, d). Enh and ReprPC states show intermediate DNAmethyla-
tion, but very different distributions ofDNAaccessibility and different
enrichments for expressed genes (Fig. 4c–e). Lack of DNAmethylation,
typically associatedwith de-repression, is associatedwith both the active
TssApromoter state and thebivalentTssBiv andBivFlnk states. Bivalent
states TssBiv and BivFlnk also show overall lower DNA methylation
and higherDNA accessibility than enhancer states Enh and EnhG, and
binding by both activating and repressive regulatory factors (Extended
Data Fig. 2b). These results also held for alternative methylation mea-
surement platforms (ExtendedData Fig. 4a–c), and for the 18-state chro-
matin state model (Extended Data Fig. 4d, e). Overall, these results
high ight the complex relationship between DNA methylation, DNA
accessibility andRNA transcription and the value of interpretingDNA
methyl tion and DNA accessibility in the context of integrated chro-
matin states that better distinguish active and repressed regions.
Given the intermediate methylation levels of tissue-specific enhan-
cer regions, we directly annotated intermediate methylation regions,
based on 25 complementary DNA methylation assays of MeDIP31,46
andMRE-seq22,39 from9 reference epigenomes47. This resulted inmore
than 18,000 intermediatemethylation regions, showing 57%CpGmeth-
ylation on average, that are strongly enriched in genes, enhancer chro-
matin states (EnhBiv, EnhG, Enh) and evolutionarily conserved regions.
Intermediate methylation was associated with intermediate levels of
active histonemodifications and DNase I hypersensitivity. Near TSSs,
intermediate methylation correlated with intermediate gene expres-
sion, and in exons it was associated with an intermediate level of exon
inclusion47. Intermediate methylation signatures were equally strong
within tissue samples, peripheral blood andpurified cell types, suggest-
ing that in ermediate methylation is not simply reflecting differential
methylation between cell types, but probably reflects a stable state of
cell-to-cell variability within a population of cells of the same type.
Epigenomic differences during lineage specification
We next studied the relationship between DNA methylation dynam-
ics and histone modifications across 95 epigenomes with methylation
data, extendingprevious studies that focusedon individual lineages19,48–50.
We found that the distribution of methylation levels for CpGs in some
chromatin states varied significantly across tissue and cell type (Fig. 4g,
Extended Data Fig. 4f and Supplementary Table 4a). For example,
TssAFlnk states were largely unmethylated in terminally differentiated
cells and tissues, but frequently methylated for several pluripotent and




































































































































































































































































































FAM205B ATP8B5P SIT1 NPR2 RECK RNF38 MELK PAX5 GRHPR FRMPD1 SHB ALDH1B1
Figure 3 | Epigenomic information across tissues and marks. a, Chromatin
state annotations across 127 reference epigenomes (rows, Fig. 2) in a,3.5-Mb
region on chromosome 9. Promoters are primarily constitutive (red vertical
lines), while enhancers are highly dynamic (dispersed yellow regions).
b, Signal tracks for IMR90 showing RNA-seq, a total of 28 histonemodification
marks, whole-genome bisulfite DNA methylation, DNA accessibility, digital
genomic footprints (DGF), input DNA and chromatin conformation
information72. c, Individual epigenomic marks across all epigenomes in which
they are available.d, Relationship of figurepanels highlights data set dimensions.
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II is found near its own (α-amanitin-sensitive) transcripts but
not polymerase III (insensitive) transcripts, while polymerase
III is found near its own transcripts but not those made by
polymerase II. The third experiment182 exploits steric
hindrance occurring between the large immuno-labeling
probes. Thus, an antipolymerase II antibody blocks access of
another antibody to BrRNA made by polymerase II, but not to
polymerase III protein or the BrRNA it makes. Conversely, an
antipolymerase III blocks access to BrRNA made by polymer-
ase III, but not to polymerase II protein or its BrRNA. These
results suggest that polymerases II and III, like polymerase I,
are found in their own distinct factories.
5.4. Number of Active Polymerases and Genes per Factory
As essentially all RNA synthesis occurs in factories, the number
of active polymerases and templates per factory can be
calculated from the numbers of (i) active polymerases (or
nascent transcripts), (ii) polymerases engaged on each unit, and
(iii) factories. We summarize how these three numbers can be
derived. Reassuringly, diﬀerent approaches (which presumably
have diﬀerent thresholds of detection) yield similar numbers.179
Moreover, some approaches conﬁrm corresponding numbers
for polymerase I, which we know reasonably accurately (see
section 4).
The numbers of active polymerases can be determined in
three general ways. In one, cells are permeabilized, engaged
poly erases allowed to extend their transcripts in [32P]UTP f r
diﬀerent times (all in a “physiological” buﬀer), and the resulting
[32P]RNAs sized. [In some cases, transcripts are trimmed with
ribonuclease A prior to extension to improve th accuracy with
which the number of added nucleotides can be measured, and
in others drugs (e.g., α-amanitin, actinomycin D, sarkosyl,
tagetitoxin) are added to inhibit diﬀerentially one or other
polymerase.] Next, the number f gr wing transcript is
calculated from the total number of nucleotides incorporated
into all transcripts, and the average increment in length. The
second approach involves quantitative immuno-blotting using
antibodies targeting hypo- and hyper-phosphorylated forms of
polymerase II, and known weights of reference proteins; only a
quarter of all molecules in the cell are active.32,178,179,182 In the
third, the nu bers of transcripti complexes seen in “spreads”
made from known numbers of nuclei are counted.32
Unlike rDNA genes, a typical (active) polymerase II unit is
associated with only one polymerase (Figure 3C).183−186 For
example, analysis of 100 active HeLa units in spreads like that
in Figure 3C shows that (at least) two-thirds are associated with
only 1 transcript.32 Even in yeast, <1% genes are transcribed by
>1 polymerase.187,188 Studies on GFP-tagged polymerase II
support the idea that transcriptional initiation is rate limiting, so
few units ever become loaded with more than one polymer-
ase.45 In other words, many so-called “active” genes spend most
of their time not being transcribed. In the case of RNA
polymerase III, transcription units are too short to be
simultaneously loaded with more than one polymerase.189
5.5. Architecture
The highest resolution images of nucleoplasmic factories have
been obtained using a special electron microscope and
technique, electron spectroscopic imaging (ESI).57,181 In
conventi nal electron mi rosc py, stains th t contain heavy
metals like uranium enhance contrast by deﬂecting an electron
in the beam so that it fails to pass through the slit to be imaged.
In ESI, sections are unstained, and contrast depends on
endogenous atoms. When a beam electron interacts with one
orbiting a phosphorus or nitrogen nucleus, it loses a
characteristic amount of energy (153 or 120 eV, respectively).
Scattered electrons now pass through a spectrometer, and
images of phosphorus (or nitrogen) in the sample are collected
by repositioning the slit.
Relative to other cellular constituents, nucleic acids are rich
in phosphorus, and proteins in nitrogen. In Figure 8A,
phosphorus and nitrogen have been pseudocolored red and
green, and chromatin, rich in both, appears yellow. Nascent
BrRNA is marked by gold particles (pseudocolored white), and
these mark a (green) factory.57 Although factor es are
polymorphic (Figure 8B−D), they are relatively homogeneous
in size. For example, in HeLa, 75% have diameters betw en 60
and 120 nm, with an average of ∼87 nm.57 In mouse
erythroblasts they are slightly larger (i.e., 130 nm), with a
fraction rich in the transcription factor KLF1 being larger still
(i.e., 174 nm).181 The number of phosphorus and nitrogen
atoms in a factory can be determined by reference to signal
from a nucleosome, which has a known atomic constitution.
The (green) factory core in HeLa typically has a mass of ∼10
MDa, and a density one-tenth that of th nucleosome (so is
probably porous like a sponge). It also contains little
phosphorus, consistent with templates and nascent transcripts
being attached to the surface. As these factories possess such
characteristic phosphorus:nitrogen ratios, they can be detected
in unpermeabilized HeLa cells (although then one cannot be
certain they are transcriptionally active).
The diameter of nucleoplasmic factories has also been
measured indirectly using RNA FISH and probes targeting two
diﬀerent ranscripts produced in one factory.15,190,191 Each
probe hybridizes to an intronic region in the transcript, which,
even if stretched out, spans less than 200 nm (the diﬀractio
limit of the light microscope). If the two transcripts are made in
the same factory, the red and green FISH signals inevitably
overlap to give a yellow focus. Gaussian curves are ﬁ ted to the
individual red and green distributions underlying such yellow
foci, and the distance between peaks measured with ∼15-nm
precision. 2D distances range from 7 to 102 nm (mean 62 nm).
This distribution ﬁts a model where pairs of red and green
Figure 8. Images of nucleoplasmic factories obtained using electron
spectroscopic imaging. HeLa cells were permeabilized, nascent
transcripts extended in BrUTP, and resulting BrRNA immuno-labeled
with 5-nm gold particles; after sectioning (70 nm), images of
endogenous phosphorus (red) and nitrogen (green), plus immuno-
labeling gold particles (white), were collected and merged. (A) Five
gold particles mark BrRNA in a nitrogen-rich factory (perimeter
indicated by a dotted line). Absolute numbers of N and P atoms within
this perimeter can be calculated using nearby nucleosomes as
references (arrowheads). (B−D) Examples illustrating how poly-
morphic factories are. Bars: 100 nm. Originally published in ref 57.
Copyright 2008 The Company of Biologists.
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4.2.2 Sequence'specific'DNA'recognition:'transcription'factors'TF& are& defined& as& DNA& sequence:specific& binding& proteins& that& do& not& have&enzymatic&activity&or&belong&to&the&core&transcriptional&initiation&complex.&Most&of&them&encode&for&factors&that&are&either&activator&or&repressor&of&transcription,&either&directly&or&through&recruitment&of&cofactors&(Biggin,&2011).&The&concerted&action&of&all&expressed&transcription&factors&dictates&the&transcriptional&state&of&a&given&cell.& It& is&known& that&expression&of& some& factor&either&alone&or& in& simple&combinations,&is&sufficient&to&drive&trans:differentiation,&reprogramming&or&stem&cells& differentiation& (Takahashi& and& Yamanaka,& 2016).& Notable& examples& are&Gata1,&CEBP&and&MyoD&and&the&reprogramming&factors&OSKM&(octamer:binding&protein& 3/4,& Sox2,& Krüppel:like& factor& 4& and& Myc).& These& factors& are& often&referred&to&as&master&regulators&as&they&can&induce&or&revert&cell&fate&decisions.&However& the&majority& of& the& transcription& factors& seem&not& to& share& the& same&ability&to&autonomously&recognize&and&bind&their&genomic&targets.&If&we&could&anticipate&for&every&TF&which&targets&are&recognized&in&the&genome,&we&would&be&much&closer&to&correctly&predict&gene&expression&patterns.&In&order&to&complete&a&simplified&transcription&model,&we&would&be&left&with&determining&the& impact& of& binding& on& the& targeted& regulatory& regions& (activating& or&repressing)& and& then& infer& the& induced& enhancer:promoter& connectivity& maps&(see&section&4.1.1).&However& already& to& predict& which& TF& motif& will& be& bound& by& a& given& TF& is& a&daunting& task& (Kaplan& et& al.,& 2011).& First& of& all,& the& availability& of& in& vitro&preference&data&for&DNA&sequences&is&not&satisfactory&yet,&with&hundreds&of&Zinc:finger&TF&specificities&still&waiting&to&be&determined&(Figure&4:4a).&&The&next&layer&of&complexity&lies&in&predicting&the&in&vivo&modulators&of&binding,&introduced& in& the& previous& section,& which& can& be& divided& in& DNA:sequence&related,& TF& related& and&mixed.&Within& the& first& category& lies& the& positioning& of&nucleosomal&arrays&and&the&syntax&(also&referred&to&as&lexicon&or&grammar)&of&a&regulatory:region,&which&can&determine&cooperativity&(Field&et&al.,&2011).&These&two& mechanisms& in& turns,& autonomously& determine& DNA&methylation& and& the&torsional& state& of&DNA& (through& transcription).& TF& related& variables& are& on& the&other& hand& the& levels& of& expression,& presence& of& regulators& and& half:life.& An&
Introduction&& 17&example& of&mixed&modulation& is& the& PTM& state& of& a& TF,&which& integrates& both&cues.&It& is& a& complex& mixture& of& all& these& levels& of& regulation& that& explains& the&homeostasis& of& nuclear& functions& and,& when& altered,& the& genetics& of& cellular&defects&(Kilpinen&et&al.,&2013).&Syntax&is&probably&the&single&most&important&determinant&of&TF&binding.&&TFBSs&tend&to&cluster&around&CTCF&or&cohesin&(Merkenschlager&and&Odom,&2013;&Yan&et&al.,&2013),& two&structural&TFs&that&allow&promoter/enhancer& interaction.&Cooperative&binding&leads&to&a&nonlinear&relationship&between&TF&concentration&and&the&degree&of&occupancy&on&specific&enhancers.&At&the&moment&the&prevailing&idea&posits&that&enhancers&can&function&both&as&billboard&continuum&activators&of&transcription& and& also& as& cooperative& digital& switches& (Slattery& et& al.,& 2014).&Cooperativity&is&often&associated&with&protein–protein&interactions&between&TFs&bound& to& adjacent& sites,& however& there& exist& indirect& types& of& cooperativity&(recruitment&of& remodelers,&displacement&of&a&nucleosome,&common&co:factor).&In&order&to&test&direct&cooperativity&in&vitro&there&are&now&technologies,&such&as&MITOMI& and& SELEX& (Isakova& et& al.,& 2016;& Jolma& et& al.,& 2015),& that& have& the&throughput& and& the& sensitivity& to& give& important& insights& into& this& area& of&investigation.&Another& important& mechanism& of& TF& binding& is& presence& or& absence& of& a&nucleosome& occluding& access& to& a& cognate& motif,& and& this& mechanism& is&conserved& from& yeast& to& mammals& (Field& et& al.,& 2011).& Simple& proof& of& the&importance& of& this& mechanism& is& that& in& vivo& nucleosomes& are& depleted& at&regulatory&regions&but&not&at& indivual&TF&binding&sites,& in& light&of& the& interplay&with& TF& ensembles& described& above.& Recent& evidence& support& this& notion& by&suggesting& that& nucleosomal& array& organization& is& both& encoded& in& the& DNA&sequence&and&modulated&by&transcription&factor&binding&(Barozzi&et&al.,&2014).&&Nucleosomes&wrap&DNA&around&the&histone&octamer&and&therefore&only&a&region&of& approximately& 6& bp& (half& of& the& B:DNA& helical& turn& period& of& 10,5& bp)& is&available&for&initial&DNA&contact.&&It&has&been&proposed&that&the&unique&properties&of&master&regulators&could&lie&in&a&different&type&of&interaction&with&DNA&(Soufi&et&al.,& 2015).& There,& authors& show& that&master& regulators& are& able& to& probe& DNA&sequences&by&recognizing&partial&motifs&on&only&one&side&of&the&helix.&Other&TFs,&
Introduction&&18&and& in& general& those& that& recognize& sequences& of& 10:12& bp& (typically& obligate&dimers&recognizing&palindromic&sequences),&need&to&access&both&side&of&the&helix&for& making& a& productive& contact.& Slightly& against& this& hypothesis& is& the&observation&that&TFs&with&a&long&motif&(up&to&21&bp)&like&CTCF&or&REST&show&a&high& fraction& of& bound& sites,& position& nucleosomes& and& are& not& sensitive& to&chromatin&changes&(Stadler&et&al.,&2011).&&Following& up& on& the& issue& of& nucleosome& displacement,& another& proposed&mechanism& of& action& for& master& regulators& is& recruitment& of& nucleosome&remodelers&(Voss&and&Hager,&2013).&Collectively,&these&two&evidences&suggest&a&very&important&role&for&nucleosomes&in&modulating&accessibility&to&DNA.&&Another&layer&of&control&that&is&hard:wired&in&DNA&sequence&is&DNA:methylation.&The&methylation&state&of&a&given&fragment&indeed&is&determined&by&the&combined&action& of& nucleosomal& positioning& (Baubec& et& al.,& 2015),& CpG& density& and& TF&binding& (Krebs& et& al.,& 2014;& Stadler& et& al.,& 2011).& A& recent& work& from& our&laboratory& has& shown& that& this& mechanism& is& responsible& for& modulating& the&binding&of&Nrf1&in&mouse&embryonic&stem&cells&(Domcke&et&al.,&2015).&Additional&evidence& in& different& cell& lines& comes& from& modulation& of& CTCF& binding& at&subsets&of&sites&(Maurano&et&al.,&2014).&&Torsional&state&of&the&DNA&is&an&emerging&mechanism&through&which&TF&binding&might&be&regulated.&In&turns&torsional&domains&are&determined&by&transcription&and& insulator& proteins& (Naughton& et& al.,& 2013).& Its& importance& has& been&demonstrated&in&yeast&by&with&the&observation&of&nucleosomal&eviction&upstream&of& the& replication& fork& and& TF& binding& modulation& (Gilbert& and& Allan,& 2014;&Langowski,&2015;&Lia&et&al.,&2003).&From&the&TF&side,&there&are&many&examples&that&could&illustrate&the&importance&of& TF& concentration& and& activity.& The& best& studied& examples& being& nuclear&receptors,& SMAD,&Nfkb& and&p53&however& the& advent& of&mass:spectrometry&has&opened& new& avenues& in& our& capability& of& correct& characterization& and&quantification&of&TFs&at&developmental&times&(Simicevic&et&al.,&2013).&Also& single& cell& tracking& via& fluorescent& reporters& allow& microscopy& based&quantification&of&TF&concentrations&(Filipczyk&et&al.,&2015;&Hoppe&et&al.,&2016).&The&SymAtlas&database& contains& the& expression& level& by&microarray&of&873&TF,&assessed& for& different& human& tissue& types& (Vaquerizas& et& al.,& 2009).& In& a& give&
Introduction&& 19&tissue& there&are&between&150& to&300&TFs& expressed& to& levels&detectable&by& the&array,&with&2& thirds&of& them&being&expressed& to&similar& levels& in&all& tissues&and&1/3&generally&expressed&in&a&tissue&specific&fashion&(Figure&4:4b).&&&&
&&
&
Figure 4-4 a) proportion of indicated class of TF in the different taxa; SymAtlas database showing expression 
levels of ~ 500 TFs in the different tissues; few transcription factors are active in only one cell type, with the 
majority being shared or with modulated expression. From (Vaquerizas et al., 2009) &As& far& as& mixed& (sequence& and& TF& mediated)& mechanism& for& control& of& TF&binding,&are&for&example&the&epigenetic&state&of&the&chromatinized&targets,&which&






























































































































































Primates Mammals Vertebrates Metazoa Eukaryotes
Figure 5 | Conservation of human transcription factors across 24 eukaryotic 
genomes. a | Heat map of transcription factors (TFs) (rows) and species (columns)  
are hierarchically clustered according to the presence (blue intersecting cells) or 
absence (white) of orthologous genes. The coloured bar on the left indicates whether 
TFs are primate specific (purple), mammal specific (blue), vertebrate specific (pink), 
Metazoa specific (yellow) or present in all eukaryotes (green) (Supplementary 
information S1 (PDF)). b | For human TFs in the three largest families, the proportion 
that are conserved in each taxonomic group is shown.
example, the large group of primate-specific regulators 
suggests that TF expansions continued until recently in 
human evolution. This point is stressed by the fact that 
13% of the human TF repertoire appeared in primates, 
whereas only 2% of metabolic enzymes originate from 
this period (data not shown).
We found that the expansions occurred unevenly for 
TFs containing different types of DNA-binding domains 
(FIG. 5b). As mentioned above, homeodomain TFs first 
appeared in metazoan organisms and expanded rapidly in 
vertebrates, whereas helix–loop–helix TFs originated 
in metazoan organisms and have not expanded signifi-
cantly since. The C2H2 zinc-finger family grew at several 
evolutionary stages, including with the appearance of 
vertebrates, and most substantially during the emergence 
of mammals and primates. Other domains, such as the 
CCAAT factor domain, are present in all eukaryotes, and 
have not increased substantially since their appearance. 
These TF expansions are interesting as they might have 
provided evolution with a way of modifying or creating 
different expression patterns for TFs, such as tissue- 
specific ones, by duplication followed by promoter diver-
gence. This would explain, for example, why TFs such 
as ETS1 and ETS2 share a functional redundancy, but 
are expressed in different parts of the body69,70. In this 
Analysis article we do not consider the expansions that 
occurred in non-human lineages, but different TF fami-
lies are known to have proliferated in other organisms 
(such as the nuclear hormone receptors in worms20).
Previous work suggested that the size of TF fami-
lies is influenced in part by the number of different 
DNA sequences that they are able to recognize71,72. In 
other words, DNA-binding domains that can diver-
sify their collection of target sequences should occur 
in greater numbers in a genome. This could explain 
why C2H2 zinc-finger proteins — with their ability to 
mutate amino acid positions that directly interact with 
DNA bases, and their capacity to extend the length of 
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have not increased substantially since their appearance. 
These TF expansions are interesting as they might have 
provided evolution with a way of modifying or creating 
different expression patterns for TFs, such as tissue- 
specific ones, by duplication followed by promoter diver-
gence. This would explain, for example, why TFs such 
as ETS1 and ETS2 share a functional redundancy, but 
are expressed in different parts of the body69,70. In this 
Analysis article we do not consider the expansions that 
occurred in non-human lineages, but different TF fami-
lies are known to have proliferated in other organisms 
(such as the nuclear hormone receptors in worms20).
Previous work suggested that the size of TF fami-
lies is influenced in part by the number of different 
DNA sequences that they are able to recognize71,72. In 
other words, DNA-binding domains that can diver-
sify their collection of target sequences should occur 
in greater numbers in a genome. This could explain 
why C2H2 zinc-finger proteins — with their ability to 
mutate amino acid positions that directly interact with 
DNA bases, and their capacity to extend the length of 
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Figure 4 | Heat map representation of transcription factor expression in 32 human organs and tissues. Heat map 
of transcription factor (TF) expression (rows) in 32 organs and tissues (columns). Intersecting cells are shaded 
according to expression level (dark red for low expression and blue for high expression). Ubiquitous and specific TFs 
are grouped according to their expression profiles using hierarchical clustering (before setting an expression level 
threshold). Ubiquitous regulators are expressed at similar levels across most tissues, whereas specific regulators are 
expressed at significantly different levels in certain tissues (Supplementary information S1 (PDF)). Expression levels 
below the threshold of detection are depicted as white cells.
in future studies will help to elucidate patterns of com-
binatorial regulation and ultimately the regulatory 
functions of these TFs.
Evolutionary history of human TFs
The function and genomic organization of genes are 
intimately connected with how they have evolved12. 
Therefore, in order to gain an insight into the highly 
structured and coordinated regulatory functions of TFs, 
we studied several aspects of their evolution.
Evolution of the TF repertoire. First we studied the 
history of the TF repertoire, using phylogenetic relation-
ships provided by the Ensembl Compara database 
(version 51). FIGURE 5a shows the evolutionary history 
of the 1,391 TF genes and their orthologues for which 
data are available, across 24 eukaryotic genomes ranging 
from yeast to chimpanzee.
There are five groups of TFs with distinct patterns 
of conservation: those that are present only in primates; 
predominantly in mammals, vertebrates or metazoa; and 
finally in most eukaryotes including yeast (Supplementary 
information S1 (PDF)). These groups appeared through 
periodic expansions in the TF repertoire along the human 
lineage — the proliferation of new regulatory genes 
coincided with the emergence of increasing organismal 
complexity, and they enabled organisms to develop new 
functionalities. For instance, the homeodomain family 
of TFs appeared during the emergence of a body plan in 
animals68, and the Hox proteins — a sub-group of regu-
lators in this family — have a central role in controlling 
segmental patterning during development. In another 
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Introduction&&20&in&turns&integrates&cues&from&the&DNA&sequence&(number&and&type&of&TF&bound&at&that&particular&cellular&stage).&It&does&so&by&modulating&the&level&of&chromatin&compaction,& the&PTM&of& the&TF&and& the&methylation&state&of& the&DNA&substrate&(Tootle&and&Rebay,&2005).&What& has& been& reported& so& far& refers& to& TF& in& general.& However& TF:family&specific&properties&are&also&known.&For&example&HMG:box&family&of&DNA&binding&protein& bind& preferentially& to& bended& DNA& structures,& which& have& been&implicated&in&indirect&forms&of&cooperativity&(Slattery&et&al.,&2014).&&In& conclusion& the& forms& through& which& TF& can& access& their& cognate& sites& are&many&and&remain&incompletely&understood,&however&quantitative&data&is&starting&to&accumulate.&Briefly&a&mention&goes& to& the&classes&of&DNA&binding&proteins& that&do&not&bind&specific& DNA& sequence,& like& general& transcription& factors,& UBF,& MBD,& CFP,& etc.&&Investigation&of&the&determinant&of&their&binding&is&ongoing&(Baubec&et&al.,&2013;&Lee,&2001)&&and,&as&far&as&HMG&proteins&are&concerned,&has&been&a&main&part&of&this&thesis&project.& &
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HMG-box HMGB HMGB1,2,..n HMG-1,HMG-2 
NBD proteins NBD HMGN HMGN1,2,..n HMG-14,HMG-17 
ATH proteins ATH HMGA HMGA1,2,..n HMG-I/Y,HMG-C 
Table 4-1 Nomenclature change after 2001. ATH, AT-hook domain; NBD, nucleosome binding domain. (Bustin, 
2001). Source: www.informatics.jax.org/mgihome/nomen/hmg_family.shtml#G &Below&is&a&resume&of&the&major&characteristics&of&HMGA:B&proteins,&that&will&be&the&focus&of&this&work.&
4.3.1 Expression'It&has&been&calculated&that&in&certain&blood&cells&there&are&up&to&1&million&copies&of&HMGB1&(Čabart&et&al.,&1995),&which&adds& to&1&molecule&per&nucleosome&and&renders& HMG& proteins& the& second& most& abundant& nuclear& proteins& (after&histones).&As& can& be& appreciated& in& Figure& 4:5,& cell:types& in& active& replication& tend& to&express& HMG& proteins& higher& than& quiescent& and& terminally& differentiated&tissues,&with&the&exception&of&HMGB4,&which&is&confined&to&sperm&tissue.&The&high&transcription&of&Hmg&genes&is&backed&up&by&fairly&high&stability&of&these&short&proteins.&HMGB1&for&example&approaches& the&stability&of&histones,&with&a&half:life&of&more&than&two&cell&generations&(Begum&et&al.,&1990).&&
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&
Figure 4-5 Expression levels for the mouse HMGA and HMGB proteins in different organs and developmental 
times. The different datasets were retrieved from microarray data from BioGPS (Wu et al., 2009) and were scaled 
to a common unit. 







Figure 4-6 Alignment of the aa sequence of mouse HMGA1 and HMGA2. In purple are highlighted the DBDs. 
Conserved aa are marked with asterisks and similar aa with “.” or  “:” symbols. The linker between the first two 
AT-hooks is absent in HMGA1 isoform b.  &HMGB& proteins& all& share& two& HMG:box& DBDs& of& approximately& 70& aa& (Figure&4:7).& Such& domains& are& constituted& of& 3& alpha& helices& and& short& beta:sheet& or&linkers.& The& bulky& aromatic& side& chains& of& AA& phenylalanine,& tyrosine& and&isoleucine&at&the&beginning&of&the&alpha&helices&are&important&for&the&in&vitro&DNA&bending&properties&of&these&proteins&(Sanchez:Giraldo&et&al.,&2015)(Thomas&and&Travers,&2001).&HMGB4&lacks&the&long&acidic&tail&characteristic&of&the&other&HMGB&members.&The&NLSs&of&HMGB1:2:3&are&two&and&are&located&between&the&first&two&alpha:helices& (bipartite)& and& just& before& the& acidic& tail& (only& for& HMGB1:2).&HMGB1&and&HMGB2&proteins&shuttle&in&and&out&of&the&nucleus&to&the&cytoplasm&by& simple& diffusion& and& active& transport,& with& a& tendency& to& nuclear&accumulation&(Pallier&et&al.,&2003).&HMGB1&is&highly&conserved&in&mammalian&evolution&with&amino&acid&sequences&virtually&identical&(>99%),&implying&similar&biological&functions.&&&




(legend on next page) 
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Figure 4-7 Alignment of the aa sequence of mouse HMGB proteins. In green beta-sheet and alpha helices for the 
two HMG-box of HMGB1 are indicated. Note the lack of amino acidic tail for HMGB4 and the different NLS at 
position 80. 
4.3.3 Evidence'of'association'with'DNA'and'chromatin'Initial&evidence&for&association&with&chromatin&dates&back&to&the&discovery&of&the&proteins&themselves,&as&they&are&defined&by&being&bound&to&chromatin&and&being&extracted&at&0.35&NaCl&(See&previous&sections).&However&numerous&studies&have&tried&to&identify&the&in&vivo&substrates&of&HMG&proteins&with&mixed&fortune.&
4.3.3.1 In+vitro+and+in+vivo+evidence+for+HMGA+proteins+association+with+DNA+In& vitro,& the&HMGA1& protein& binds& preferentially& to& the&minor& groove& of& short&stretches& of& A/T:rich& B:form& DNA& via& recognition& of& structure& rather& than&nucleotide&sequence&(Reeves&and&Nissen,&1990).&Full:length& proteins& and& DNA:binding& domain(s)& alone& also& bind& to& synthetic&four:way&junction&structures,&to&non:B:form&structures&in&supercoiled&plasmids,&and&to&distorted&regions&of&DNA&found&on&isolated&nucleosome&core&particles&(Hill&et&al.,&1999;&Reeves&and&Wolffe,&1996).&In& vivo,& they& localize& to& DAPI& dense& foci.& Of& note& the& true& reason& for& brighter&staining& of& DAPI& dense& foci& is& not& yet& known.& Whether& it& is& caused& by& an&increased&DNA&compaction&of&DNA&or&by&stronger&DNA&staining&due& to& the&dye&affinity,&or&combinations&of& the&two.& Indeed&DAPI,&Hoechst&and&other&DNA&dyes&display&in&vitro&high&affinity&for&AT:rich&DNA,&like&AT:hook&domains,&sharing&with&them& similar& mechanisms& of& substrate& recognition& (Reeves& and& Nissen,& 1990;&Wilson&et&al.,&1990).&&&Evidence& accumulated& over& the& years,& implicates&HMGA1& in& the& formation& and&stabilization& of& activating& protein& complexes& at& the& enhancer& of& the& IFN:β& and&IL2:Rα& involving& the& interaction& of& HMGA1& with& other& transcription& factors&(Merika&and&Thanos,&2001).&Looking&at&a&more&global&role&for&HMGA&proteins,&it&has&been&demonstrated&that&treatment& of& cells& with& minor& groove& binding& chemicals& prevents& complete&condensation& of& metaphase& chromosomes& (Radic& et& al.,& 1992).& Also,& HMGA&proteins&are& in&vivo&substrates& for&CDC2&kinase&and&colocalize&with&histone&H1&and& TopoisomeraseII& at& scaffold& attachment& regions& (A/T:rich& DNA& sequences&that&constitute&the&structural&backbone&of&metaphase&chromosomes)&(Zhao&et&al.,&
Introduction&&26&1993).& & Overexpression& of& HMGA& proteins& induces& apoptosis& in& normal& cells&(Fedele& et& al.,& 2001),& however& in& cell& lines& that& have& passed& the& senescence&barrier& this&has&anti:apoptotic&affects.&The&observation&that&HMGA1& localizes&at&senescence:associated& heterochromatic& foci& in& fibroblast& (Zhang& et& al.,& 2007),&which& contain& hypo:acetylated& histones& and& where& H1& is& excluded& might& be&related.&&More&recently&a&ChIP:sequencing&study& located&HMGA2& in& the&colon&cancer&cell&line&HCT116&(Figure&4:8).&49&DNA&fragments&were&analyzed&for&their&AT:content&and& showed& a& significantly& higher& AT:content& than& the& average& of& the& human&genome&(Winter&et&al.,&2011).&&&
& &
Figure 4-8 Left, distribution of sequence content of the 49 clones analyzed in this study after HMGA2 ChIP ; 
Right, in vivo determined consensus from, the information content is fairly low and the nucleotide composition 
degenerate (Winter et al., 2011) &
4.3.3.2 In+vitro+and+in+vivo+evidence+for+HMGB+proteins+association+with+DNA+The&first&DBD&of&HMGB1,&also&called&box:A&has&been&crystallized&in&complex&with&distorted&DNA&templates&(Lippard&et&al.,&1999)&and&is&shown&in&Figure&4:9.&The&box:B&has&been&shown&to&have&even&higher&affinity&for&damaged&DNA&and&induce&an&angle&of&up& to&95°&on& the&DNA& (Thomas&and&Travers,& 2001).& Specific& amino&acids& have& been& identified& as& being& responsible& for& the& strong& affinity& for&distorted& DNA& substrates& Figure& 4:9.& HMGB& does& not& have& reported& sequence&specificity& and& thus& plausible& in& vivo& ligands& that& spontaneously& adopt& this&structures&are&UV:induced&pyrimidine&dimers,&to&which&HMGB1&binds&efficiently&in&vitro&(Pasheva&et&al.,&1998).&However&strong&bends&on&the&DNA&helix&are&also&
relevance for the HMGA2 activity. According to its function as a
chromatin-remodelling switch HMGA2 is supposed to require a
large number of DNA binding sites throughout the genome. This
is consistent with the observations of relative abundance of
HMGA2 in embryonic stem cells by Li et al. [7,8]. Therefore, the
rare occurrence of the consensus sequences has to be explained.
Besides the possibility of artificial binding in the SELEX
experiments the statistical 2.5 fold overrepresentation of the
extended HMGA2 consensus sequences versus the representation
of such sequences only by chance in the human genome points to a
possible other explanation. The consensus motif described by Cui
and Leng [12] is efficiently binding HMGA2 but in vivo this
bindi g is maybe irrelevant. The binding might be too strong for
purposes of dynamic regulation which is required for the proper
activity of HMGA2.
The AT-content of the sequences generated by ChIP is
significantly higher than the average of the human genome. This
confirms the hypothesis that HMGA2 binds to AT-rich sequences.
It therefore seems feasible to speculate that a motif with central
GC bases and flanking AT bases is the possible target of HMGA2.
The analysis of the DNA fragments among each other shows a
multitude of matches for conserved AT-stretches. All sequences
but two contain multiple AT-stretches. A possible explanation for
these two sequences having only one AT-stretch is that HMGA2
does not necessarily need DNA to interact with because it can bind
to DNA- or chromatin binding proteins as well [17,18]. To
identify further similarities between these BLAST matching
sequences, 11 bp and 12 bp matches were used exemplarily to
create a sequence logo. Interestingly, the high AT-content in the
flanking sequences resembles the pattern of the SELEX sequences
presented by Cui and Leng [12]. This pattern has a central of 4
GC-rich bases flanked by AT-rich sequences. It is well known, that
HMGA2 is a DNA binding protein that specifically recognizes the
minor groove of AT-rich DNA sequences. One turn in DNA
consists of approximately 10 bp and thus both presented patterns
fit to the HMGA2 AT-hook composition and the winding of the
DNA molecule.
HMGA2 is able to regulate certain genes via binding to
promoter or enhancer regions, which are located upstream or
downstream to the target gene, as well as intronic e.g. in case of
the IMP2 gene [20,21]. Except for one sequence all possible
binding sites were assigned to non-coding regions. Some of the
genes identified to be located close to the generated ChIP DNA
fragments play an important role in different types of cancer with
high HMGA2 expression. RELN and ALDH1A1 are expressed in
prostate cancer [22,23], ENG [24], SI [25], FCGBP [26] and
PTPRT [27] are associated with colonic tumors. HOXD10 [28]
and MAN1A1 [29] show an up-regulated gene expression in breast
cancer. The RPL10L gene is related to ovarian cancer [30] and
JMJD1C plays an essential role in embryogenesis and carcino-
genesis [31]. A functional relation between the oncofetal HMGA2
and the above m ntioned genes is feasible and as a transcription
factor HMGA2 is able to influence many different regulatory
processes [32]. It remains to be elucidated, if HMGA2-binding is
directly related to the up- or down-regulation of expression in this
certain cases either through directly binding to DNA or in a
complex with other proteins.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first approach to
characterize possible HMGA2 binding sites in the chromatin of
living cells by ChIP and cloning. Via protein-DNA binding
HMGA2 plays important roles in tumor growth and stem cell-
renewal. The possibility to screen, localize, and characterize the
whole human genome for sequences bound to HMGA2, can help




The use of the human myometrium sample for this study was
approved by the local medical ethics committee and followed the
Figure 4. Histogram of the AT-content in the human genome
and the ChIP DNA sequences. The whole human genome was split
into pieces of 500 bp and AT-content was determined and compared to
the AT-content of the sequences revealed by ChIP with HMGA2-
antibody. The Wilcoxson rank sum test shows that the AT-content in the
ChIP DNA sequences is significantly higher than in the human genom
(p,0.0012).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018837.g004
Figure 5. Sequence analysis of the concerted BLAST align-
ments of the detected ChIP sequences. The sequence logo was
created by 12 bp long BLAST alignments. Sequence conservation,
measured in bits of information, is illustrated by the height of stacking
of the four letters for each position in the binding sites. The relative
heights are proportional to their frequencies shown in the 134 BLAST
sequences. The sequence logo was generated by WebLogo (available at
http://weblogo.berkeley.edu/logo.cgi).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0018837.g005
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HMGA2 is a DNA binding protein that specifically recognizes the
minor groove of AT-rich DNA sequences. One turn in DNA
consists of approximately 10 bp and thus both presented patterns
fit to the HMGA2 AT-hook composition and the winding of the
DNA molecule.
HMGA2 is able to regulate certain genes via binding to
promoter or enhancer regions, which are located upstream or
downstream to the target gene, as well as intronic e.g. in case of
the IMP2 gene [20,21]. Except for one sequence all possible
binding sites were assigned to non-coding regions. Some of the
genes identified to be located close to the generated ChIP DNA
fragments play an important role in different types of cancer with
high HMGA2 expression. RELN and ALDH1A1 are expressed in
prostate cancer [22,23], ENG [24], SI [25], FCGBP [26] and
PTPRT [27] are associated with colonic tumors. HOXD10 [28]
and MAN1A1 [29] show an up-regulated gene expression in breast
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certain cases either through directly binding to DNA or in a
complex with other prot ins.
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characterize possible HMGA2 binding sites in the chromatin of
livi g cells y ChIP and cl ning. Via protein-DNA binding
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Introduction&& 27&caused&by&canonical&HMG:box&TF&like&Sox2&(Scaffidi&and&Bianchi,&2001),&therefore&it&cannot&be&excluded&that&HMGB&protein&recognize&bended&DNA,&for&example&at&the&nucleosome&entry:exit&point.&
& &
Figure 4-9 Left, The structure of the box-A of HMGB1 in complex with Cis-platinated DNA. Sharp angle of 60° 
is imparted to DNA. Right, Conserved amino acid are marked in red that are thought to be important for the 
intercalation and DNA bending in vitro. First 2 lines are rat/mouse sequence for the two boxes. Alignment with 
Drosophila and Yeast homologs HMG-D and Nhp6a. For comparison also sequence specific hSRY and mLEF-1 
are depicted. From (Thomas and Travers, 2001) &For&this&reason,&a&model&has&started&to&prevail&that&implicates&HMGB&proteins&in&the& loading&of&nucleosomes&and&modulation&of& their&stability&(Joshi&et&al.,&2012;&Stros,&2010;&Travers,&2003;&Watson&et&al.,&2014).&&Additionally& a& role& for& stabilization& of& enhancer& complexes& has& emerged& after&studies& conducted& on& selected& loci& and& on& reporter& plasmids& (Das& et& al.,& 2004;&Roemer&et&al.,&2008;&Verrijdt&et&al.,&2002).&In&support&of&this&hypothesis&a&recent&publication& describes& by& ChIP:seq& HMGB2& at& the& promoters& of& two& cancer&derived&cell&lines&(Redmond&et&al.,&2014).&A& third&mechanism& implicates&HMGB& in& the&control&of&protein:DNA& interaction,&the& so:called& “hit:and:run”& mode& of& action.& According& to& this& model& HMGB&proteins& facilitate& stable& binding& of& other& TFs& to& regulatory& regions& but&immediately&dissociates&from&the&ternary&complex,&which&remains&firmly&bound&(Agresti&and&Bianchi,&2003). Not&all&interactions&of&HMGB&proteins&are&of&the&hit:and:&run&variety:&in&the&case&of&the&BHLF:gene,&HMGB&facilitates&the&formation&of&an&enhanceosome&(Ellwood&et&al.,&2000).&However&the&clearest&example&of&stable&HMGB1& complex& formation& in& vivo& occurs& during& apoptosis&when& the& dynamic&movement&of&this&protein&is&completely&arrested&(Scaffidi&et&al.,&2002).&The&signal&for& such&binding& is&unknown&but& it& has&been& suggested& that& it&might&be&due& to&either& HMGB& recognition& of& (and& binding& to)& the& hypoacetylated& N:terminal&histone&tails.&The&apparent&biological&function&of&this&binding&in&apoptotic&cells&is&
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Impaired glucocorticoid receptor binding would
provide an explanation for the pleiotropic effects on
glucose metabolism observed in mice null for HMG1
(Ref. 42). This mutation was not lethal, suggesting
functional redundancy between members of the HMG1
and 2 family. In addition, the interchangeability of
HMG1 and 2 in transfection assays suggests that tail
length is not a dominant feature in promoting the DNA
binding of sequence-specific proteins33. Indeed, the tail
is not essential in vitro (see Table 2). Moreover, in some
cases, individual boxes appear to be functional, at least
in in vitro assays (Table 2).
In the above examples, a role for DNA bending
induced by HMG1 and 2 in the facilitated binding of
transcription factors, although possible, has not been
established. However, there are two cases in which the
assembly of nucleoprotein complexes containing
sequence-specific DNA binding proteins is promoted by
the DNA-bending properties of HMG1 and 2 (c.f. Fig. 4).
First, in V(D)J recombination, the lymphocyte-specific
proteins RAG1 and RAG2 (recombination activating
genes 1 and 2) appear to recruit HMG1 and 2 to the
appropriate sites in chromatin43, presumably by
protein–protein contacts with the RAG1 homeodomain
(Table 2). Here, they ensure the ‘12/23 rule’. This
requires that V(D)J recombination occurs only between
recombination signals with 12 and 23 bp spacers,
probably by bending (in concert with RAG1 and 2) the
DNA between the two recombination signal sequences
spaced by 23 bp and stabilizing a nucleoprotein complex.
Second, in the  enhanceosome containing the Epstein-
Barr virus replication activator protein ZEBRA and
HMG144, the two proteins bind cooperatively, HMG1
binding to, and presumably bending, a specific DNA
sequence between two ZEBRA recognition sites.
Bending of DNAby HMG1 and 2 has also been invoked
to explain the essential role of these proteins in initiating
DNAreplication by loop formation at the MVM (minute
virus of mice) parvovirus origin of replication45.
Both the Aand B HMG-box domains are required to
facilitate the HMG1-mediated assembly of some
nucleoprotein complexes [e.g. the V(D)J recombination
complex and the ZEBRAenhanceosome]. It is notable
that whereas B-type HMG domains are often the sole
HMG domain in a protein, so far an A-type domain has
only been found in tandem with a B-type domain. This
observation, coupled with the significant structural a d
functional differences between the isolated A- and B-type
HMG domains, could imply a functional separation
between the two domains in HMG1 and 2. One possibility
is that during nucleoprotein complex formation the
Table 1. Intercalation of one or two residues in various HMG-box domains and the consequent DNA bendinga
HMG box DNA Residue X Intercalation? Residue Y Intercalation? Bend angle (°) Refs
SRYb Linear 8-mer Ile Yes Asn No 85 (N MR) 11,14
LEF-1b Linear 12-mer Met Yes Ser No 117±10 (N MR) 12
Nhp6ac,d Linear 15-mer Met Yes Phee Yes ~90 (modelled) 16
HM G-Dd Linear 11-mer Met Yes Valf Yes 111g (crystallography) 13
HM G-Dc,d 2 base bulge 18-mer Met Yes Valf Yes 95±5 (FRET)h 15,56
HM G1-A i cis-Pt 20-mer A la No Phe Yes 61 (crystallography) 22
HM G1-Ac,i 4-way junction A la No Phe Stacks versus – 9
base in centre j
HM G1-Bk,l cis-Pt 20-mer Phe Inferred Ile Probable 80–95 (FRET)h,m 23
aAbbreviations: HM G , high mobility group; LEF-1, lymphocyte enhancer factor 1; Nhp6a, non-histone protein 6A ; SRY, sex-determ ining region Y.
bHM G boxes from single box sequence-specific HM G-box proteins.
cEvidence-based models rather than defined structures.
dHM G boxes from abundant single-box yeast and Drosophila HM G-box proteins.
eNot strictly intercalation (see Ref. 16).
fAdjacent Thr also partially intercalates.
gValue m ight be high because of crystal packing.
hFluorescence resonance energy transfer. No direct evidence.
iA box from HM G1.
jStacks against a base at the proximal end of a junction arm (i.e. in centre of junction where bases unstacked).
kB box from HM G1.
lNo structure or model of protein-DN A complex; intercalation inferred. 
mIn the absence of a structure, the value of 80–95° (cf. 61° for the A-domain), and the nature of the am ino acid residues at X and Y, support the 
inference of two intercalations (rather than one as for the A domain).
LEF-1 box–DNA                HMG-D box–DNA             HMG1 A box–cis-Pt DNA
(a) (b) (c)
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Fig. 3. Structures of HM G-box–DN A complexes in which intercalation occurs at X only (a), at both X
and Y (b), or at Y only (c). (a) LEF-1 HM G box w ith basic C-term inal extension complexed w ith duplex
DN A (N MR structure)12. The basic extension interacts w ith the major groove opposite the compressed
m inor groove. (b) HM G-D HM G box in complex w ith duplex DN A (X-ray crystal structure)13. (c) The
complex of the HM G1 A box w ith cis-platinated DN A (X-ray crystal structure)22. Note that in this
structure the orientation of the intercalating Phe group differs from that in the solution structure of the
free domain shown in Fig. 2(b). The figure was drawn using Insight II (Biosym Technologies, San
Diego, CA). Abbreviations: HM G , high mobility group; LEF-1, lymphocyte enhancer factor 1.
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rigidity of DNA and thereby promote the formation of
complex nucleoprotein assemblies containing tightly
bent DNA (Ref. 32). Such a role probably requires that
the bend be precisely placed, a displacement of the
binding site by even 1 bp would alter the trajectory of
the bent DNA by 30–36°. Because DNA-sequence
recognition by the abundant HMG-box proteins lacks
selectivity, the precise targeting of these proteins must
depend on the presence of other sequence-specific
DNA-binding proteins in the complex. This indeed
appears to be the case. 
HMG1 and HMG2 have been implicated, from
several in vitro assays, in both the activation and
repression of transcription. A recurring theme is
enhancement of the binding of various transcription
factors [e.g. Oct-1 and 2 (Ref. 33), HoxD9 (Ref. 34),
p53 (Ref. 35), Rel proteins36 and steroid hormone
receptors37] to their cognate DNA binding sites
(Table 2). In most of these cases, the interaction of the
HMG protein with a transcription factor has been
detected in vitro and could presumably serve as the
mechanism for recruitment of HMG1 and 2 to
particular DNA sites (Fig. 4). In addition, in some
cases, transfection experiments have indicated
functional interactions in vivo (Table 2). The
demonstrated interactions in vitro are between
HMG1 and/or 2 and a single transcription factor.
However, it remains possible that in vivo, in a natural
regulatory context, the bending of DNA by HMG1 or 2
could potentially allow the recruitment of a second
transcription factor to the complex (Fig. 4) in an
analogous manner to the sequence-specific HMG-box
transcription factors38. In vitro interactions between
HMG proteins and the basal transcription machinery
have also been reported. Human HMG1 binds to the
TATA-box binding protein (TBP)and interferes with
the normal binding of TFIIB in the pre-initiat on
complex39,40, thereby inhibiting TBP function; both
HMG1 and TFIIB independently enhance binding of
TBP to TATA-box DNA (Ref. 39). By contrast, HMG2
has been reported to stabilize and activate the TBP-
containing TFIID–TFIIA complex bound to promoter
DNA (Ref. 41). 
 
 
rHMG1-A    GKGDPKKPRGKMSSYAFFVQTCREEHKKKHPDASVNFSEFSKKCSERWKTMSAKEKGKFEDMAKADKARYEREMKTYIPPKG------
rHMG1-B    -FKDPNAPKRPPSAFFLFCSEYRPKIKGEHP-G-LSIGDVAKKLGEMWNNTAADDKQPYEKKAAKLKEKYEKDIAAYRAKGK------
HMG-D          SDKPKRPLSAYMLWLNSARESIKRENP-G-IKVTEVAKRGGELWRAMKD--KSEWEAKAAKAKDDYDRAVKEFEANGG------
Nhp6a      KKKDPNAPKRALSAYMFFANENRDIVRSENP-D-ITFGQVGKKLGEKWKALTPEEKQPYEAKAQADKKRYESEKELYNATLA
hSRY       ----QDRVKRPMNAFIVWSRDQRRKMALENP-R-MRNSEISKQLGYQWKMLTEAEKWPFFQEAQKLQAMHREKYPNYKYRPR------
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Fig.2. Differences in intercalating residues and folds between HMG boxes. (a) Residues at the two
‘intercalating positions’ in sequence-specific and non-sequence-specific HMG boxes. Location in the
am ino acid sequence (residues marked in red, indicated as X and Y) and w ith respect to the α-helices
determ ined by NMR spectroscopy for the non-sequence-specific A domain7 (shown in green above the
sequence) and the sequence-specific LEF-1 HMG box12 (shown in blue below the sequence). Note that in
HMG-D, Thr33 as well as Val32 (residue Y) intercalate in the same base step. Prefixes r, h and m signify
rat, human and mouse, respectively. (b) Location of residues at X and Y in the 3D structures of the HMG1
A domain (intercalation of a single residue at position Y only), HMG1 B domain (inferred intercalations at
X and Y) and the HMG-box domain of HMG-D (intercalation of one residue at X and two adjacent
residues at Y). The figure was drawn using Insight II (Biosym Technologies, San Diego, CA). (c) Solution
structures of the A and B HMG boxes of HMG1 and of the HMG box of HMG-D, determ ined by NMR
spectroscopy7,63,64. The structures are oriented to show the differences in the relative dispositions of
helices I and II between the A type HMG-box (A domain from HMG1) and the B type HMG-box (B domain
from HMG1 and HMG box from HMG-D). In the A-type box, helix I is essentially straight whereas in the B-
type box it is bent, and the loop between helices I and II is longer in the A-type than in the B-type box. The
structures are displayed using MOLSCRIPT (Ref. 65). The panel is reprinted, in part, from Ref. 66 w ith
perm ission; copyright (1995) Am . Chem . Soc. Abbreviations: HMG , high mobility group; LEF-1,
lymphocyte enhancer factor 1; Nhp6a, non-histone protein 6A; SRY, sex-determ ining region Y.
Introduction&&28&to& prevent& the& protein& from& leaking& out& of& dying& cells& and& triggering& an&inflammatory&response&(Bianchi&and&Manfredi,&2004).&&
4.3.4 Post'translational'modifications'The& stability& of& HMG& proteins,& their& localization& and& interaction& with& other&proteins&and&DNA,&is&highly&regulated&by&post:translational&modifications&(PTM),&including&ADP:ribosylation,&acetylation,&methylation&and&phosphorylation.&This&is&reminiscent&of&histone&PTM&and&there&is&indeed&evidence&of&some&overlap&among&the&enzymes&that&modify&the&two&groups&of&proteins.&&HMGAs& are& phosphorylated& more& than& any& other& protein& in& the& nucleus& and&phosphorylation&decreases&DNA&binding&affinity&(Lund&et&al.,&1985).They&are&also&acetylated& at& several& residues& and&methylated& at&Arg& in& the&DBDs& in& a&manner&that&affects&DNA&binding&(Cleynen&and&Van&de&Ven,&2008).&For& HMGB1,& phosphorylation,& acetylation& and& ADP:ribosylation& have& been&implicated&in&cytosolic&export&and&excretion&(Zhang&and&Wang,&2008).&
4.3.5 Pseudogenes'Important&genes&for&cell&survival&are&often&found&in&multiple&copies,&for&example&ribosomal& genes& and& histone& genes.& HMG&proteins,& apart& from&having&multiple&paralogs&are&also&present&in&multiple&copies&in&the&genome&as&pseudogenes.&One& of& the& main& sources& of& pseudogenes& is& gene& retrotransposed& copy& (RTC)&mechanism.& It& is& known& that& short& transcripts& of& abundant& proteins& are& often&subject& to& retro& transposition& (Gonçalves& et& al.,& 2000).& This& process& produces&RTC,&which&are&cDNAs&embedded&in&some&repeat&elements,&have&a&DNA&encoded&polyA&and&are&normally&devoid&of&a&promoter.&Due&to&the&fact&that&these&RTC&are&often& not& expressed& many& mutations& accumulate& thus& compromising& the&possibility&of&generating&functional&proteins.&&In&humans,& an& extensive& study&has&been& carried&out& on&HMG&proteins& and&219&copies&could&be&identified&for&HMGA:B:N,&with&sequence&similarity&ranging&from&64%&to&98%&(Strichman:Almashanu&et&al.,&2003).&These&studies&also&showed&that&approximately& up& to& 10%&of&HMGB1& transcripts& align& to&RTC& (57& in& total)& and&that&3&spliced&isoforms&of&HMGA1&aligned&to&the&HMGA1&RTC&(6&in&total).&
Introduction&& 29&Of& note,& it& has& been& recently& suggested& that& in& human& overexpression& of&pseudogenes& might& impair& microRNA& mediated& control& of& Hmga1& gene&expression&(Esposito&et&al.,&2015).&In& the& mouse& at& least& 28& sequences& show& high& homology& to& HMGB1& cDNA&however&only&half&of&them&can&be&mapped&uniquely&to&the&mm9&genome&(Table&4:2).&&&
&
Table 4-2 List of the HMGB1 pseudogene sequences found in the mouse genome. From (Strichman-Almashanu et 
































4.3.6 Phenotypes'associated'with'genetic'deletion'and'overexpression''Below&is&a&list&of&the&described&phenotypes&associated&with&various&HMG&protein&alterations.& For& the& vast& majority& of& the& observed& phenotype& a& link& between&genotype&and&phenotype&has&not&been&found&yet.&
&
Table 4-3 Phenotypes of the indicated HMG alteration. Adapted from (Hock et al., 2007) &Recently&a&high&throughput&KD&study&identified&HMGB2&and&HMGA1&as&important&for&correct&genome&compartimentalization&(Shachar&et&al.,&2015).&HMGB&proteins&are&not&essential& for&cell&viability& in&vitro&but&cell& tend&to&suffer&upon&DNA&damage&from&higher&induced&toxicity,&which&led&to&the&hypothesis&that&HMGB1& might& also& have& a& direct& role& in& DNA& repair& (Yumoto& et& al.,& 1998).&Reports&on&Hmgb1&KD& reducing& the&histone& content& and&affecting&nucleosomal&structure&have&also&appeared&(Celona&et&al.,&2011).&&For& HMGA& proteins& increasing& evidence& indicates& that& deregulation& and&rearrangements& of& HMGA& proteins& are& a& hallmark& of& both& of& malignant& and&benign&neoplasia.&Table&4:4&summarizes&the&major&associations&discovered&so&far&implicating& HMGA& proteins& as& oncogenic& agents.& At& the& same& time& HMGA&overexpression&sensitizes&cancerous&cells& to&killing&by&various&genotoxic&agents&such& as& UV& light,& cisplatin,& hydrogen& peroxide,& menadione& and& methy:methanesulfonate&(Reeves,&2010).&
Organism HMG HMG,level Phenotype
Mouse Hmga1 Heterozygous Impaired3spermatogenesis;3cardiac3hypertrophy
Mouse Hmga1 KO Type323diabetes;3cardiac3hypertrophy
Mouse Hmga1 KO Impaired3lymphohematopoietic3differentiation3of3ESC
Mouse Hmga2 KO Pygmy;3reduced3fat3tissue;3impaired3spermatogenesis
Mouse Hmga2 Overexpression Effects3on3myogenesis3in3ESC
Mouse Hmga1E2 DKO Pygmy(25%);3reduced3growth3rate
Mouse Truncated3Hmga2 Transgene3overexpression Obesity
Human HMGA1 Reduced3expression Type323diabetes
Mouse Hmgb1 KO Animals3die3within324h3because3of3hypoglycemia
Mouse Hmgb2 KO Defect3in3spermatogenesis
Mouse Hmgb3 KO Erythrocythemia
Human Hmgb2 KD Erythrocytopenia
Human Hmgb3 KD Erythrocythemia
Xenopus Hmgb3 KO Reduction3in3eye3and3brain3size
Xenopus Hmgb3 Overexpression Increased3eye3and3brain3size
Introduction&& 31&
&
Table 4-4 Involvement of human HMGA1 in various disorders. In general overexpression is associated with 






















5 Aim'of'the'work'Aim&of&the&thesis&was&to&gain&insights&into&the&binding&preferences&and&function&of&the&High&mobility&group&class&of&proteins.&This&class&comprises&proteins&that&are&very&abundant&in&dividing&cells,&yet&poorly&understood&with&respect&to&nuclear&function&and&binding&modalities&in&vivo.&Histones&tend&to&bind&DNA&in&manner&that&reflects&the&biophysical&properties&of&a&DNA& stretch& (flexibility)& whereas& transcription& factors& (TF)& in& a& sequence&dependent&manner.&At&the&time&we&begun&our&study,&no&genome:wide&data&was&available&for&HMGB&and&HMGA&proteins&that&could&inform&on&the&nature&of&their&binding& to&DNA.&Learning& the&genomic& location&of&HMG&proteins&would&help&us&revise& the&many& functional&models& that&have&been&proposed,&which& are&mainly&based&on&in&vitro&data&and&sporadic&in&vivo&observations.&HMGN& proteins& were& not& included& in& our& study& because& genomic& maps& were&already&available&for&mice&and&humans&(Cuddapah&et&al.,&2011;&Deng&et&al.,&2013;&Zhang& et& al.,& 2016)& and& their& nuclear& function& has& been& reviewed& elsewhere&(Kugler&et&al.,&2012).&A&brief&discussion&of&those&results&will&be&made&in&the&result&section&while&commenting&on&HMGB&data.&As& a& pilot& study,& we& also& analyzed& the& location& of& additional& TFs& belonging& to&different&TF&classes.&This&data&served&mainly&as&a&control& to&confirm&previously&described& TF& binding& patterns& and,& by& doing& so,& to& evaluate& the& technical&feasibility&of&the&study.&
'& '
Materials&and&methods&& 33&
6 Materials'and'methods'The&RAMBiO& approach& has& been& already& described& (Baubec& et& al.,& 2013).& Here&below&is&a&summary&of&the&relevant&procedures&adopted&in&this&work.&&
6.1 Cloning'and'generation'of'cell'lines'harboring'biotin'tagged'TF'Where& possible& cDNAs& were& amplified& from& a& random& hexameres& reverse&transcription&cDNA& library& (Superscript& III,& Invitrogen)&generated& from&RNeasy&extracted& total& RNA& (QIAGEN,& 74104).& cDNAs&were& then& cloned& into& pL1:CAG:bio:MCS:polyA:1L.& The& two& inverted& L1& Lox& sites& allowed& CRE& mediated&integration& into& a& unique& genomic& site.& Recombination& allows& excision& of& the&negative& selection&marker&TK& (Figure&6:1).&Gancyclovir& (6&µM)& resistant& clones&are&selected&and&tested&for&direction&of&the&integration&through&junction:PCR.&The&parental& cell:line& contains& and& homogenously& expresses& BirA:V5& biotin& ligase,&which& leads& to& stable& biotinylation& of& the& bioTF& (expressed& under& the& CAG:promoter)& throughout& differentiation& (Baubec& et& al.,& 2013).& Importantly,& in& all&cases&of&HMG&expression&there&was&no&phenotypic&and&growth&alteration,&neither&in&ESC&nor&at&NPC&stage&(Figure&6:1b).''&Cells& were& cultivated& on& feeder& cells& or& 0.2%& gelatine& coated& dishes.& ES& cell&growth&medium&consisted&of&DMEM&(Invitrogen)& supplemented&with&15%& fetal&calf& serum& (Invitrogen),& 13& nonessential& amino& acids& (Invitrogen),& 1& mM& L:glutamine,& LIF,& and& 0.001%& beta:mercaptoethanol.& Differentiation& was&performed&as&previously&described&(Bibel&et&al.,&2004).&&
' '
Figure 6-1 a) RAMBiO protocol for the generation of biotinylated TF of interest; b) Plated neuronal progenitor  
(day 8) cells for the Parental cell line (Left) and a HMGA1 expressing clone (Right). No differences can be 
appreciated at microscopy inspection. &
a b 
Materials&and&methods&&34&Protein&expression&was&initially&screened&by&western:blotting&(data&not&shown)&with&streptavidin&(SAV)&coupled&horseradish&peroxidase&(HRP).&Nuclear&proteins&from&ESC&were&enriched&by&nuclear&fractionation&and&IP.&Streptavidin:biotin&pull:downs& were& performed& with& preblocked& (0.1%& cold& fish& skin& gelatine)& 30& ml&Streptavidin:M280&magnetic&beads&(Invitrogen)&in&HENG&buffer,&150&mM&NaCl,&at&4°C& overnight.& Streptavidin&magnetic& beads&were&washed& three& times& each& 10&min& with& HENG& buffer,& 250& mM& NaCl,& 0.3%& NP40,& 1& mM& DTT,& and& protease&inhibitors&at&4°C.&IPs&and&5%&inputs&were&resuspended&in&Laemmli&buffer&prior&to&SDS:PAGE&and&western&blotting&(WB)&to&PVDF&membranes.&In&the& images&presented&in&this&thesis&protein&specific&antibodies&were&used&for&blotting& on& whole& cell& extract& (TNN& extraction& buffer)& WB.& Membranes& were&blocked&with&5%&milk&or&5%&BSA&for&detection&with&antibodies&or&Streptavidin:HRP,&respectively.&
6.2 StreptavidinOfluorescence'and'ImmunoOfluorescence'Microscopy''PBS&Cells& suspensions&were&place&on&poly:L:lysine& for&10&minutes,& fixed& for&10&min& in& 3%& PFA& and& permeabilized& in& 0.1%& NaCitrate& and& 0.1%& Triton& X:100.&After&30&min&blocking&with&0.1%&Tween20,&3%&BSA&(w/v)&and&10%&normal&goat&serum& in& PBS,& detection& was& performed& with& Streptavidin:AF568&(ThermoFisher)&or&primary&antibodies&over&night&at&4_C.&Coverslips&were&washed&with& 0.1%&Tween20& and& 0.25%&BSA& (w/v)& in& PBS& (cells& stained&with& primary&antibody&where&incubated&with&secondary&antibody&at&room&temperature&for&30&min).& DAPI& counter& staining& was& performed& for& 10& min& at& room& temperature.&Images&were&taken&using&a&Zeiss&Z1&epifluorescence&microscope.&Image&analysis&was& done& with& ZEN& (Zeiss)& and& final& images& were& assembled& in& Illustrator&(Adobe).&&Localization& of& HMGB1& was& contrasted& to& & HMGB1& in& HeLa& with& Abcam&ab206896,& HMGB2& in& PC:12& cells& with& Abcam& ab124670& and& HMGB3& in& skin&fibroblasts&with&R&Dsystems&MAB55071&(online&datasheets).&
6.3 CRISPR'design'and'KO'strategy'Desing&tools&used:&http://crispr.mit.edu&and&http://www.e:crisp.org/E:CRISP/&&A& pX330& plasmid& expressing& CRISPR:Cas9& and& guide& RNA& together& with& a&reporter&expressing&Puromycin:2A:mCherry&were&co:transfected&in&ESC.&On&the&
Materials&and&methods&& 35&following& day,& Puromycin& (2& µg/mL)& was& added& and& cells& were& kept& under&selective&media&over&night.&Media&was&refreshed&the&next&day&and&after&single&cell&plating,&clones&were&isolated.&After&PCR&amplification&of&a&700&bp&region&centered&on&the&CRISPR&guide&indels&were&analyzed&with&TIDE&(Brinkman&et&al.,&2014)&and&confirmed&by&Sanger&sequencing&(Figure&6:2).&WBs&with&specific&antibody&were&performed& to& confirm& absence& of& targeted& proteins.& KO& strategy& relied& on&introducing&frame:shift&mutations&in&the&coding&sequence&of&Hmgb1&and&Hmga1.&We& targeted& intron:exon& junctions& in& order& to& avoid& off:targets& caused& by& the&presence&of&pseudogenes.&&
&
&&
Figure 6-2 Left, Hmgb1 locus and Hmga1 locus (right) sanger sequencing of PCR products demonstrating indels 
causing frameshift of the indicated open reading frames. Bottom. WB on equal amounts of cellular lysates from 
clones of two different KO experiment (KO 3 / 4). Clone 3.1 was used for characterization and add-back 
experiments. Blotting with HMGB1 antibody. See 7.3.6 for HMGA1 WB. 
6.4 bioChIP'and'Sequencing'Enrichment& of& bound:DNA& is& achieved& via& streptavidin& (SAV)& pull:downs&(bioChIP),& in& a& very& similar& way& to& Chromatin& Immuno& Precipitation& (ChIP)&experiments,& however& here&more& stringent&washes& are& possible& due& to& the&nM&interaction& between& biotin& and& SAV.& Libraries& for& next:generation& sequencing&are&generated&with&extracted&DNA&from&the&IP&and&input&(50&µl)&fraction.&Additionally,& we& made& two& other& important& controls,& namely& biotin& tagged&monomeric&GFP&pull:down&(freely&diffusing&in&the&nucleus)&and&pull:down&in&the&
KO&3 &1&&2&&3&&4&&5&&6&&7 25 HMGB1 WT
 KO&4.1 
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGG- - AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCCGGGTG AGCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCC- - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCC- - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCC- - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCC- - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCC- - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GACCC- - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GA- - - - - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GA- - - - - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GA- - - - - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GA- - - - - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GA- - - - - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
GCGCCGCCAA GA- - - - - - - - - GCCT CCTAG
385
Materials&and&methods&&36&parental&cell&line&devoid&of&the&expression&construct.&For&both&these&experiments&traces&amount&of&DNA&below&lower&detection&limit&of&Qubit&dsDNA&HS&Assay&Kit&(ThermoFisher)& could& be& retrieved& after& pull:down.& Library& preparation& for&ChIP:seq& failed& for& the& empty& cell& line& cell& line,& highlighting& that& our& protocol&does& not& suffer& from& contaminations.& Library& preparation& for& the& GFP& sample&was& possible& and& gave& us& the& background& random& contact&map& of& a&~& 30& kDa&protein&with&the&genome&(as&captured&by&formaldehyde&fixation).&For&cross:linking&and&chromatin&extraction,&cells&were&fixed&for&10&min&with&1%&formaldehyde&at&room&temperature&and&incubated&for&10&min&on&ice&in&presence&of& 125&mM& glycine.& Cells& were& harvested& and& treated& for& 10&min&with& 10&mM&EDTA,&10&mM&TRIS,&0.5&mM&EGTA,&and&0.25%&Triton&X:100&and&10&min&in&1&mM&EDTA,&10&mM&TRIS,&0.5&mM&EGTA,&and&200&mM&NaCl&with&subsequent&lysis&in&50&mM&HEPES,& 1&mM&EDTA,& 1%&Triton& X:100,& 0.1%&deoxycholate,& 0.1%& SDS,& and&150&mM&NaCl&for&2&hr&on&ice.&Crosslinked&chromatin&was&subjected&to&sonication&in&a&Bioruptor&instrument&(Diagenode).&Streptavdin:M280&magnetic&beads&were&blocked&for&1&hr&with&0.1%&cold&fish&skin&gelatin&and&100&ng&tRNA.&150–250&mg&chromatin& were& precleared& with& protein:A& Dynabeads& (ThermoFisher,&#10001D)&and&incubated&with&40&µl&blocked&Streptavidin:M280&(ThermoFisher,&#11205D)&magnetic&beads&overnight&at&4°C.&Beads&were&washed&with&two&rounds&of&2%&TE:SDS,&once&with&500&mM&NaCl&sonication&buffer,&once&with&250&mM&LiCl,&1&mM&EDTA,&0.5%&NP:40,&0.5&Deoxycholate,&10&mM&TRIS,&and&two&rounds&of&TE.&Beads&were&then&transferred&to&a&fresh&tube&and&bound&chromatin&was&eluted&in&elution&buffer&containing&1%&SDS&and&100&mM&NaHCO3.&Beads&and&eluate&were&treated&with&RNaseA& for&30&min&at&37°C&and&proteinase&K& for&3&hr&at&55°C&and&were&then&decrosslinked&overnight&at&55°C.&DNA&was&purified&with&QIAquick&PCR&Purification&Kit&(QIAGEN,&#28104).&&
6.4.1 Library'preparation'protocols'Libraries& from& extracted& DNA&were& prepared& according& to& the& manufacturer’s&protocol&for&NEBNext&ChIP:Seq&Library&Prep&Master&Mix&Set&for&Illumina&(New& England& BioLabs,& #E6240).& Input& DNA& was& measured& using& NanoDrop&3300& Fluorospectrometer& (Witec& AG)& and& Qubit& dsDNA& HS& Assay& Kit&(ThermoFisher).&Samples&were&end:repaired,&dA:tailed&and&adapter&ligated&Size:
Materials&and&methods&& 37&selection&was&performed&using&Agencourt&AMPure&XP&beads&(Beckman&Coulter,&#&A63880)& before& PCR& amplification&with&NEBNext&Multiplex& Oligos& for& Illumina&(New&England&BioLabs,&#E7335).&PCR&amplification&was&performed& for&6& to&12&cycles& using& indexed& primer& and& cycling& conditions& according& to& Illumina&recommendations.& Adapter:ligated& and& amplified& DNA& was& purified& using&AMPure& XP& beads.& Before& pooling& size& distribution& was& checked& on& Agilent&Bioanalyzer& 2100& using& Agilent&High& Sensitivity&DNA& kit& (Agilent& technologies,&#5067:4626).&&Alternatively& library& preparation& was& performed& according& to& NEBNext& Ultra&DNA&Library&Preparation&Kit&(New&England&Biolabs,&#E7370L).&&For& Foxo1/3,& Smad3/4,& Sox2& samples& library& preparation&was& performed&with&gel&size:selection&(250:300&bp).&&For&all&samples&sequencing&was&performed&on&an&Illumina&HiSeq&2500&machine&(50&bp&read&length,&single:end,&according&to&Illumina&standards).&Normally,&four&libraries&were& pooled& at& equimolar& ratio& in& one& sequencing& lane,& yielding& 40M&unique&reads&per&sample.&
6.4.2 Variation'in'bioChIP'protocol''
6.4.2.1 Low+temperature+extended+crosslinking+A&recent&paper&described&HMGB2&genome:wide&binding&profiles&in&human&breast&cancer& cell& lines& (Redmond& et& al.,& 2014).& & In& that& study,& by& adopting& a& 1h&crosslinking& protocol& at& 4°C,& the& investigators& observed& by& antibody& ChIP:seq&similar& HMGB2& enrichments& at& active& regulatory& regions& but& with& a& higher&dynamic& range.& We& replicated& that& crosslinking& protocol& with& the& bioChIP&approach.&After&library:size&normalization&we&could&not&see&any&improvement&in&signal:to:noise&ratio&Figure&6:3.&Therefore&we&conclude&that&their&observation&is&likely& antibody& dependent& or& cannot& be& reproduce& with& the& more& stringent&bioChIP&protocol.&&&
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&
Figure 6-3 Scatterplots and Pearson’s correlation coefficients for IP and input HMGB2 samples processed either 
with standard bioChIP protocol (lower two) or 1h 4°C (upper two). Shown are Log2 library size normalized read 
counts over 500 bp windows on Chr1. 
6.4.2.2 HMGB1+Ab+ChIP+Nuclei& were& prepared& as& in& bioChIP& protocol& and& resuspended& in& sonication&buffer&consisting&of&50&mM&Hepes/KOH&pH&7.5,&500&mM&NaCl,&1&mM&EDTA,&1%&Triton& X:100.& Sonicated& chromatin& was& precleared& with& fish& skin& gelatin& and&tRNA& blocked& protein:A& Dynabeads& (ThermoFisher,& #10001D)& beads& for& 1& h.&Precleared& lysate&was& incubated& overnight& with& the& HMGB1& antibody& (Abcam,&#ab18256)&and&subsequently&with&blocked&protein:G&Dynabeads&(ThermoFisher,&#10003D)&beads&for&3&h&at&4&°C.&Chromatin:bound&beads&were&then&washed&twice&with& lysis&buffer& containing&protease& inhibitors&at& room&temperature& for&5&min&followed&by&a&single&5:min&wash&with&10&mM&TRIS&(pH&8.0),&250&mM&LiCl,&0.5%&NP:40,&0.5%&Deoxycholate,& and&1&mM&EDTA.&Beads&were& then& transferred& to& a&fresh&tube&and&bound&chromatin&was&eluted&in&elution&buffer&containing&1%&SDS&and& 100&mM&NaHCO3& in& two& rounds& of& 20&min,& rotating& at& room& temperature.&DNA&extraction&was&performed&as&for&bioChIP.&&
6.4.2.3 Alternative+chromatin+preparation+protocol+One& of& the& ESC&HMGA1& and&HMGA1&DBD& replicate& (designated&HMGA1_c)&was&processed&with&a&different&chromatin&isolation&protocol.&
Materials&and&methods&& 39&Cross:linked&cell&pellets&were&resuspended& in&50&mM&Hepes:KOH&(pH&7.5),&140&mM&NaCl,&1&mM&EDTA,&10%&Glycerol,&0.5%&NP:40,&0.25%&Triton&X:100&for&10&min&on&ice&(membrane&lysis).&Nuclei&were&collected&by&centrifugation&and&resuspended& in& 10&mM&Tris:HCl& (pH& 8.0),& 1&mM&EDTA,& 200&mM&NaCl,& 0.5&mM&EGTA& for& 10& min& RT& (removal& of& detergents).& Nuclei& were& collected& by&centrifugation&and&resuspended&in&10&mM&Tris:HCl&(pH&8.0),&1&mM&EDTA,&0.1%&Deoxycholate,&200&mM&NaCl,&0.25%&N:Lauroylsarcosin,&0.5&mM&EGTA.&Crosslinked& chromatin& was& subjected& to& sonication& in& a& Bioruptor& instrument&(Diagenode).&Triton&X:100&to&1%&final&concentration&was&added&before&SAV:IP.&




With+reference+to+Section+7.1.2+ChIP:seq&reads&were&mapped&to&the&mm9&assembly&of&the&mouse&genome&using&bowtie& (Langmead& et& al.,& 2009).& Bowtie& was& run& with& parameters& “:v& 2& :a& :m&100”.&For&downstream&analysis,& reads&were& converted& into& the&genomic& ranges&format&(Lawrence&et&al.,&2013),&discarded&if&mapping&to&more&than&one&genomic&site&and&shifted&according& to& the& length&of&sonication& fragments&with&chipseq&R&package&(Sarkar&et&al.,&2013).&&
Materials&and&methods&&40&Peaks&were&called&with&MACS:1.4.1&(Zhang&et&al.,&2008)&without&input&(::to:small&::gsize=1870000000& ::pvalue=1e:5& ::tsize=50).& Peak& size&was& normalized& over&the&peak&summit&and&chromatin&modifications&(ESC&H3K4me1:&GSM769009;&ESC&H3K4me3:&GSM769008;&ESC&H3K27ac:&GSM1000099)&were&quantified&over&each&TF&protein:specific&enriched&regions.&Mapped&reads&were&normalized&for&library&size&(to&the&minimum)&and&a&pseudo:count&of&8&was&added&to&overcome&sampling&noise.& Annotation& of& known& RefSeq& transcripts& was& obtained& from&http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm9/database/refGene.txt.gz&
With+reference+to+Section+7.1.3+ChIP:seq& and& input& samples&were&mapped& to& the&mm9& assembly& of& the&mouse&genome&using&bowtie&(Langmead&et&al.,&2009)&with&parameters&:v&2&–a&–m&100,&thus&allowing&up&to&100&mappings&per&read.&For&quantification,&alignments&were&given&a&weight&of&1&divided&by&the&number&of&mappings.&Peaks&were&determined&using& MACS& (Zhang& et& al.,& 2008)& with& parameters& ::tsize=50& ::pvalue=1e:5& ::lambdaset='1000,5000,10000'&::nomodel&::shiftsize=60&&::gsize&1865500000.&After& library:size& normalization& and& shifting& of& reads& by& half& the& estimated&fragment& length& (85nts),& peak& enrichments& were& determined& as& log2&enrichments& over& input,& using& a& pseudo:count& of& 8.&Motif& finding& at& the& peaks&with& strongest& enrichments& was& performed& with& HOMER& (Heinz& et& al.,& 2010)&using& the& parameters& :size% 1000% (N% 5000% (S% 5% (len% 8,10% –nomotif& (as& input& to&
findMotifsGenome.pl)& using& known& binding& motifs& from& both& Jaspar& (Portales:Casamar&et&al.,&2009)&and&a&curated&SELEX&database&(Jolma&et&al.,&2013).&
6.6.1.2 HMGB+ChIP:seq& and& input& samples&were&mapped& to& the&mm9& assembly& of& the&mouse&genome&using&the&R&package&QuasR&(Gaidatzis&et&al.,&2015),&which&internally&uses&bowtie&(Langmead&et&al.,&2009).&Bowtie&was&run&with&QuasR&default&parameters&:m& 1& ::best& ::strata,& thus& allowing& only& for& uniquely& mapping& reads.& Further&quantification& was& performed& using& the& QuasR& function& qCount& using& half& the&estimated& fragment& lengths& for& the& shift& parameter& and& otherwise& default&parameters.&&As& the& HMGB& analysis& presented& here& is& of& an& exploratory& nature,& distinct&methods& were& used& for& the& HMGB& analysis.& These& include& varying& ways& of&
Materials&and&methods&& 41&estimating&fragment&lengths,&varying&window&sizes&to&compare&ChIP&signals&and&varying&definitions&of&mappable&windows.&&Judging& from& the& data& analysis& so& far,& these& details& do& not& appear& to& lead& to&qualitative&difference&in&the&presented&results.&However,&all&results&of&this&section&should& be& considered& preliminary& at& this& point.& & Further& details& of& particular&analyses&are&indicated&in&the&corresponding&figure&legends&if&deemed&important.&&&
6.6.1.3 HMGA+HMGA&ChIP:seq&and&input&samples&were&mapped&in&the&same&way&as&the&HMGB&samples.&For&the&tiling&window&analysis,&only&windows&in&which&at&least&80%&of&the& overlapping& 50:mers& were& mappable& using& the& alignment& parameters&described&above&were&retained&for&further&analysis.&For&quantification,&the&QuasR&function&qCount&was&used,&adopting&half& the&estimated& fragment& lengths&as& the&shift& parameter& and& otherwise& default& parameters.& Fragment& lengths& were&estimated& by& comparing& read& densities& on& the& same& and& opposite& strand& of&strongly&bound&CTCF&sites&and&selecting&the&shift&that&minimized&the&root&mean:square& distance& between& the& two& profiles.& This& estimate& appears& more& stable&than& fragment:length& estimates& at& promoters& due& to& the& large& number& of&positioned& nucleosomes& around& bound& CTCF& sites& and& a& more& homogenous&length& of& the& nucleosome& free& region.& Window& counts& of& each& sample& were&library:size&normalized&and&enrichments&over&input&were&determined&as&log2(IP%
+% 8)% –% log2(Input% +% 8),& where& IP& and& Input& are& the& corresponding& counts& per&window& and& 8& is& a& pseudo:count& that& takes& into& account& the& increased& noise&levels&at& low&read&counts.&Enrichment&over&the&DBD&mutant&was&defined&as& the&difference&in&log2&enrichments&over&input&(as&defined&above)&between&the&wild:type&and&the&corresponding&DBD&mutant&sample.&&
6.6.2 Array'data'For& LaminA& DamID,& Dam& ratio& of& the& loess:quantile& normalized& data& was&downloaded& from&GEO& (see& accessions&below).& For& the& replication& timing&data,&the& wavelet:smoothed& signal& was& downloaded& from& Encode& (see& accessions&below).&For&both&datasets,&window&levels&were&calculated&by&averaging&the&signal&for&each&probe&mapping&to&the&respective&window.&
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6.6.3 RNAOseq'RNA:seq&reads&were&mapped&to&the&mm9&assembly&of&the&mouse&genome&using&QuasR.& Bowtie& was& run& with& mapping& parameters& "::trim5& 3& :m& 100& ::best& ::strata".&For&multi:mapping&reads,&one&randomly&chosen&alignment&was&used&for&quantification.& The& command& used& to& perform& the& alignments& in& QuasR& was&proj<:& qAlign("samplesRNA.txt",& "BSgenome.Mmusculus.UCSC.mm9",&alignmentParameter&=&"::trim5&3&:m&100&::best&::strata").&Gene:level&counts&were&determined&using&the&UCSC&knownGene&table&(Hsu&et&al.,&2006)via&the&Rpackage&
TxDb.Mmusculus.UCSC.mm9.knownGene%(Marc&Carlson&and&Bioconductor&Package&Maintainer& (2015).& TxDb.Mmusculus.UCSC.mm9.knownGene:& Annotation&package& for& TxDb& object(s)).& As& a& stranded& RNA:seq& protocol& was& used,& only&reads& on& the& same& strand& as& the& respective& genes& were& counted& (QuasR&command& qCount(proj,& TxDb.Mmusculus.UCSC.mm9.knownGene,&reportLevel="gene",& orientation="same")).& To& determine& significantly& changing&genes,&voom&as&part&of&the&limma&R&package&was&used&(Law&et&al.,&2014;&Ritchie&et&al.,&2015).&Only&genes&that&had&a&total&count&of&at&least&10&reads&summed&over&all&samples& (after& scaling& gene& counts& of& each& sample& to& the& smallest& total& gene&count)&were&used&as&input&for&voom.&To&account&for&batch&effects,&a&batch&variable&was& included& in& the& linear& modelling& which& grouped& samples& when& library&preparation&had&been&done&on&the&same&day&and&they&had&been&sequenced&on&the&same&flow&cell.&Genes&with&an&adjusted&p:value&<&0.01&(Benjamini:Hochberg)&and&an&absolute&fold:change&of&at&least&2&were&called&as&significantly&changing.&For&the&quantification&of&repeat&sequences,&reads&were&remapped&allowing&only&uniquely&mapping& reads& (bowtie& parameters& & "::trim5& 3& :m& 1& ::best& ::strata").&Repeat&Masker& repeat& annotation& (Smit&AFA,&Hubley&R,& Green&P.&RepeatMasker%





Antigen' Supplier' Host' WB' ChIP'Lamin&B1& Santa&Cruz,&C:20& goat& 1:1000& &HMGB1& Abcam,&ab18256& rabbit& 1:1000& 5&µgr&/&IP&HMGA1& Active&Motif,&39615& rabbit& 1:1000& &HMGA2' R&D&Systems,&AF3184& goat& 1:1000& &




Figure 6-4 a) Gene expression (Gex) data form GSE27114 for the selected TF and control gene. Bars in log2 
space illustrate the difference in Gex; b) Summary of the dataset and cell-lines generated for HMGB and HMGA 
study.  && '
ES NP%d8 TN%d6 Cloning Cell%line ChIP3seq
bHLH Neurod4 14 288 24 x x x
Usf1 223 211 231 x
Neurog1 41 471 37 x
SMAD Smad3 175 668 258 x x x
Smad4 686 1307 705 x x x
Smad7 431 222 103 x
Forkhead Foxa1 47 90 45 x
Foxo1 293 206 70 x x x
Foxo3 421 636 679 x x x
HMG3box Sox2 1801 1026 233 x x x
Sox4 197 1271 1538 x
Hmgb1 237 370 181 x x x





7 Results'As&of&October&2016&the&genome&of&Mus&musculus&encodes&1,476&proteins&with&an&annotated& DNA& binding& activity& (source:& curated& database&http://www.uniprot.org/).&However&for&only&a&fraction&of&these&proteins&we&have&genome:wide& location& data.& This& is& for& two& main& reasons:& first,& only& with& the&advent&of&next:generation&sequencing&of&short&reads&(NGS)&it&became&possible&to&precisely&locate&transcription&factor&binding&sites&(Valouev&et&al.,&2008);&second,&many&DNA:binders&lack&specific&antibodies&(Kidder&et&al.,&2011).&In&an&attempt&to&overcome& these& limitations,& a& former& postdoc& in& the& host& laboratory& devised& a&system,& dubbed& RAMBiO& for& recombinase:assisted& mapping& of& biotin:tagged&proteins&(Baubec&et&al.,&2013).&This&approach&relies&on&site:specific&integration&of&a&desired&expression&construct,&biotin&tagging&and&chromatin&location&analysis&by&DNA&sequencing.&Using&this&streamlined&approach&he&was&able&to&map&genome:wide& methyl:binding& domain& (MBD)& proteins& and& de& novo& DNA:methyltransferases&(Baubec&et&al.,&2013;&2015).&We& started& this& doctoral& project& with& the& goal& of& mapping& additional& DNA:binding& factors& but& we& soon& realized& that& we& needed& to& prioritize& our& efforts.&Knowing& the& importance& of& regulatory& elements& in& transcription& control,& we&decided&to&focus&on&DNA:binders&that&by&previous&studies&had&been&implicated&in&promoter&or&enhancer&function.&&Ideal& candidates& were& canonical& transcription& factors& and& we& indeed& chose& a&panel&of&12&TFs&for&genomic&location&analysis.&This&served&as&a&benchmark&study&for& the& second& part& of& the& project.& There,&we& investigated& the& in& vivo& genomic&preferences&of&High&mobility&group&(HMG)&proteins&A&and&B.&
7.1 Applying'an'antibody'independent'ChIPOsequencing'paradigm'to'study'
the'genomic'location'of'TFs'The&gold&standard&for&determining&in&vivo&TF&binding&sites&is&ChIP:sequencing&of&cross:linked& chromatin,& as& this&was& the&method& of& choice& for& the& ENCODE& and&modENCODE& consortia& efforts& (Odom,& 2011).& However& as& mentioned& earlier,&there&is&a&need&to&expand&the&repertoire&of&antibodies&that&perform&well&in&ChIP:sequencing&experiments.&An&alternative&strategy&lies&in&engineering&TFs&to&bear&a&protein&tag&and&pulling&down&this&invariant&segment&in&order&to&enrich&for&bound&
Results&&46&DNA.&Biotin&tagging&and&streptavidin&(SAV)&pull:downs&represent&a&valuable&tool&for& the& molecular& biologist.& The& dissociation& constant&(Kd)& of& ≈10−14&mol/L&(Holmberg&et&al.,&2005)&allows&stringent&washes,&which&for&experiments&on&cross:linked&nuclei&translates&into&dramatic&reduction&of&the&background&signal.&&In&vivo&biotinylation&has&been&extensively&used&to&study&TF&biology&(de&Boer&et&al.,&2003;&Wang&et&al.,&2006;&Zhao&et&al.,&2014).&With&a&ChIP:chip&approach&it&was&applied&for&the&first&time&to&investigate&genomic&location&of&pluripotency&factors&in& mouse& ESC& (Kim& et& al.,& 2008).& However& the& low:resolution& of& that& study&prevented& the& identification& of& individual& TF& binding& motifs.& More& recently,&several&studies&have&reported&successful&application&of&a&NGS&adaptation&of& the&technique&for&the&study&of&additional&TFs&(Soler&et&al.,&2011)&(Soler&et&al.,&2010)&(Giraud&et&al.,&2014).&&We&decided& to&benchmark&RAMBiO&performance& for&TF& location&studies&with&a&panel&of&12&TFs&belonging&to&4&different&TF&classes.&TFs&are&separated&in&different&families& and& classes& according& to& the&molecular& structure&of& their&DNA&binding&domain& (DBD).& The& transcription& factors& we& investigated& possessed& the&Forkhead,&SMAD,&bHLH&and&HMG:box&DBD&domains.&We&included&factors&that&are&not& normally& expressed& in&ESC.&Apart& from& factors& for&which&no&ChIP:seq&data&was& available& in& ESC& and& also& Sox2,& a& well:studied& pluripotency& factor,& as& an&internal&control&(see&Section&6.8&for&a&summary&of&the&cell&lines&generated).&
7.1.1 Testing'feasibility,'throughput'and'reproducibility'of'RAMBiO'for'TFs'A&tagging&approach&such&as&RAMBiO&has&many&points&of&strength&when&it&comes&to&parallel& in&vivo&assessment&of&TF&binding.&First,& the&presence&of&a& tag&makes&the& comparison& between& members& of& the& same& TF& family& more& precise& by&abolishing&the&bias&from&different&antibodies&(Kim&et&al.,&2009).&Second,&through&stereotyped&genomic&integration&comparable&levels&of&transcription&are&achieved&and&thus&endogenous&protein&abundance&does&not&pose&a&detection&limit.&Third,&ESC& harboring& the& expression& construct& can& be& differentiated& and& binding& re:assessed& in& a& different& chromatin& environment.& Other& strengths& are& the&possibility& of& testing& functional& mutants& under& the& same& conditions& as& WT&proteins&and&the&possibility&to&rescue&KO&cell&lines&in&a&reproducible&manner.&




















Figure 7-1 a) Pie-chart depicting source of cDNA and success rate in the generation of a panel of biotinylated TF 
expressing ESC; b) Scatterplots evaluating reproducibility of previously published Sox2 ChIP-sequencing data. 
Indicated are log2 enrichment values over input, in 500nts windows centered on predicted Sox2 binding sites. 
These were determined by scanning the genome with the Jaspar Sox2 motif and retaining sites with a log-odds 
score >=10 using uniform probabilities for each nucleotide as a background model. GEO entry number is 
indicated. &For& those& bioTF& cell& lines& that& we& isolated& we& proceeded& to& perform& bioChIP&experiments.&First,&we&checked&whether&TF&data&generated&with&bioChIP&was&in&good& agreement& with& antibody& ChIP& (Ab& ChIP).& We& chose& Sox2& as& a& proof& of&principle,&since&for&this&TF&binding&maps&generated&in&ESC&from&the&same&genetic&strain&were& available& (Figure&7:1b).&Globally& one& can& see& that& Sox2& is& enriched&only&in&few&genomic&regions,&therefore&it&is&not&surprising&that&correlation&is&low&both&between&Ab&ChIP&replicates&and&with&bioChIP&sample.&However,&for&regions&that&are&enriched&at&least&four:fold&over&input,&bioChIP&is&in&good&agreement&with&the& Ab& ChIP& data& and& shows& variation& with& respect& to& the& Ab& ChIP& data&comparable&to&the&variation&between&the&two&Ab&datasets.&
7.1.2 TF'binding'in'relationship'to'chromatin'and'genomic'features''TF&tend&to&bind&their&different&genomic&targets&in&a&manner&that&is&associated&to&certain&chromatin&modifications&(Cuellar:Partida&et&al.,&2011).&More&specifically,&binding&of&activating&TF&tend&to&occur&in&association&with&several&types&of&histone&marks&(e.g&mono:&and&tri:methylation&of&histone&H3&lysine&4)&(Heintzman&et&al.,&2009)&and&with&hypersensitivity&to&cleavage&by&DNase&I&(Neph&et&al.,&2012).&Even&though&we&do&not&completely&understand&how&individual&chromatin&marks&affect&TF&binding&and&vice&versa,&this&information&can&be&used&for&other&purposes.&For&example& a& variety& of& computational& methods& have& been& proposed& that& aim& to&improve& our& ability& to& identify& active&TFBSs& on& the& basis& of& the&DNA& sequence&plus& epigenetic& experimental& assays& (Mathelier& and& Wasserman,& 2013;&Whitington& et& al.,& 2011).& Another& useful& observation& is& that& the& relative&enrichment&of&different&chromatin&marks&around&bound&sites&can&inform&on&the&repressive/activating&role&of&a&TF&(Ooi&and&Wood,&2007).&Additionally&it&may&also&highlight& potential& preference& for& a& specific& subset& of& regulatory& regions& eg.&enhancers&or&boundary&sites&(Ross:Innes&et&al.,&2011).&
Results&& 49&With&our&set&of&experiments&we&were&interested&in&determining&the&ESC&binding&maps&of&TF&for&which&no&data&was&available&in&this&cell&types,&for&example&Foxo1:3.& Since& Neurod4& was& not& expressed& in& ES& cells& we& were& also& interested& in&evaluating& if& and& how,& an& exogenous& TF& could& probe& its& canonical& targets.&&Therefore&we&went&on&and&looked&for&differences&in&the&binding&modality&for&the&different&TF&factors.&&Apart&from&Sox2,&we&looked&at&Foxo1:3&and&Smad4&in&more&detail&with&respect&to&associated&chromatin&features&(Figure&7:2a).&Smad3&and&Neurod4&samples&gave&a&signal&to&noise&ratio&that&only&allowed&very&few&regions&to&be&reproducibly&called&as& enriched.& A& plausible& explanation& for& Smad3& could& be& lack& of& correct& post&translational& modification& (PTM)& due& to& absence& of& upstream& TGF& signaling&(Heldin&et&al.,&1997).& In& the&case&of&Neurod4,&alternative&possible& scenarios&are&also&the&absence&of&binding&partners&or&cell&type&specific&modifiers.&&Smad4& and& Foxo3& proteins& associated& to& both& enhancer& and& promoter& specific&marks&as&can&be&seen&in&Figure&7:2a,&looking&at&the&chromatin&signature&around&TF&peaks.&This&data&is&also&confirmed&by&looking&at&the&distance&of&peak&summits&from& the& TSS& genomic& landmark& (Figure& 7:2b).& For& Sox2& we& obtained& a& very&different&profile&with&a&significant&depletion&of&binding&near&promoter&regions.&In&conclusion,&for&the&reduced&set&of&factors&that&we&studied,&our&data&was&able&to&unveil& differences& in& peak:associated& chromatin& marks,& which& reflected& factor&specific&skews&in&the&type&of&regulatory&region&preferentially&bound.&
Results&&50&
&&
Figure 7-2 a) Metaprofiles of selected chromatin marks around peaks of different TFs. Sequences have been 
centered at peak summit and extended for the indicated length. A clear difference in histone mark distribution is 
apparent for Sox2; b) distance of the peak summit or of a random genomic nucleotide to nearest TSS. Grey line at 
approx. 1kb. 
7.1.3 Accuracy'considerations'in'the'identification'of'TF'motifs'TFs& recognize& short& sequences& (6–12& nucleotides& long),& often& in& a& highly&combinatorial& fashion& (Villar& et& al.,& 2014).& At& present,& it& is& still& impossible& to&accurately&predict& the&genomic& regions& that&will& be&bound&by&a& certain&TF& in& a&specific&tissue&and&at&a&specific&developmental&time.&One&of&the&reasons&is&that&for&only& a& minority& of& TFs& the& in& vitro& determined& binding& preference& has& been&confirmed& in& vivo.& In& order& to& bridge& this& gap& it& is& a& priority& to& expand& our&repertoire&of&in&vivo&verified&TF&binding&motifs.&To&evaluate&the&power&with&which&our&technique&could&discover/recover&in&vivo&binding&preferences,&we&subjected&bound&regions& to&motif& enrichment&analysis,&using& known& binding& motifs& from& both& Jaspar& and& a& curated& SELEX& database&(Jolma&et&al.,&2013).&Below&is&a&summary&of&the&motifs&identified&with&the&HOMER&algorithm& (Heinz& et& al.,& 2010).& The& heatmap& shows& known& motif& enrichments&over&peaks&of&the&indicated&TF&(Figure&7:3).&Fox&motifs&were&enriched&under&the&
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Results&& 51&respective& bioChIP& experiments,& and& so& was& Sox2& and,& to& a& lesser& extent,& the&Smad& motif& in& the& Smad4& peaks.& Analysis& was& replicated& for& three& different&subgroups& of& peaks,& divided& for& their& binding& strength.& For& both& REST& and&Fox1/3,& the& motif& enrichments& decrease& with& decreasing& binding& strength,&indicating& the&quantitative&nature&of& the&ChIP&signal.& &These&results&underscore&the& high& sensitivity& and& reproducibility& of& bioChIP:& RAMBiO& results& captured&known&TF&preferences,&thus&putting&a&high&degree&of&confidence&to&data&coming&from& proteins& with& undetermined& motifs.& This& finding& is& important& for& the&evaluation&of&the&results&for&HMGA&and&HMGB&that&will&be&discussed&in&the&next&sections.&
&
Figure 7-3 Heatmap of the HOMER (Heinz et al., 2010) results for the TF panel and two antibody based ChIP-seq 
experiments (REST  GSE27148 and Sox2_GSE35496). Each sample data is divided in three sets of regions: first 














































































































7.2 GenomeOwide'location'analysis'of'HMGB'proteins'The&next&class&of&protein&that&we&focused&on&is&HMGB.&This&is&a&conserved&family&of&proteins&whose&members&are&found&throughout&evolution&from&yeast,&to&plants&to& sponges& and& animals& (Bianchi& and&Agresti,& 2005).& In& the&mouse& there& are& 4&members&that&fall&into&this&category&of&small&nuclear&proteins.&All&of&them&have&a&tandem&HMG:box&DBD&domain&and&all& but&one&have&a&C:terminal&unstructured&acidic& tail.& Three& of& them&are& expressed& throughout& the&body:plan,& however& in&the& hematopoietic& system& and& in& embryonic& tissues& they& are& expressed& the&highest.& HMGB4,& the& one& that& lacks& the& acidic& tail,& is& expressed& only& in& round&spermatids&at&the&time&of&histone&to&protamine&exchange&(Catena&et&al.,&2009).&These& proteins& have& been& implicated& in&many& aspects& of& nuclear& biology,& from&enhanceosome& stabilization& to& histone& chaperoning,& to& DNA:damage& and&recombination&(Stros,&2010).&&&However& at& the& time&we& started& our& study& no& genome:wide& location& data&was&available&for&any&of&the&factors&that&could&generalize&or&confirm&in& live&cells&the&observations&made&in&vitro.&We& cloned& therefore& all& members& of& the& HMGB& family& and& generated& bioChIP&data&in&both&ESC&and&NPC.&In& ESC& only&Hmgb1& and&Hmgb2& are& expressed.&Hmgb1& expression& by&RNA:seq&quantification& is& difficult& because& the& signal& is& diluted& across& the& cDNA& of& the&numerous& pseudogenes& (Figure& 7:4a).& Its& expression& can& be& better& inferred& by&looking& at& the& RNApol2& quantification& around& its& promoter& (Figure& 7:4b).& We&first& checked& protein& production& and& correct& subcellular& targeting& of& the&bioHMGB&proteins&by&contrasting&to&HMGB1.&We&expressed&HMGB&proteins& to&a& level& comparable& to&endogenous&HMGB1,&as&assessed& by& WB& with& a& specific& antibody& (Figure& 7:4c).& For& the& other& HMGB&members&we&checked&protein&expression&by&SAV&blotting.&With& SAV& staining& we& checked& the& subcellular& localization& of& bioHMGB1&(representative&of&bioHMGB2:3,&as&from&available&immunofluorescence&data&(see&Materials&and&methods&section)&and&bioHMGB4&proteins&(Figure&7:4d).&We&could&see& that& HMGB4& diffuses& freely& in& interphase& nuclei,& whereas& HMGB1& diffuse&freely&but& is&also&enriched&at&nucleoli.&This&was& in&good&agreement&with&known&
Results&& 53&subcellular& localization& of& HMGB1& in& fixed& cells& (Pallier& et& al.,& 2003)& and& we&therefore&considered&our&bioHMG&proteins&as&functional.&&
 
 
Figure 7-4 a) Unique RKPM for ESC, neuronal precursor and TN over HMGB genes. Only HMGB1-2 are 
expressed in ESC. b) Quantification of RNApol2 ChIP sequencing over a 4kb region centered around TSS of the 
indicated genes; c) WB of WT and bioHMGB1 expressing cell  line with HMGB1 antibody; d) SAV-fluorophore 
fixed cells imaging of HMGB1, HMGB4 and parental cell lines. HMGB1 is released from mitotic chromatin. In 
the parental cell line, residual staining is observed at mitochondria due to endogenously biotinylated carboxilases. 

















Gene ES NP TN
Hmga1 240 235 32
Hmga1+rs1 273 263 36
Hmga2 2 32 2
Hmgb1 10 19 6
Hmgb2 141 166 12
Hmgb3 6 66 42
Hmgb4 0 0 0
Sox2 188 66 11
Actb 1251 1202 956
'''ES' ''''''NP' '''''''Neuron
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a b c 
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Results&&54&We& noticed& by& visual& inspection& in& the& genome& browser& that& for& all& proteins&enriched&regions&coincided&with&open&chromatin&as&assessed&by&DNaseI,&with&a&larger&dynamic&range&for&HMGB4&(Figure&7:5b).&&
&
Figure 7-5 a) Scatter plots and Pearson’s correlation coefficients of ESC bioChIP reads for HMGB1-2-3 averaged 
over 500 bp tiling windows on Chr1. Axes of the individual scatterplots range form library size normalized log2 
read counts 3 to 8; b) UCSC browser snapshot of library size normalized read counts for the indicated HMGB 
proteins in ESC at Chr3 centered at bp 35M. In blue is a DNaseI track from ENCODE consortium. CpG-island 
track and UCSC gene annotation track are also displayed. &
7.2.2 Dissecting'binding'to'open'chromatin:'GFP'bioChIP'and'role'of'DBD'The& finding&of&HMGB&proteins& accumulating& at& open& regions&matched&previous&and&concurrent&observations&for&HMGB2&and&HMGN&(Cuddapah&et&al.,&2011;&Deng&et& al.,& 2013;& Redmond& et& al.,& 2014;& Zhang& et& al.,& 2016).& However& since& some&antibodies& are&prone& to&pull:down&open& regions&of&DNA,& at& least& in&Drosophila&(Jain& et& al.,& 2015),& we& reasoned& similarity& with& this& type& of& binding& should& be&taken&with&caution.&We&wondered&whether& the&enrichment&at&active&regulatory&regions& for& HMGB2& and& HMGNs& could& be& due& to& poor& antibody& specificity& or&random&unspecific& contact& of& these& proteins&with& open& regions.& Regarding& this&last&point&it&is&known&from&a&study&in&yeast&that&indeed&GFP&protein&accumulates&at&open&regions&of&DNA&(Teytelman&et&al.,&2013).&We&therefore&generated&a&cell&line&expressing&monomeric&GFP&and&carried&out&bioChIP&experiments&with&both&standard&ChIP&crosslinking&conditions&and&1h&at&4°C&(as&used&by&Redmond&et&al.&


















Figure 7-6 a) Scatterplot of read count versus DNaseI cut frequencies for various replicates including the 2h at 4° 
C crosslinking. MmES_HMGB1Abcam_a, antibody ChIP-seq in the parental cell line that in our hands yielded a 
very poor signal to noise ratio. Nevertheless allowed to confirm for the endogenous HMGB1 protein that regions 
with higher HMGB1 binding were also CGI regions with accessibility higher than average. Analysis over 500 bp 
tiling windows. Contour lines highlight the density of regions overlapping with UCSC CGI; b) Pearson´s 
correlations and scatter plots between log2 transformed reads averaged over 1kb tiling windows for two HMGB1 
replicates and a HMGB1 mutant mutated at three key residues in the two HMG-box DBD that render the protein 
more diffusible in vivo and less bound to DNA substrates in vitro (Agresti et al., 2005; Jung and Lippard, 2003). 









































































































































































Figure 7-7 a) Scatter plot of the GFP-subtracted signal from two replicates of HMGB1 and HMGB4 vs. DNaseI 
cut frequency (500 bp tiling windows Chr1); b) Pearson´s correlations and scatter plots between log2 transformed 
reads averaged over 500 bp tiling windows on Chr1 for two HMGB1 replicates and one HMGB1 mutant lacking 
the acidic tail; c) Scatter plot of HMGB4 bioChIP and % methylation (1 indicating 100%) from ES to NP 
(methylation represents difference in average methylation in 500nt tiling windows on Chr1); d) Motif enrichment 
results for top 200 HMGB4 peaks in ESC (left) and NPC (right). Some of the NPC motifs resemble a TATA-box 
consensus. Motif finding was performed using HOMER (Heinz&et&al.,&2010) with parameters -size 500 –nomotif –
mknown using the vertebrate weight matrices that are part of the HOMER software. Peak size was adjusted for 
both samples to a standard length centered at peak summit.  
7.2.4 Genetic' rescue' of' isogenic' Hmgb1' KO' cell' line' and' further' assessment' of'
HMGB1'functionality'An&important&point&for&the&mapping&approach&adopted&in&this&thesis&is&to&assess&whether& tagged& proteins& are& correctly& folded& and& functioning& after& biotin&conjugation.&In& order& to& address& this& point& we& first& generated& Hmgb1& KO,& with& the& aim& of&rescuing&possible&phenotypes&through&biotin&tagged&add:backs.&However& in&our&cellular&system&no&overt&differences&could&be&observed&between&WT&and&Hmgb1&CRISPR& Cas9& KO& at& the& transcriptional& level& (Figure& 7:8a).& This& was& the& first&transcriptomics& characterization& of& Hmgb1& KO& to& our& knowledge.& A& previous&study& showed& changes& in& histones& and& total& RNA& content& upon& HMGB1& KD& in&
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Results&& 59&MEF&(Celona&et&al.,&2011),&however&that& transcriptional&change&could&represent&transient&phenomenon&that&is&not&fixed&upon&sustained&HMGB1&reduction.&Since&practically& no& genes& (HMGB1& and& pseudogenes& excluded)& were& changing&significantly& we& did& not& have& the& opportunity& to& test& the& effect& of& bioHMGB1&reintroduction.&&Therefore&we&adopted&an&alternative&strategy&to&reduce&the&probability&of&having&been&observing&the&properties&of&a&dysfunctional&protein.&In&order&to&extend&the&validity& of& our& findings& we& decided& to& place& the& tag& to& the& C:terminus& of& the&HMGB1&cDNA&and&repeat&bioChIP&experiments.&As&can&be&seen&in&Figure&7:8b&the&two& differentially& tagged& proteins& bind& the& genome& and& enriched& regions& in& a&similar&way.&Even&though&this&result&does&not&rule&out&completely&the&possibility&of& a& tag:induced& functional& impairment,& it& is& unlikely& that& in& both& scenarios& (N&and& C:tagging)& biotin& affected& binding& in& a& similar& way.& Finally,& in& previous&studies& from& another& group& there& are& proofs& of& functionality& for& HMGB1& C:terminally& fused& to&GFP&(Agresti&et&al.,&2005),&which& is&approximately&10& times&larger&than&a&biotin&tag.&&
Results&&60&
& &&
Figure 7-8 a) Volcano plot of the Hmgb1 and Hmgb1 KO with HMGB1 add-back vs. WT. Gene name is indicated 
for adjusted p-value < 0.01 and expression change of at least 2 fold. The Hmgb1 gene is shown in red. Hmgb1 
pseudogenes calls are likely partially alignment artifacts. Analysis min 2 replicates, max. alignment repetition = 
100, Limma Voom R package; b) Pearson´s correlation and scatterplot of log2 enrichment over input signal for C-
terminus and N-terminus tagged HMGB1 constructs. Left, 1kb tiling windows Chr1. Right, promoter regions 
genome-wide. 
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Figure 7-9 a) Left, tables shows RPKM for HMGA1, HMGA2 and two control genes. HMGA1 has one 
pseudogene, therefore mapping was done allowing multiple alignments and therefore reported values are an 
underestimation of the expression levels; Middle, WB of two clones expressing HMGA1 and parental cell line, 
blotted with anti HMGA1 Ab. Right, WB of one clone expressing HMGA2 and parental cell line, blotted with anti 
HMGA2 Ab; b) Left, subcellular localization of HMGA1 by antibody immunofluorescence. Right, subcellular 
localization of HMGA1-2 by conjugated SAV-fluorophore microscopy. &We&checked&the&subcellular&localization&of&both&proteins&by&immunofluorescence&and& in& line& with& previous& observations& (Disney& et& al.,& 1989;& Henriksen& et& al.,&2010)& we& observed& enrichment& at& DAPI& dense& foci& & (Figure& 7:9b).& Given& the&correct& localization& of& the& biotinylated& proteins& we& proceeded& to& perform&bioChIP&experiments.&&After&pull:down&a&considerable&amount&of&DNA&was&retrieved&(up&to&1/500&of&the&DNA& subjected& to& IP,& see& section& 7.2.1& for& a& comparison)& pointing& to& a& high&intrinsic&affinity&of&HMGA1:2&for&DNA.&&
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7.3.1 A'genome'browser'view'of'HMGA1O2'binding'We& first& evaluated& the& distribution& of& aligned& reads& by& visual& inspection& in& a&genome& browser:& reads& were& evenly& distributed& over& cis:regulatory& regions,&genes&and&intergenic&regions&in&a&manner&reminiscent&of&input&DNA.&This&initial&observation& signifies& that& HMGA1:2& contact& DNA& throughout& the& genome&with&similar&strengths.&To&test&whether&indeed&there&was&no&enrichment&of&binding&after&SAV:mediated&pull:down,& for& each& experiment& we& sequenced& corresponding& input& DNA.& This&DNA&comes&from&direct&extraction&of&the&sonicated&chromatin&material&prior&to&IP&and&represents&the&IP&substrate.&Of&note,&during&library&preparation&for&NGS&we&applied&the&same&number&of&PCR&cycles&per&amplification&as&the&IP&fraction.&This&is&an&important&detail&since&it&is&known&that&sequencing&data&suffers&of&a&complex&systematic&bias&and&PCR&is&the&most&important&cause&of&this&bias&(Benjamini&and&Speed,&2012).&&As& we& did& not& detect& punctuated& binding& upon& visual& inspection,& we& chose& to&initially& investigate&ChIP&enrichments&over& input&on& relatively&broad&regions&of&10kb&using&tiling&windows&along&the&genome.&We&opted&for&this&value&reasoning&that&if&we&would&not&observe&enrichment&averaging&over&such&large&regions,&then&HMGA1:2& binding& truly& showed& no& genomic& preference& at& all.& However&enrichment& over& input& analysis& highlighted& a& localization& pattern& that& was&consistent& between& replicates& and& shared& between& HMGA1:2& & (Figure& 7:10& in&purple&and&green).&In&order& to& test& if& the&broad&binding&pattern&was&specific,& it&was&crucial& to&also&generate& ChIP:seq& data& for& a& DNA& binding& domain&mutant& (DBDmut)& for& both&HMGA1&and&HMGA2.&These&proteins&harbor&R>C&point&mutations&at&key&residues&of&their&DBDs&which&were&previously&shown&to&be&important&for&DNA&binding&in&vivo&(Harrer,&2004).& Interestingly,&already&after&performing&SAV:precipitation&it&was& obvious& that& proteins’& affinity& to&DNA&was& compromised& judging& from& the&little&DNA& recovered& (same& efficiency& as&HMGB&proteins,& see& section& 7.2.1).& As&can&be&observed&by&looking&at&the&lower&tracks&in&Figure&7:10,&DBD&mutants&were&more&frequently&found&at&regions&of&lower&HMGA&enrichment.&&To& assess& the& nature& of& this& DBD& mutant& enrichment,& we& also& plotted& GFP&bioChIP& results,& using& the& same& enrichment& over& input& metrics.& Reassuringly,&
Results&&64&HMGA1:2& DBDmut& tracks& showed& extensive& similarity& in& terms& of& regions&enriched& with& GFP& (Figure& 7:10& yellow& track).& The& intensity& of& this& residual,&unspecific&binding&seemed&stronger&for&HMGA1:2&mutant&proteins&as&compared&to&GFP,&possibly&due&to&their&smaller&size&(less&than&half:&106:8&vs.&238&aa)&and&thus&higher&diffusion&coefficient.&&Taken&together,&this&data&clearly&shows&that&WT&proteins&are&binding&to&DNA&in&a&DBD&dependent&manner.&&
Results&& 65&
&
Figure 7-10 Average signal intensity of log2 enrichment over input for the depicted samples over a fraction of 
Chr1. For better readability top and bottom 1% of data range not shown Data for replicate C of HMGA1 and 
HMGA1 mutant was obtained from a different ChIP protocol preparation to highlight 
(continues) 
Results&&66&
robustness (see Materials and methods). Each dot represents the log2 enrichment of IP over input in a window of 
size 10kb.   




Figure 7-11 Principal component analysis of a dataset comprising DBD mutated and WT bioHMGA samples in 
ES cells. a) Fraction of the total variance explained by each PC = Principal Component. b) PC1 coefficients for 












































































































































































































Figure 7-12 Pearson’s correlation coefficients and scatter plots of bioHMGA samples vs. AT contents in ES cells.  
a) Values as log2(IP/Input) over 1kb tiling windows. The contours indicate the density distribution of windows 
overlapping CGI; b) Scatter plot of AT content vs. HMGA1-2 input-normalized enrichment values over 
enrichment over input of respective DBDmutant. Same regions as in a) &
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Results&&70&In& the& following& analysis& we& investigated& potential& colocalizations& of& HMG1:2&with&chromatin&features&other&than&AT:content.&From&the&results&of&the&PCA&one&would&expect&much&lower&correlations&values&for&any&of&such&features&(see&Figure&7:11b).&We&therefore&focused&only&on&data&generated&in&our&laboratory&and&in&the&same&model&system&in&order&to&minimize&variability.&By& contrasting& binding& to& such& chromatin& marks& and& factors,& no& significant&correlation& is& manifest& other& than& with& AT,& as& summarized& by& genome:wide&correlation&plot&for&both&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&(Figure&7:13a).&For&one&replicate&of&HMGA2&the&same&information&is&also&shown&as&scatterplots&(Figure&7:13b),&which&illustrate& the& pattern& of& individual& relationship& over& the& continuum& of& HMGA2&signal.&
Results&& 71&
 
Figure 7-13 a) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of genome-wide correlations between DNaseI cut frequency, 
AT content and enrichment over input values for the indicated ChIP or bioChIP samples (1kb tiling windows, 
colour legend refers to the Pearson correlation coefficient); b) scatter plots of HMGA2 replicate a. Enrichment 
values against various chromatin associated proteins and genetic features are shown (1kb tiling windows, R: 

























































































































































































7.3.4 Binding'in'different'local'and'global'chromatin'environments'The& results& from& the&previous& experiments&highlighted& that&HMGA1:2&proteins&bind& to&DNA& in&a&DBD:dependent&manner&and& that&binding&correlates&genome:wide&with&AT:richness.&We&also&showed&that&additional&chromatin&cues&showed&significantly&lower&correlations&with&HMGA1:2&genome:wide.&&We& next& asked& whether& in& subsets& of& genomic& regions,& a& different& chromatin&environment&could&have&an&impact&on&binding.&Also,& we& investigated& whether& the& binding& profile& was& stem:cell& specific& by&repeating&our&experiments&in&a&differentiated&cell&type.&







































































































































































































































































































Figure 7-14 a) Distribution of log2 enrichments (IP/input) for the indicated samples over selected promoters 
(nCGI/CGI = non or CGI promoters (according to the UCSC CGI annotation), Expr/nExpr = expressed or not 
expressed (defined via the modes of the bimodal distribution of expression levels)); b) scatterplot of RNAPol2 and 
H3K72me3 enrichment values at all promoters (left) or at DHS positive or negative promoters (defined 
analogously as for expression levels); c) Scatterplot of DNaseI cut frequency versus selected IP over input signal at 
promoters (log2 transformed values). 





























































(legend on next page) 
Results&&76&
Figure 7-15& a) Correlation plot of NPC enrichment over input for HMGA1 and HMGA2 replicates and their 
respective DBD mutants. Analysis on 1kb tiling windows. b) Average signal intensity of input normalized log2 
enrichment over DBDmutant signal for the indicated samples over the same fraction of Chr1 as in figure 6-10. 
Each datapoint is calculated for a 10kb tiling window (figure on previous page). For better readability, top and 
bottom 1% of data range is not shown 
7.3.5 Correlation'of'HMGA'proteins'with'broad'and'stable'chromatin'features'After&having&established&that&binding&of&HMGA1:2&does&not&change&with&changes&in& chromatin& we& asked& whether& enriched& regions& coincided& with& chromatin&features& that& are& known& to& be& invariant.& Such& invariant& features& are& found& at&constitutive& heterochromatin,& which& is& characterized& by& having& low& histone&acetylation,&high&H3K9me2&and&high&cytosine&methylation&(C&David&Allis,&2014).&Additionally&these&regions&also&tend&to&replicate&their&DNA&late&in&the&cell&cycle,&even& though& not& all& late& replicating& region& represent& constitutive&heterochromatin& (Hiratani& et& al.,& 2008).& Importantly&with& respect& to& our&work,&constitutive&heterochomatic&regions&show&higher&than&average&AT:content&due&to&high&prevalence&of&major&and&minor&satellites&repeats&and&transposon&integration&events&(Lehnertz&et&al.,&2003).&In&this&regard&the&question&we&asked&is&a&relevant&one,& because& if& HMGA& and& constitutive& heterochromatin& co:localize,& hints& on&causality&over&localization&and&recruitment&can&be&deduced.&Heterochromatic&regions&are&found&at&telomeres&and&centromeres&(in&mouse&all&chromosomes& are& acrocentric)& however& they& can& also& be& found& along& the&chromosomes.&Such&regions&are&usually&large&and&are&therefore&best&observed&at&the&chromosomal&scale.&For&this&reason,&while&examining&HMGA1:2&enrichments&over&heterochromatin&we&looked&at&10&kb&windows&(Figure&7:16a).&After& AT:content& the& highest& correlation& was& observed& with& LaminA& (Figure&7:16b),& which& locates& at& the& inner& nuclear& membrane,& a& well& known& spatial&organizer&of&heterochromatin&(Mattout&et&al.,&2015).&The&data&also&showed&that&the&majority&of&HMGA:high&regions&are&also&H3K9me2:high&and&late&replicating.&As&an&exception,&at&the&locations&highlighted&by&the&arrow&in&Figure&7:16a&there&is&a&disconnection&between&other&HMGA1:2&and&heterochromatic&features.&Thus&it&seems&that&HMGA1:2&binding&and&heterochromatin& formation&and&maintenance&are&probably&uncoupled&events.&
Results&& 77&
&
Figure 7-16 Chromosome-wide profiling of the indicated genomic and epigenomic features. Each datapoint 
represents average signal over 10kb tiling window (Lmna = DamID LaminA sample, HMGA = input normalized 
enrichment over DBDmutant signal, K9me2 = GSM1314605 H3K9me2 enrichment over GSM1314606 input 
signal); b) Unsupervised hierarchical clustering and genome-wide correlation of Replication Timing, DNaseI cut 
frequency, AT-content scores and enrichment values for the indicated samples and (10kb tiling windows, colour 

































































































Results&&78&associated&protein&complex&contacting&active&promoters&(Reeves&et&al.,&2000;&Xu&et&al.,&2011;&Yie&et&al.,&1999).&Our&stem&cell&lines&do&not&express&Hmga2&whereas&Hmga1& is& expressed& to& levels& comparable& to& Sox2& (see& Figure& 7:9).& After&generating&Hmga1&isogenic&KO&and&we&could&test&whether&loss&of&HMGA1&in&ESC&would& cause& transcriptional& deregulation,& as& one& would& expect& by& KO& of& an&activator.&Our&results&show&that&only&18&genes&were&significantly&altered&upon&Hmga1&KO&(Figure&7:17a).&Of&note,&Hmga2&was&not&one&of&the&upregulated.&Accordingly,&we&could& not& observe& growth& defects,& morphological& alterations& or& defect& in&neuronal& differentiation& (data& not& shown).& Also& at& the& level& of& transcripts&originated&from&repeats&we&found&no&deregulation&(Figure&7:17b).&Thus&we&can&conclude& that&HMGA1& has& limited& role& in& transcriptional& regulation,& consistent&with&its&AT:rich/heterochromatin&co:localization&and&its&depletion&at&regulatory&regions.&Taking& advantage& of& the& Hmga1& KO& cell& line& we& went& on& to& test& whether&bioHMGA&binding&in&the&KO&background&was&conserved.&In&fact&before&having&this&control,& formally&we&could&not&test&whether& in&the&WT&background&endogenous&HMGA1& was& excluding& tagged& HMGA1:2& from& some& sites.& Therefore& we&reintroduced& either& HMGA1& or& HMGA2& proteins& in& the& KO& background& and&repeated& bioChIP& experiments.& Importantly,& HMGA1& protein& expression& was&restored& to& levels& comparable& to& WT& as& can& be& observed& Figure& 7:17c.&Subsequent&HMGA1& and&HMGA2&bioChIP& experiments& showed& superimposable&genome:wide& distribution& (Figure& 7:17d)& indicating& absence& of& reproducible&changes&from&experiments&in&the&WT&background.&These&results&add&consistency&to&our&findings&in&the&WT&background&and&remark&the&efficacy&of&RAMBiO&approach.&&
Results&& 79&
&
Figure 7-17 a) Volcano plot of the depicted samples vs. WT, gene names are indicated if the gene is significantly 
differentially expressed (adjusted p-value >= 0.01 and a absolute fold-change of at least 2). Hmga1 is shown in red 
(analysis min 2 replicates, max alignment repetition = 100, Limma Voom R package). Hmga1 gene, which harbors 
a frameshift mutation in the Hmga1 KO experiment, remain highly transcribed due to a high level of transcription 
at untranslated regions; b) Volcano plot for changes in expression at repeats as defined by RepeatMasker 
http://www.repeatmasker.org/ (log2 transformed values, counting only unique alignments). There are no 
significant changes (adjusted p-value >= 0.01 and a absolute fold-change of at least 2); c) WB of indicated KO and 
add-back ES cell lines (30 µgr of total cell protein extracts are loaded per lane); d) Unsupervised hierarchical 
clustering of genome-wide pairwise correlations of enrichment over input values for the indicated samples (1kb 
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8.1 Benchmarking'RAMBiO'performance'with'a'panel'of'TFs'Using&a&panel&of&12&TF&as&a&proof&of&principle,&we&established&that&RAMBiO&can&be&used&to&learn&the&general&binding&principles&of&TFs.&This&approach&relies&on&one:step& generation& of& cell& lines& expressing& TF& of& interest& from& defined& genomic&locations,& thus& improving&state:of:the:art&biotin:tagging& techniques& for& location&analysis& of& TF.& RAMBiO& allows& a& more& straightforward& screening& of& clones&expressing& the& construct& of& interest& as& no& variegation& in& gene& expression& is&expected.&We& show& that&by& screening&as& few&12& clones&per& constructs,&positive&clones&are&readily&detected&in&two&thirds&of&the&cases.&This&is&a&remarkable&result&given&the&known&transcriptional&impact&of&TF.&&In&the&future,&simple&optimizations&in&the&pipeline&could&potentially&achieve&even&better& throughput.& Non:retrieved& clones& may& have& encountered& growth&disadvantage&before&initiation&of&the&negative&selection.&An&alternative&albeit&less&probable& explanation& is& inefficient& biotin& conjugation& by& the& BirA& enzyme.& An&improvement& that& has& been& already& implemented& in& the& host& laboratory&combines&the&advantages&of&RAMBiO&with&the&control&of&gene&expression&that&can&be& achieved& with& inducible& promoter& systems.& By& integrating& a& Tet:On&3G&activator&and& transfecting&constructs&driven&by& its& responsive&element,& tight&and& robust& inducible& expression& is& achieved& (unpublished& data).& By& using& this&approach& it& will& be& possible& to& activate& TF& expression& few& hours& before&performing&bioChIP&experiments&thus&avoiding&confounders&caused&by&sustained&TF&expression.&&Gateway&(InvitrogenTM)&cloning&adaptation&would&be&an&additional&improvement&towards&conversion&of&the&approach&in&a&high:throughput&method&for&TF&location&analysis.& There& is& a& TF& expression& library& already& available& in& such& format&(Gubelmann& et& al.,& 2013)& and& the& only& step& needed& for& RAMBiO& application&would&be&introduction&of&the&in&frame&biotin:tagging&peptide.&&
Discussion&&82&
8.1.1 Observed'results'for'TF'binding'in'mouse'ESC'For& the&majority&of& the&TF&expressing& clones&we&obtained&high&quality&bioChIP&maps.&A&comparison&with&previously&generated&Sox2&Ab&based&ChIP:sequencing&data&showed&high&similarity&of&biotin&tagging&with&the&most&common&in&vivo&TF&mapping&technique.&&We& first& conducted& analysis& of& the& distribution& and& properties& of& TF& peaks& for&Sox2,& Foxo3& and& Smad4.&We& show& that& Sox2& binds& preferentially& to& enhancer&regions,&whereas&Foxo3&and&Smad4&distribute&homogeneously&across&regulatory&regions.&This&observation&seems&to&agree&with&a&computational&analysis&of&Sox2&distribution&based&on&other&datasets.& In& this&publication& the& authors& show& that&the& fraction&of&bound&sites&out&of& in& silico&predicted& is&much& lower& for&Sox2&as&compared&to&other&TFs&(Kuznetsov&et&al.,&2010).&&
&
Figure 8-1 Three segments in the range of TF-DNA binding events count for 11 TFs. Data was generated in  
mouse E14 embryonic cells (GSE 11431). From (Kuznetsov&et&al.,&2010) &However&it&is&very&hard&to&disentangle&why&a&TF&like&Sox2&in&vivo&is&not&binding&to&its&cognate&sites&at&promoters.&One&explanation&could&be&because&of&a&different&chromatin& signature,& alternatively& because& of& the& binding& sites& syntax& (spacing&and& composition)& at& that& portion& of& the& cistrome.& To& answer& such& question,& it&would& take& to& harness& either& of& the& two:& the& chromatin,& with& the& inherent&difficulties&in&generating&histone&marks&functional&KO,&or&the&primary&sequence,&with& having& to& design& a& parallel& multi:combinatorial& protein:DNA& interaction&study.&&
[18] and a novel non-canonical E-box CGCGAG which is
found in our study (Figure 5A). All four non-canonical
motifs were scanned for exact matches in the mouse
genome (mm8) using SeqMap software [21]. The total
numbers of matches of CACGTG, CACGCG, CGCGAG
and CACATG in the mouse genome were 262,133,
83,490, 41,394 and 2,451,550, respectively. E-box
CACATG sequence is highly frequently occurred in
non-genic low-complexity regions of the mouse genome
associated with repeats elements or promiscuous gen-
ome regions. To minimize false-positive or bias in the
results, we excluded the E-box CACATG from our
validation and prediction analyses. Then we studied
the localization of the E-boxes CACGTG, CACGCG,
CGCGAG within ChIP-seq binding loci. To do that we
construct the frequency distribution of the E-box
sequences around the central nucleotide of ChIP-seq-
defined c-Myc biding loci (Figure 5B). To identify the
region of the E-box localization within binding loci, we
narrowed the scan region with ± 150 bp (300 bp) and ±
250 bp (500 bp) around the center of c-Myc binding
locus (Figure 5B).
In total, 6437 ChIP-seq c-Myc binding loci with the peak
values 7 and higher were found. We found that the
number of ChIP-seq loci containing the E-boxes in ± 150
bp region is 3527 (Additional files 6A and 7A) and in ±
250 bp region is 3948 (Additional files 6B and 7B),
respectively. These results suggest that c-Myc binding loci
are strongly enriched with E-box sequences: we found
that 55% (3527/6437) loci of the ± 150 bp region
(Additional file 7A) and 61% (3948/6437) loci of ± 250
bp region (additional file 7B) are E-box-positive. Each of
these regions exhibits at least one copy of the three
specific c-Myc E-boxes or (CACGTG, CACGCG and
CGCGAG).
Figure 4
Three segments in the range of TF-DNA BEs count for 11 TFs of mouse E14 embryonic cells.
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Discussion&& 83&Our& analysis& also& highlighted& that& out& of& the& peak& regions& identified& it& was&possible& to& identify& TF&motifs& with& good& specificity& and& sensitivity.& REST& data&served&as&a&control&due& to&previously&observed&high&motif&enrichments& for& this&Zinc:finger&TF,&which&targets&sequence&up&to&21&bp&long&(Rockowitz&et&al.,&2014).&When&we&examined&the&enrichment&of&Sox2&motifs&we&saw&comparable&result&for&data& generated& by& us& and& previously& available.& For& Foxo1& and& Foxo3,&enrichments& of& a& redundant& Fox& motif& were& even& higher.& This& result& is& in&agreement& with& the& notion& that& FOX& proteins& can& be& categorized& as& either&pioneer& factors& (e.g.& FOXA& subfamily),& transcription& factors& (e.g.& FOXP&subfamily),& or& like& the& FOXO& sub:family& as& having& both& pioneering& and& classic&transcriptional&functions&(Lalmansingh&et&al.,&2012).&This&result&may&also&indicate&that& the& Forkhead&DBD&has& an& affinity& for& its& cognate&motifs& higher& than& Sox2,&however& further& studies& would& be& needed& to& confirm& the& hypothesis.&Importantly,& such& hypothesis& can& only& be& advanced& since& the& pull& down& of&chromatin&is&performed&using&the&same&SAV:biotin&chemistry.&&For&Smad&proteins&we&could&not&see&reproducible&enrichment&of&Smad&motifs.&A&possible&explanation&to&this&observation&is&the&fact&that&binding&of&Smad&proteins&to&DNA,&and& in&particular&Smad3,& is&a&highly&regulated&process& &downstream&of&TGF:beta&induced&signaling&and&PTM&(Heldin&et&al.,&1997).&&Altogether&our& results& show& that& expression&and&characterization&of& regulatory&region&binders&is&possible&and&effective&and&this&prompted&us&to& investigate&the&genomic&location&of&HMG&proteins.&& &
Discussion&&84&
8.2 Genomic' location' analysis' of' HMGB' proteins' in' the' mouse' warrants'
caution'when'drawing'functional'conclusions'HMGB& proteins& have& been& described& as& TF& that& regulate& both& specific& gene&transcription&and&also&genome&stability&by&interacting&with&DNA,&histones,&other&TF&and&nuclear&proteins&(Bianchi&and&Agresti,&2005).&&Given&the&many&proposed&mechanisms&of&action&we&wanted&to&test&the&genomic&location& of& the& different& members& of& HMGB& class& of& protein.& We& did& so& in& an&unbiased& fashion& by& taking& advantage& of& RAMBiO& approach,& previously&mentioned.&To&evaluate&functionality&of&the&constructs&we&assessed&subcellular&localization&of&HMGB1& protein& and& our& imaging& data& show& nuclear& staining& and& nucleolar&accumulation.& This& is& in& agreement& with& previous& imaging& on& fixed& cellular&preparations& for&HMGB1:2:3& (See& section& 6.2).& For&HMGB4&we& reproduced& the&previously&observed&exclusion&from&DAPI&dense&foci&(Catena&et&al.,&2009).&These&results& indicate& that& a& N:terminally& positioned& biotin& tag& is& not& affecting& the&correct& folding& and& sub:cellular& localization& of& HMGB1.& As& HMGB1& contains& 2&nuclear& localization&signals&(NLS)&and&the&first&of&them&is&embedded&in&the&first&HMG:box& at& aa& 27& (Youn& and& Shin,& 2006),& a& biotin& tag& at& the& beginning& of& the&sequence& is& also& probably& exposed& and& does& not& interfere& with& HMGB1sub:cellular&targeting.&&For& HMGB1:2:3& the& binding& profile& is& highly& similar,& whereas& for& HMGB4& we&observe& binding& in& the& same& regions& where& HMGB1:2:3& accumulate,& but& the&dynamic& range& in& the& signal& is& much& higher.& Since& ChIP:sequencing& is& a& cell&population& method,& this& can& either& mean& that& the& background& signal& outside&bound& regions& is& lower& for& HMGB4,& or& that& the& affinity& for& target& regions& is&higher.&Since&a&lower&amount&of&DNA&was&recovered&for&the&HMGB4&sample&after&ChIP&(starting&from&the&same&number&of&cells)&we&favor&the&first&hypothesis.&&In&general,&HMGB&proteins&are&thus&found&enriched&at&open&regions&in&the&DNA.&However&by&definition&such&regions&are&defined&as&being&more&readily&contacted&by&a&sequence&unspecific&enzyme&DNAseI.&This& implies&that&whenever&a&protein&shows&a&similar&distribution&to&DHS&genome:wide&a&careful&assessment&over&the&specificity&of&binding&should&be&considered.&In&this&regards,&our&sequencing&data&
Discussion&& 85&for& a& biotin& tagged& GFP& or& for& a& DBD& mutant& version& of& HMGB1& (Jung& and&Lippard,&2003)&showed&very&similar&DNA&contact&profiles&to&that&of&WT&HMGB1.&&In& our& analysis& is& also& included& an& antibody& ChIP:sequencing& experiment& for&HMGB1,&which&again&shows&accumulation&at&accessible&regions.&This&finding&for&HMGB1&Ab&ChIP&well& agrees&with& a& publication& that& appeared& in& the& literature&describing&HMGB2&binding& at& active& regulatory& regions& in& two&different& cancer&cell& lines&(Redmond&et&al.,&2014).&However&given&our&previous&controls,&we&can&be&highly&skeptical&in&implicating&HMGB1&accumulation&at&open&regions&with&any&kind&of&regulatory&activity.&Collaterally,&it&is&interesting&to&notice&the&in&the&initial&descriptions&of&HMGB1:2&properties,&authors&acknowledge&the&weak&interaction&with&linear&B:DNA&(Johns,&1982),&with&affinities&in&the&order&of&5&×&10−5&M&(Stros,&2010).&One&detail&that&was&highlighted&in&the&Redmond&et&al.&2014&publication&was&the&fact& that& in& order& to& get& high& quality&maps& the& crosslinking& protocol& had& to& be&changed&from&10&min&at&RT&to&1h&at&4°C.&In&light&of&this&observation&we&show&data&for& a& GFP& and& HMGB2& bioChIP& adopting& this& modified& protocol,& however& we&report& no& difference& in& terms& of& improved& signal& to& noise& ratio.& This& result&indicates&that&HMGB2&bioChIP&does&not&benefit&from&this&tweaking&in&our&hands.&One&possible&explanation&is&that&our&HMGB2&is&not&active,&due&to&the&difference&in&&cell& type& or& presence& of& a& tag.& However& an& alternative& explanation& is& that& the&increased& signal& observed& by& Ab& ChIP& is& an& artifact& of& the& longer& crosslinking&time,& and& this& is& not& visible& by& bioChIP& thanks& to& higher& stringency& in& beads&washing.&&In&the&results&section&a&further&investigation&on&the&reasons&of&a&wider&dynamic&range& for& HMGB4& is& presented.& We& show& that& after& GFP& signal& subtraction&HMGB4& binding& is& still& proportional& to& DNA& accessibility.& Accordingly,& upon&differentiation& of& ESC& towards& neurons,& HMGB4& signal& follows& the& changes&happening& at& regulatory& regions.& The& motifs& that& are& found& below& HMGB4&enriched&regions&are&also&different,&reflecting&the&advent&of&an&alternative&set&of&TF&driving&NPC&transcription&and&accessibility.&&One&obvious&difference&between&HMGB4&and&HMGB1:2:3&in&terms&of&nucleotide&sequence& is& the& absence& of& the& acidic& tail& (see& Introduction).&With& the&HMGB1&truncation&experiment&we&asked&whether&such&truncated&protein&would&contact&
Discussion&&86&the&genome& in&a&manner&more&similar& to&HMGB4,&however& this&was&clearly&not&the& case.& This& experiment& also& excludes& a& previously& proposed& mechanism& of&modulation&of&HMGB1&affinity& for&DNA&based&on&an&auto:inhibitory& interaction&between&the&HMG:boxes&and&the&acidic&tail&(Lee&and&Thomas,&2000)&(Stott&et&al.,&2014)& (Wang& et& al.,& 2007).&We& propose& that& a& possible& cause& of& the& observed&HMGB4& distribution& profile& may& lie& in& a& different& NLS& structure& (positively&charged& central& basic& stretch& at& aa& 80& for& HMGB4)& or& in& the& aa:sequence&differences&throughout&the&HMG:boxes.&Further&validation&experiments&for&our&bioHMGB1&findings&are&presented&in&the&last& section.&Upon&CRISPR:KO&of&Hmgb1& cells&were& analyzed&by& transcriptional&profiling,& however& little& significant& changes& are& observed.& This& also& contrasts&previous&models,&mainly&based&on&sporadic&observations,&implicating&HMGB1&in&controlling& gene& expression& (summarized& in& this& review& (Stros,& 2010))& and&findings& in&HeLa& cells,&where& a& reduction& in& histones& expression&was& reported&upon& HMGB1& KD& (Celona& et& al.,& 2011).& We& cannot& exclude& a& buffering& of& the&phenotype& through&HMGB2&(which& is&also&expressed& in&ESC),&but&based&on&our&genome:wide&binding&data&it&seems&improbable.&If& the& KO& experiment& were& causing& a& strong& transcriptional& signature,& upon&reintroduction& of& bioHMGB1,& we& could& have& had& unambiguous& proof& of&functionality& in& case& of& phenotypic& rescue.& Since& no& transcriptional& phenotype&was& present& in& the& first& place,& we& also& performed& an& additional& validation&experiment.& We& compared& binding& of& a& C:terminally& tagged& HMGB1& with& the&binding&of&the&N:terminal&construct&discussed&so&far.&The&binding&profile&is&very&similar,&a&result&that&underscores&how&our&bioChIP&findings&most&likely&apply&to&functional& proteins.& & Alternatively& both& tagging& strategies& should& have& caused&protein& malfunctioning;& however& this& latter& scenario& does& not& agree& with&previous&experiments&performed&on&C:terminally&YFP:tagged&HMGB1&(Agresti&et&al.,&2005).&Collectively& our& bioChIP& experiments& indicate& that& HMGB& proteins& bind& open&region& of& the& genome& via& random& DNA& contacts.& Therefore,& reported& HMGB2&association&with&chromatin&in&vivo&and&HMGB1&with&DNA&in&vitro&&(Pallier& et& al.,& 2003;&Redmond&et& al.,& 2014;& Stros,& 2010)& is&not& captured&by&our&stringent&genomic&approach.&It&is&interesting&to&notice&that&the&strongest&affinity&
Discussion&& 87&observed&for&DNA&in&vitro&is&with&damaged&or&distorted&structures&(Bianchi&et&al.,&1989;&Ohndorf&et&al.,&1999)&that&are&not&normally&present&in&living&cells.&Perhaps&a& role& in& histone& chaperoning& and& shuttling& histone& protein& in& proximity& to&genomic&DNA,&without&direct& contacting& it,& should&be& reconsidered.& It& is& in& fact&known& that& HMGB1& takes& only& 1:2s& to& cross& the& entire& diameter& of& nuclei&(Scaffidi&et&al.,&2002),&much&faster&than&H1&for&example&whose&residency&time&on&chromatin& is& 4&min& (Stros,& 2010).& Seminal&work& and&more& recent& experiments&already& point& in& this& direction& of& a& direct& interaction& between& HMGB1& and&histone&proteins&(Bonaldi&et&al.,&2003;&Zhuang&et&al.,&2014).&The&protein&HMGB4&seems&to&contact&the&same&open&regions&as&and&its&frequency&map&follows&even&more&closely&DNA&accessibility.&&Although& the& statements& above& are& supported& by& numerous& observations& we&acknowledge& the& difficulty& of& controlling& all& possible& confounders& when&describing& absence& of& binding.& In& the& next& section,&we& discuss& our& findings& for&HMGA&proteins&that&on&the&contrary&are&supported&by&easily&interpretable&DBD:mutant&experiments,&where&specific&binding&is&abolished.&& &
Discussion&&88&
8.3 Genomic' location' analysis' of' HMGA' proteins' reveals' a' unique' DNA'
binding'modality'&HMGA&proteins&have&been&identified&due&to&their&property&to&bind&to&alfa:satellite&sequences&in&vitro&(Strauss&and&Varshavsky,&1984).&These&repeat&elements&show&a& compositional& bias& for& AT& DNA.& From& this& initial& observation& the& DBD& was&called&AT:hook.&The&authors&observed&strong&DNAseI&protection&over& stretches&of&5&or&more&consecutive&A&or&T&nucleotides.&However&they&argued&that&affinity&of&the&AT:hook&for&DNA&is&probably&generally&high&because&of&extensive&interaction&with&DNA&phosphate&backbone&(Figure&8:2a).&Indeed&the&presence&of&a&conserved&positively&charged&RGR&core&and&a&variable&number&of&R&or&K&on&either&side&make&the&AT:hook&a&very&strongly&charged&DBD.&&These&initial&findings&were&replicated&when&looking&at&chromosomal&banding&and&colocalization& of& HMGA1&with& repetitive,& AT:rich& DNA& (Disney& et& al.,& 1989).& In&vivo& HMGA1:2& localize& at& DAPI& dense& foci,& which& enrich& for& satellite& DNA& of&telomeres&and&centromeres.&&Following&the&initial&observation&many&studies&replicated&HMGA&proteins&binding&to&AT:rich&DNA&in&vitro&(Reeves&and&Beckerbauer,&2001).&However&all&evidences&were& coming& from& isolated& observations& or& at& single& loci.& In& vitro,& a& low:throughput& SELEX& assessment& of& HMGA2& preference& returned& a& high:information:content& DNA& logo& that&was& never& anticipated& before& (Figure& 8:2b,&see&figure&legend).&&
& &
 THE AT-HOOK MOTIF CONFERS SUBSTRATE-BINDING SPECIFICITY ON CHIMERIC PROTEINS
 Figure 3. Schematic diagrams based on the solution NMR structure of a cocomplex of the second AT-hook motif of
 the human HMG-I protein bound to the minor groove of an AT-rich segment of DNA (9\. Various projection views of
 the peptide bound to DNA (side, frontal, and along the long axis) are shown. Artwork courtesy of G. Banks
 (Washington State University).
 combined with the intrinsic flexibility of the
 central glycine residue, allows the peptide
 backbone of the motif to assume a narrow
 concave structure that fits deep into the nar?
 row minor groove of AT sequences without
 perturbation of the DNA structure. In this
 hooklike configuration the side chains of the
 arginine core residues are oriented parallel to
 the minor groove and extend away from the
 central AT base pair, with their quanidino
 groups making hydrogen bonds to the 02
 atoms of thymidines and other residues
 (Figure 3). The snug fit ofthe hooked core
 peptide backbone, together with the inward-
 projecting arginine side chains, displaces
 water molecules from the narrow minor
 groove of AT sequences, thereby allowing
 numerous hydrophobic interactions to form
 that further stabilize the overall molecular
 interactions. The aa side chains of the
 arginines and lysines in the AT-hook peptide
 that flank either side of the core residues also
 make electrostatic contacts with the phos?
 phates on the surface ofthe groove, providing
 even more stability to the protein-DNA
 complex. Furthermore, the AT hook binds in
 only one orientation in the minor groove due
 to hydrophobic interactions of the arginine
 side chains with the adenine bases. Optimal
 van der Waals packing is achieved when the
 adenine bases contacting the aliphatic por-
 tions of the arginine side chains are located
 on opposite strands of AT tracts. Thus,
 although the tightest binding of the intact
 HMGI(Y) proteins appears to be to long
 stretches of DNA sequence with a consensus
 (TATT)? or (AATA)? repeat, the optimal
 binding site for the core peptide appears to
 have the sequence AA(T/A)T at its center.
 This snug, stable, and directionally oriented
 fit of the AT hook into the narrow minor
 groove of AT sequences provides the sub?
 strate binding specificity ofthe HMGI(Y)
 proteins; it excludes the presence of a GC
 base pair within the core DNA-binding
 r gion, which would place a bulky 6-NH2
 group of guanine in the minor groove and
 thereby disrupt numerous stabilizing
 protein-DNA interactions (Figure 3).
 HMGI(Y) Proteins Regulate
 Gene Transcription and
 Cell Growth
 HMGI (Y) transcripts and proteins are rapidly
 induced in cells after exposure to factors that
 stimulate metabolic activation and growth,
 and therefore have been postulated to be
 involved in the control of cell proliferation
 (3,10-12). Accordingly, Lanahan et al. (13)
 have placed the HMGIQO genes in the cate?
 gory of delayed early-response genes, whose
 transcriptional expression is induced within
 1-2 hr of exposure of quiescent cells to
 growth stimulatory factors and which are nec?
 essary for subsequent DNA synthesis to
 occur. Consistent with this proposal, muta?
 tions in the Hmgi-c gene that give rise to the
 pg phenotype in mice (6) and the dwarf phe?
 notype in chickens (14) have demonstrated
 the direct involvement of the HMGI(Y) pro?
 tei s in regulation of cellular growth and pro?
 liferation during embryonic development (6).
 The HMGIQO proteins influence cellular
 function by participating in the regulation of
 gen  transcription in either a positive or nega?
 tive manner. For example, the HMGI(Y)
 proteins have been implicated in the positive
 in vivo regulation of genes coding for the
 umor necrosis factor/lymphotoxin, inter?
 feron (IFN)-P, interleukin (IL)-2, IL-2R0C,
 granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
 factor, major histocompatability complex II,
 intercellular adhesion molecule-1, vascular
 c ll adhesion molecule-1, and E-selectin pro?
 teins, among others, and in the negative regu?
 lation of genes coding for IL-4, TCR (T-cell
 receptor), IFN-OC, and (J-globin [reviewed in
 Bustin and Reeves (1)]. The HMGI(Y) pro?
 teins are thought to influence positive gene
 transcriptional regulation by participation in
 Activated T cells
 Resting T cells S
 Figure 4. Enhanceosome formation on the human inter-
 leukin (IL)-2Ra promoter. Diagrammatic model of the
 promoter region of the human IL-2Roc chain gene before
 (resting T cells) and after (activated T cells) mitogen
 stimulation, indicating direct interactions between NF-
 kB, Elf-1, and HMGI(Y) proteins. The striped box depicts
 positive regulatory region I (PRRI) and the stippled box
 positive regulatory region II (PRRII) in the proxomal
 promoter/enhancer region of the gene. Redrawn with
 modification from John et al. (76).
 the formation of multiprotein complexes on
 the promoter/enhancer regions of the genes
 they regulate. Formation of such stereo-
 specific regulatory complexes, which in the
 case of the IFN-P gene promoter is called an
 enhanceosome (15), is thought to require
 both specific protein-DNA and protein-
 protein interactions involving the riMGIQO
 proteins. Figure 4 schematically illustrates
 how the HMG-I protein is proposed to par?
 ticipate in the regulation of the transcription
 of the gene coding for the OC-subunit of the
 human IL-2 receptor (IL-2Roc) by initiating
 the formation of an enhanceosome on the
 proximal promoter of the gene following
 T-lymphocyte activation (16). Regulation of
 IL-2ROC gene expression in vivo is the result of
 a combination of specific protein-DNA
 interactions between HMG-I and AT-rich
 sequences in the promoter of the gene and
 between HMG-I and other transcriptions fac?
 tors, [e.g., Elf-1, nuclear factor kappa B
 (NF-kB), and serum response factor] that
 also bind specifically to this region ofthe pro?
 moter (16). In contrast, negative regulation of
 gene transcription has been proposed to result
 when the HMGI(Y) proteins bind to the pro?





 There is a remarkably high correlation
 between elevated levels of HMGI(Y) gene
 expression and neoplastic transformation of
 normal cells and/or increased metastatic
 potential of tumor cells [reviewed in
 (1,17-19)]. In normal, nondividing, or differ?
 entiated somatic cells, the levels of expression
 of HMGIQO mRNAs and proteins are usually
 low or undetectable in most tissues (20-22)
 but can be induced in cells in response to vari?
 ous growth stimulatory factors (1,3,10-13).
 In contrast, in neoplastically transformed cells,
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sequences on average). This library of oligonucleotides was
mixed with increasing amounts of HMGA2, incubated at
22 °C for 60 min, and loaded on a 12% polyacrylamide gel
to separate free and bound DNA. FL-AT15 was used as a
control to define the position to which the HMGA2-DNA
complex was migrated. The gel containing the HMGA2-
DNA complexes was excised; DNA was eluted from the gel
and amplified by PCR according to methods as described
under Materials and Methods. The PCR products were
purified and subjected to the next round of selection. After
the eighth round, the concentration of NaCl was increased
to 200 mM, and 30 µM (bp) of poly(dG-dC)2 was added to
the binding reactions to increase the binding specificity. The
progress of the enrichment of DNA molecules recognized
by HMGA2 was assessed by an EMSA experiment in
which no HMGA2-DNA complex of the original DNA
library and the DNA pool of the first round of selection was
visible in the presence of 200 nM of HMGA2 (lanes 1 and
2, Figure 2B). In contrast, the DNA pools of rounds 3, 5,
and 10 gave approximately 7.1%, 17.5%, and 35.2% of
HMGA2-DNA complexes under the same conditions (lanes
3-5, Figure 2B).
After the 10th round of selection, the purified PCR
products were cloned into Hind III-Kpn I sites f pUC18
and sequenced. We repeated the SELEX experiment twice
and sequenced 102 individual clones in which 71 sequences
are unique. Figures 3A and S2 (Supporting Informatio )
show our sequencing results. To our surprise, all sequences
have a common unique feature: the first five base pairs are
AT-rich, the middle four or five base pairs are GC-rich, and
the last five or six base pairs are AT-rich. The 71 unique
sequences were further analyzed by two multiple-sequence-
alig ment programs, ClustalX 1.81 (33) and MEME 3.5.3
(34), and two consensus sequences, 5′-ATATTCGCGAW-
WATT-3′ and 5′-ATATTGCGCAWWATT-3′, where W
represents A or T, were identified. These two consensus
sequences are identical to those obtained from manual
alignment of the SELEX sequences (Table 2). Another
striking feature of these sequences is that, although each
clone is unique, certain sequence motifs appeared multiple
times. For example, a 5 bp AT-rich sequence, 5′-ATATT-
3′, occurred 58 times; two GC-rich sequences, 5′-CGCG-3′
and 5′-GCGC-3′, appeared 22 and 13 times, respectively
(Figures 3A and S2). This finding further suggests that we
have identified HMGA2 binding sites with high affinity. We
also sequenced 20 clones from the original library to
demonstrate that there is no inherent bias in favor of our
SELEX experiments. These sequences are sh wn in Figur
3B. As expected, none of these sequences contains the
consensus motifs, such as 5′-ATATT-3′ and 5′-CGCG-3′.
A simple addition analysis showed that this pool of sequences
has more G+C base pairs (173 G+C base pairs) than A+T
base air (129 A+T base pairs), fur her suggesting that this
pool of DNA oligonucleotides was not produced in favor of
our selection. Although more sequence data are required for
a meaningful statistical analysis to demonstrate the unbiased
nature of the starting library, we believe that our DNA library
was generated randomly. First, the middle 15 bp of the DNA
oligonucleotide FL-250, which was used to generate the
starting DNA library (Figure 2A), were synthesized ran-
domly. In addition, we included, on average, approximately
500 copies of each of the 415 possible sequences in our first
round of selection to increase the randomness of the DNA
library. As mentioned above, we repeated our SELEX
experiment twice and used different batches of FL-250 to
produce the starting DNA library. Sequences obta ned from
these two independent SELEX experiments have the same
feature: the first five base pairs are AT-rich, the middle four
or five base pairs are GC-rich, and the last five or six base
pairs are AT-rich. All this evidence suggests that our starting
DNA library should contain all possible sequences for the
SELEX experiments. We also performed quantitative analy-
ses to show that we have obtained HMGA2 binding
sequences with high binding affinity (see below for detail).
For example, if one of the AT-rich sequences is mutated to
a non-AT-rich sequence, the DNA binding affinity of
HMGA2 is reduced at least 100-fold. A single A to G point
mutation at the 10th position of FL-SELEX1 (Tables 2 and
3) significantly lowered the DNA binding constant of
HMGA2 (Wilson, W. D., and Leng, F., unpublished col-
laboration results). Addition of one or two AT base pairs to
either end of the SELEX sequences does not significantly
change the DNA binding affinity of HMGA2 (data not
shown). These results suggest that we have likely obtained
the “optimal” sequences for HMGA2 under our experimental
FIGURE 3: Sequence analysis of the SELEX experiments for
HMGA2. (A) HMGA2 binding sequences identified after 10 rounds
of the SELEX experiments. Twenty sequences are shown here. The
other 51 sequences are shown in Figure S2. (B) DNA sequences
from the randomized oligonucleotide library before selection. (C)
Sequence lo o f the 71 SELEX s quences shown in Figures 3A
and S2. Sequence conservation, measured in bits of information (2
bits is the highest), is illustrated by the height of stacking of the
four letters for each position in the binding sites. The relative heights
are proportional to their frequencies shown in the 71 SELEX
sequences. The sequence logo was generated by WebLogo (avail-
able at www.bio.cam.ac.uk/cgi-bin/seqlogo/logo.cgi).
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 THE AT-HOOK MOTIF CONFERS SUBSTRATE-BINDING SPECIFICITY ON CHIMERIC PROTEINS
 Figure 3. Schematic diagrams based on the solution NMR structure of a cocomplex of the second AT-hook motif of
 the human HMG-I protein bound to the minor groove of an AT-rich segment of DNA (9\. Various proj ctio  views of
 the peptide bound to DNA (side, frontal, and along the long axis) are shown. Artwork courtesy of G. Banks
 (Washington State University).
 combined with the intrinsic flexibility of the
 central glycine residue, allows the peptide
 backbone of the motif to assume a narrow
 concave structure that fits deep into the nar?
 row minor groove of AT sequences without
 perturbation of the DNA structure. In this
 hooklike configuration the side chains of the
 arginine core residues are oriented parallel to
 the minor groove and extend away from the
 central AT base pair, with their quanidino
 groups making hydrogen b nds to the 02
 atoms of thymidines and other residues
 (Figure 3). The snug fit ofthe hooked core
 peptide backbone, together with the inward-
 projecting arginine side chains, displaces
 water molecules from the narrow minor
 groove of AT sequences, thereby allowing
 numerous hydrophobic interactions to form
 that further stabilize the overall molecular
 interactions. The aa side chains of the
 arginines and lysines in the AT-hook peptide
 that flank either side of the core residues also
 make electrostatic contacts with the phos?
 phates on the surface ofthe groove, p viding
 even more stability to the protein-DNA
 complex. Furthermore, the AT hook binds in
 only one orientation in the minor groove du
 to hydrophobic interactions of the arginine
 side chains with the adenine bases. Optimal
 van der Wa ls p c ing is achieved when th
 adenine bases contacting the aliphatic por-
 tions of the arginine side chains are located
 on opposite strands of AT tracts. Thus,
 although the tightest binding of the intact
 HMGI(Y) proteins appears to be to long
 stretches of DNA sequence with a consensus
 (TATT)? or (AATA)? repeat, the optimal
 binding site for the core peptide appears to
 have the sequence AA(T/A)T at its center.
 This snug, stable, and directionally oriented
 fit of the AT hook into the narrow minor
 groove of AT sequences provides the sub?
 strate binding specificity ofthe HMGI(Y)
 proteins; it excludes the presence of a GC
 base pair within the core DNA-binding
 r gion, which would place a bulky 6-NH2
 group of guanine in the minor groov  and
 thereby disrupt numerous stabilizin
 protein-DNA interactions (Figure 3).
 HMGI(Y) Proteins Regulat
 Gene Transcription and
 Cell Growth
 HMGI (Y) transcripts and proteins are rapidly
 induced in cells after exposure to factors that
stimulate metabolic activation and growth,
 and therefore have been postulated to be
 involved in the control of cell proliferation
 (3,10-12). Accordingly, Lanahan t al. (13)
 have placed the HMGIQO genes in the cate?
 gory of delayed early-response genes, whos
 transcriptional expression is induced within
 1-2 hr of exposure of quiescent cells to
 growth stimulatory factors and which are nec?
 essary for subsequent DNA synthe is to
 occur. Consistent with this proposal, muta?
 tions in the Hmgi-c gene that give rise to the
 pg phenotype in mice (6) and the dwarf phe?
 notype in chickens (14) have demonstrated
 the direct involvement of the HMGI(Y) pro?
 tei s in regulation of cellular growth and pro?
 liferation during embryonic development (6).
 The HMGIQO proteins influence cellular
 function by participating in the regulation of
 gen  transcription in either a positive or nega?
 tive manner. For example, the HMGI(Y)
 proteins have been implicated in the positive
 in vivo regulation of genes coding for the
 umor necrosis factor/lymphotoxin, inter?
 feron (IFN)-P, interleukin (IL)-2, IL-2R0C,
 granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
 factor, major histocompatability complex II,
 intercellular adhesion molecule-1, vascular
 c ll adhesion molecule-1, and E-selectin pro?
 teins, among others, and in the negative regu?
 lation of genes coding for IL-4, TCR (T-cell
 receptor), IFN-OC, and (J-globin [reviewed in
 Bustin and Reeves (1)]. The HMGI(Y) pro?
 teins are thought to influence positive gene
 transcriptional regulation by participation in
 Activated T cells
 esting T cells S
 Figure 4. Enhanceosome formation on the human inter-
 leukin (IL)-2 a promoter. Diagrammatic model of the
 promoter region of the human IL-2Roc chain gene before
 (resting T cells) an  after (activated T cells) mitogen
 stimulation, indicating direct interactions between NF-
 kB, Elf-1, and HMGI(Y) proteins. The striped box depicts
 positive regulatory region I (PRRI) and the stippled box
 positive regulatory region II (PRRII) in the proxomal
 promoter/enhancer region of the gene. Redrawn with
 modification from Joh  et al. (76).
 the formation of multiprotein complexes on
 the promoter/ nhancer regions of the genes
 they regulate. Formation of such stereo-
 specific regulatory complexes, which in the
 case of the IFN-P gene promoter is called an
 enhanceosome (15), is thought to require
 both specific pr tein-DNA and protein-
 protein interactions involving the riMGIQO
 proteins. Figure 4 schematically illustrates
 how the HMG-I protein is proposed to par?
 ticipate in the regulation of th  transcription
 of the gene coding for the OC-subunit of the
 uman IL-2 receptor (IL-2Roc) by initiating
 th  formation of an enhanceosome on the
 proximal promoter of the gene following
 T-lymphocyte activation (16). Regulation of
 IL-2ROC gene expression in vivo is t e result of
 a combination of specific protein-DNA
 inter ctions between HMG-I and AT-rich
 sequences in he promoter of the gene and
 between HMG-I and other transcriptions fac?
 tors, [e.g., El -1, nuclear factor kappa B
 (NF-kB), and serum response factor] hat
 also bind specifically to this region ofthe pro?
 moter (16). In contrast, negative regulation of
 gene transcription has been proposed to result
 when the HMGI(Y) proteins bind to the pro?





 There is a remarkably high correlation
 between elevated levels of HMGI(Y) gene
 expression and neoplastic transformation of
 normal cells and/or increased metastatic
 potential of tumor cells [reviewed in
 (1,17-19)]. In normal, nondividing, or differ?
 entiated somatic cells, the levels f expression
 of HMGIQO mRNAs and proteins are usually
 low or undetectable in most tissues (20-22)
 but can be induced in cells in response to vari?
 ous growth stimulatory factors (1,3,10-13).
 In contrast, in neoplastically t ansform  cells,
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Figure 8-2 a) Left, the core aa composition of the AT-hook DNA binding domain (Reeves, 2000). Right, NMR 
structure of AT-hook domain in complex with a DNA substrate.  In red are Pro or Arg side chains of the conserved 
aa core (Huth et al., 1997). b) HMGA2 SELEX sequencing result of the top 20 sequences out of 102 sequenced 
and 71 unique PCR clones after enrichment. On the right, 20 sequences sampled out of the DNA library pre-
enrichment(Cui and Leng, 2007). 
 These& in&vitro& findings&could&not&be&replicated& in& the& first&study&where&HMGA2&location& was& determined& in& vivo:& the& identified& consensus& motif& there,& is& a&repetition& of&W& nucleotides& (A& or& T)& (Winter& et& al.,& 2011)& (see& section& 4.3.3.1.&This&result&however&was&obtained&by&sequencing&only&a&few&dozens&of&bacterial&clones& after& plasmid& transformation& of& ChIP& extracted& DNA& and& has& to& be&considered&a&preliminary&finding.&In&another&study&a&ChIP:chip&experiment&was&performed&on&MKN28&gastrinoma&cell& line&overexpressing&HMGA2&(Zha&et&al.,&2012),&but&no&results&were&included&with&respects&to&in&vivo&binding&preferences&(data&is&not&publicly&available).&More&recently,&a&HMGA2&ChIP:seq&study&in&MEF&was&published,&but&again&no&comments&on& HMGA2& sequence& specificity& are& made& (Singh& et& al.,& 2015).& Looking& at& the&data,& it& looks& like& the& antibody& that& was& used& gave& a& promoter:centered&enrichment,&in&clear&disagreement&with&our&findings.&In&order&to&shed&light&on&the&in&vivo&binding&preferences&of&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&we&set&out&to&apply&RAMBiO&for&the&study&of&this&controversial&class&of&proteins.&When&we&expressed&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&we&saw&the&typical&DAPI&dense&staining&for&both&proteins&(Disney&et&al.,&1989;&Harrer,&2004;&Henriksen&et&al.,&2010).&We&were&pleased&by&the&result&as&we&were&aware&of&reported&wrong&localization&of&a&N:terminal&GFP:HMGA1&fusion&construct&(Catez&and&Hock,&2010).&At&a&first&glance&on&a&genome&browser,&genomic&localization&of&HMGA1:2&is&very&similar&to&input&DNA.&However&it&is&known&that&a&sequencing&bias,&mainly&caused&by& PCR& amplification,& is& present& in& modern& sequencing& results& (Figure& 8:3).&Therefore&we& reasoned& that& before& drawing& conclusions&we& had& to& correct& for&this& sequencing& bias.& By& doing& so& it& was& possible& to& appreciate& enrichment& of&HMGA1:2&at&specific&genomic&regions,&and&indeed&the&read:count&GC&distribution&for&our&IP&samples&was&resistant&to&the&drop&observed&at&low&GC:content&regions&in&the&input&fraction.&This&suggested&that&HMGA&proteins&were&binding&in&vivo&to&AT&rich&DNA&substrates.&
Discussion&&90&&
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Figure 8-3 Read counts over GC content for genomic human DNA samples. Mean values on windows of 10 kb 
from Chr1. From (Benjamini&and&Speed,&2012). &To&evaluate&the&origin&of&this&preference&we&assessed&the&impact&of&mutations&in&key&aa,&known&to&be&contacting&DNA&from&in&vitro&evidence.&Mutation&of&the&DBDs&of& HMGA1:2& caused& a& reduction& in& affinity& for& DNA& and& loss& of& the& AT& rich&binding.&Therefore&we&could& show& that&binding& is&dependent&on& functional&AT:hooks.& This& is& an& important& result& that& shows& that& HMGA1:2& genome:wide&distribution& is& likely& not& determined& by& indirect& recruitment& to& chromatin.&Collaterally,&since&mutating&the&DBD&causes&a&clear&change&in&HMGA1:2&binding,&we& speculate& that&HMGA1:2& are&probably&not& affected&by&biotinylation& (also& in&the&light&of&imaging&results&and&the&high&pull:down&efficiencies).&To& evaluate& binding& determinants& in& an& unbiased& approach& we& subjected& the&pool&of&datasets&(HMGA&proteins,&the&mutated&counterparts&and&GFP&samples)&to&PCA.&We&observe&that&one&feature&alone&can&explain&a&big&portion&of&the&variance.&In&other&words& a& single&hidden&variable& is& able& to&discriminate&HMGA&proteins&from&DBD&mutated&proteins.&Since&AT:hooks&domains&bind&AT:rich&DNA&in&vitro&(Fonfría:Subirós&et&al.,&2012;&Singh&et&al.,&2006),&we&made&an&informed&guess&and&contrasted&the&identified&PC1&to&AT:content&to&discover&a&clear&correlation.&&The&observation&was& confirmed&by&directly& evaluating& the& correlation&between&AT& content& and& HMGA1:2& enrichments& over& input.& Both& proteins& were& not&enriched&(nor&depleted)&at&sequences&containing&just&few&A&or&T&(in&the&range&of&GC& richness& of& CpG& island).& The& majority& of& the& genome& however& contains&sufficient&A&or&T&nucleotides&to&elicit&a& linear&response&at& the& level&of&HMGA1:2&
The choice of bin size should not matter much if the
bias is linear. However, sampling a unimodal curve at the
wrong scale will normally increase the variance. We there-
fore compared the absolute deviance from the curve at
difference bin sizes (Table 2). The predictions were
aggregated to 10 kb (regardless of estimation bin size).
The results improve as bin size decreases. This is true,
for both libraries, until we approach bin sizes of the
order of the fragment length (300 bp for library 2,
175 bp for library 1). Counts of library 2 were scaled by
median fragment rate to match library 1.
Indeed, we cannot expect reducing bin sizes to work for
such small scales. On scales comparable to fragment sizes
the bin-edge effects become substantial. Each of the dif-
ferent models for the GC effect (fragmentation, reads or
full fragments) should imply a different correction
strategy. Moreover, small bins have few reads / fragments,
and so measuring variability around the mean becomes
harder. Instead of binning, single position models
(Figure 1) are introduced to measure GC effects in these
smaller scales.
Single position models
Single position models allow us to compare different
possible GC windows, estimate the effects for each and
compare their TV scores. First we compare TV scores of
GC windows starting at the 50-end (a=0) of a location
(but having different lengths). We would expect to see the
strongest effect either after a few bp (fragmentation
effect), after 30–75 bp (read effect) or at the fragment
lengths (full-fragment effect).
For both libraries, the full-fragment model achieves the
highest TV score. In Figure 3A, the two curves represent
TV scores of the two libraries from the normal sample.
The horizontal bars on the bottom mark the median (a d
0.05, 0.95 quantile) fragment sizes for the two libraries.
TV scor s for both libraries increase as the window size
increases, with the strongest effects for windows almost
matching the median fragment length: str ngest effect
for window of length 180 (W0,180) for library 1 (median
length=174), and length 295 (W0,295) for library 2
(median length 293). For windows longer than that, the
scores decrease.
The GC curve that is estimated from the windowW2,176
is extremely sharp (Figure 3B) (this is W0,180 after
removing 2 bp on each end). In fact, strong unimodality
can be seen on even smaller scales. Smaller windows
(l=50 bp) allow us to contrast a GC window that
overlaps the read with a GC window that does not
(W0,50 versus W75,50). (Figure 4B and C). The GC effect
estimated from both windows has a unimodal shape, but
the curve of the window overlapping the r ad is not as
sharp as that of the window from the fragment center. If
read composition were driving the GC effe t, w would
expect the first window to generate the sharper curve. That
this is not the case, may imply that the GC effect is not
driven by base calling or sequencing effects, but by the
composition of the full fragment. (Rather, the sharper
curves in the center imply a second weak bias near
fragment ends, see below.) In contrast, Figure 4A shows
the GC curve estimated from the 50 bp located just outside
the fragment (W! 50,50.) The curve is not unimodal, and
has a noticeably lower TV score.
Figure 2. GC curves (10 kb bins). Observed fragment counts and loess lines plotted against GC of (A) two libraries from the same normal sample,
and (B) the tumor library (red) with its matched normal sample library (blue). Counts and curves of all libraries are scaled to fit median counts of
normal library 1. Bins were randomly sampled from chromosome 1, and counts include frag ents from both strands.
Table 2. Prediction error (MAD) of loess model for different
resolutions
Loess bin size (kb) 10 5 2 1 0.5 0.2
Normal Lib1 49.1 47.8 45.1 43.4 43.4 52.2
Normal Lib2 54.8 52.0 47.5 45.7 49.7 87.7
Error measured by mean absolute deviation around the predicted rates.
The best predictions (minimal error) for each library are in bold. Rates
were estimated using loess at the specified resolution, and then predic-
tions were aggregated into 10 kb bins.
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Discussion&& 91&binding.& This& is& an& interesting& observation& that& is& reminiscent& of& the& linear&dependence&to&methylation&density&uncovered&for&Mbd&proteins,&other&binders&of&low&complexity&DNA&motifs&(Baubec&et&al.,&2013).&Next&we&show&absence&of&genome:wide&correlation&with&other&chromatin&marks&and& components.& This& is& already& suggested& by& the& PCA,& with& the& little&contribution& of& additional& PCs& in& explaining& potential& differences& between&HMGAs& (mutated& or& not)& and& the& inert& GFP.& It& follows& that& HMGA1:2& genomic&location&is&almost&entirely&encoded&in&the&respective&DBDs.&This&notion&prompted&us&to&explicitly&compare&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&DBDs&in&terms&of&sensitivity&to&AT:content.& To& account& for& unspecific& protein& dependent& confounders& we& add& an&additional& normalization& step,& by& subtracting& DBD& mutant& signal& from& the& IP&enrichments&over& input.&Our&results&show&very&similar&AT&:regression&slope&for&both& proteins& and& comparable& maximal& enrichments& (4:8& fold& in& both& cases).&However& for& HMGA1& there& is& a& higher& noise& in& AT& readout,& pointing& to& either&lower&affinity&or&higher&sensitivity&to&chromatin&cues.&&In&this&context&we&asked&whether&a&different&chromatin&environment&was&able&to&modulate&affinity&to&AT:rich&DNA&at&specific&subsets&of&regions.&When&we&looked&at& differentially& transcribed& genes& we& did& not& see& any& difference.& A& similar&conclusion&was&drawn&when&we&looked&for&modulation&of&binding&in&response&to&the&changes&in&chromatin&states&that&happen&during&neuronal&differentiation.&Altogether& it& appears& that& AT:content& is& the& sole& determinant& of& HMGA1:2&binding&genome:wide,&and&not&even&at&subsets&of&regions&binding&is&affected&by&chromatin&cues&like&accessibility.&
8.3.1 Proportion'of'A'or'T'nucleotides'determines'HMGA1O2'binding'Our& results& have& important& implications& because& they& reveal& the& nature& of& the&proposed& HMGA1:2& preference& for& AT:rich& DNA.& Our& data& shows& that& binding&occurs& throughout& the& genome& over& a& continuum& of& affinities,& except& at& CGI&where& A& or& T& bases& are& too& sparse.& It& is& important& to& point& out& that& from& a&biochemical&perspective& the&pattern&of&hydrogen&bond&donors&and&acceptors& in&the&minor& groove& does& not& allow&discriminating&A:T& from&T:A& or& G:C& from&C:G&base& pairs& (Figure& 8:4).& Thus& minor& groove& binders& like& HMGA& proteins& may&simply& recognize& degenerate& sequences& of& the& type& Wn& or& W:rich& (where& W&
Discussion&&92&stands&for&A&or&T&nucleotides&from&the&IUPAC&nomenclature,&Weak&cross:strand&binding&interactions).&
& &
Figure 8-4 Sequence-specific patterns on the edges of the bases in the major groove underlie the ability of proteins 
to readout base pairs through hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic contacts (hydrogen bond acceptors in red, donors 
in blue, thymine methyl group in yellow, and base carbon hydrogens in white). In contrast, A:T versus T:A and 
C:G versus G:C are indistinguishable in the minor groove. From (Rohs et al., 2010). 
 However& AT:rich& sequences& are& also& often& associated& with& narrow& minor&grooves.& In&particular&A:tract,&ApT&and&ApA&(TpT)&sequences& induce&narrowing&of& the& minor& groove& (Rohs& et& al.,& 2009).& In& such& cases,& arginine& mediated&recognition&of&the&enhanced&negative&electrostatic&potential&offers&a&mechanism&for&sequence:specific&readout&from&DNA&shape.&&At&the&regions&where&HMGA1:2&enrichments&are&highest,&the&concentration&of&A&and& T& is& so& high& that& it& is& very& difficult& to& distinguish& which& of& the& two&mechanisms&is&preponderant.&&What& we& can& conclude& is& that,& since& each& bioChIP& experiment& pulls& down&significant& amounts& of& DNA& and& because& enrichments& grow& linearly& with& AT:content,& affinity& for& DNA& is& high& everywhere& and& is& maximal& at& large& AT:rich&regions.& What& is& in& vivo& the& minimal& motif& recognized& is& a& question& that& we&cannot& address& with& standard& bioChIP& resolution.& Potentially,& a& ChIP:exo&adaptation& for& RAMBiO&may& better& suited& to& address& the& question& by& probing&with&higher&resolution&HMGA&binding&at&AT:poor&regions.&&&
8.3.2 Transcriptional'impact'of'HMGA1'binding'HMGA1:2&misregulation&has&been&implicated&in&tumorigenesis&(Cleynen&and&Van&de&Ven,&2008;&Fusco&and&Fedele,&2007).&In&malignant&epithelial&tumors&as&well&as&


















Types of protein-DNA recognition mechanisms used for specificity. We distinguish between two main
classes of recognition: base readout and shape readout, which are further subdivided as illustrated.
434 repressor, λ repressor, Trp repressor,
Myb), zinc finger domains (e.g., TFIIIA), im-
munoglobin fold domains (e.g., p53, NF-κB,
STAT, and NFAT), and the N-terminal end of
basic leucine zipper (bZip) domains or the Max
transcription factor (17–19).
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Base recognition in the major and minor groove. Sequence-specific patterns on the edges of the bases in the
major groove underlie the ability of proteins to readout base pairs through hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic
contacts (hydrogen bond acceptors in red, donors in blue, thymine methyl group in yellow, and base carbon
hydrogens in white). In contrast, A:T versus T:A and C:G versus G:C are indistinguishable in the minor
groove. The three panels show successive rotations of 90◦ around the helix axis. The dodecamer d(GACT)3
was built on the basis of fiber diffraction data with 3DNA (92).


















































Discussion&& 93&in& leukemia,& expression& of& HMGA1& is& upregulated& (Morishita& et& al.,& 2013).&HMGA2& overexpression& also& causes& transformation& (Sun& et& al.,& 2013).& Hmga&genes& are& often& involved& in& rearrangements,& mostly& in& benign& tumors& of&mesenchymal&origin&(Henriksen&et&al.,&2010).&Often,&the&proposed&mechanism&of&action& involves& transcriptional& deregulation.& However& a& direct& role& in&transcriptional& control& has& never& been& exhaustively& proven& for&HMGA& genome&wide.&Locus&specific&examples&have&been&reported&for&the&activation&of&IFN:beta&and& IL:2Ralfa& genes& (Reeves& et& al.,& 2000;& Yie& et& al.,& 1999).& Stabilization& of&enhancer& associated& protein& complexes& and& displacement& of& positioned&nucleosomes& have& been& advocated& for& the& activation& of& IFN:beta& and& IL:2Ralfa&genes.& Competition& with& histone& H1& and& direct& interaction& with& mediator& and&histone& chaperones& are& some& of& the& other& proposed& mechanisms& of& action&(Arnoldo&et&al.,&2015;&Reeves&and&Beckerbauer,&2001;&Xu&et&al.,&2011).&In&our&cellular&system,&Hmga1&expression&was&high&in&ESC&and&upon&introduction&of&bioHMGA1&or&bioHMGA2&we&did&not&observe&a&growth&phenotype.&We&generated&CRISPR&KO&cell& lines& for&Hmga1&harboring&deletions& in& the& third&exon.& We& profiled& transcription& by& RNA:seq& and& we& could& show& significant&changes&for&only&a&minority&of&genes&and&no&change&for&any&repeat&class&in&ESC.&This& result& is& in& line&with& the&genomic& location& that&we&describe.& Indeed& in& the&cells&that&we&investigated,&HMGA&proteins&do&not&enrich&for&regulatory&regions&as&recently& reported& in& a& different& model& system& (Singh& et& al.,& 2015).& We& asked&where& in& the& genome&were& the& regions& of& higher& AT:content,& and& thus& higher&HMGA1:2&binding.&We&discovered&extensive&overlap&with&heterochromatic&DNA.&In& more& detail,& we& noticed& for& regions& of& medium:low& HMGA1:2& enrichment&facultative& association& with& heterochromatin.& However& regions& of& higher&HMGA1:2& enrichment& were& almost& constantly& associated& with& LaminA,& late&replicating& and& high& in& H3K9me2& histone& mark.& In& general& heterochromatic&regions& tend& to& be& gene& poor,& and& therefore& we& show& that& HMGA1:2& are& not&enriched&over&regions&of&high&gene&density,&including&regulatory&regions.&&Also&in&terms&of&reconciling&the&observed&association&with&the&proliferative&state&of&cells&in&homeostasis&and&disease,&we&tend&to&disfavor&models&that&give&HMGA&proteins& a& central& role& in& transcriptional& regulation& (Sgarra& et& al.,& 2010).& Our&findings&better&align&to&a&recent&observation&that&connects&human&HMGA1&with&
Discussion&&94&genome&organization&via&proper&positioning&of&chromosome&domains&(Shachar&et&al.,& 2015).& Indeed& the& transcriptional& changes& observed& in& cancer& cells& upon&HMGA&up:regulation&may&as&well&be&secondary&to&mislocalization&of&genes&under&topological&control&of&gene&expression&(Harr&et&al.,&2016).&In& the& Hmga1& KO& cell& line& we& reintroduced& either& HMGA1& or& HMGA2.& Even&though&not&significant,&upon&HMGA1&add:back&a&trend&towards&reduction&of&the&deregulation& can& be& inferred.& HMGA2& add:back& on& the& contrary& increased&variability.&These&results&suggest&that&the& little&changes&that&occur&upon&Hmga1&KO&get&fixed&with&time&and&cannot&be&reverted&by&a&bioHMGA&rescue.&Nonetheless&in&the&HMGA1&add:back&cell& line&we&could&prove&similar&binding&of&HMGA1& as& in& the& WT& background.& This& result& speaks& against& a& competition&between&endogenous&HMGA1&and&bioHMGA1,&being&the&cause&of&a&higher&noise&in&AT:content&read:out&for&HMGA1&protein.&&
 &&&&&&&&& '
Conclusion&and&outlook&& 95&
9 Conclusion'and'outlook'High&mobility& group& (HMG)& proteins& have& been& extensively& studied& after& their&initial& discovery& as& the& most& abundant& non:histone& chromatin& components.&Locus& specific& examples& and& in& vitro& work& suggested& a& role& in& almost& every&aspect& of& nuclear& function,& ranging& from& gene& regulation,& to& DNA& damage& and&nucleosome&remodeling.&In&order&to&correlate&function&with&binding&preferences&in&vivo,&we&investigated&the&genomic&location&of&these&proteins&with&an&antibody:independent&approach.&Robust& location& data& for& biotin& tagged& HMGB1:2:3:4& and& HMGA1:2& was&generated&in&both&mouse&embryonic&stem&cells&and&neuronal&progenitors&cells.&We&show&that&the&proteins&belonging&to&HMGB&family&are&enriched&“open”&region&in& genome,& however& their& binding& is& not& much& dissimilar& to& that& of& an& inert&exogenous& protein& (GFP).& Additionally,& we& demonstrate& for& HMGB1& that& this&binding&profile&is&conserved&upon&mutation&of&the&DNA:binding&domain&(DBD).&&Although&we&cannot&exclude&that& the&biotin& tag& is& impairing&HMGB&function&we&are&inclined&to&conclude&that&HMGB&proteins&bind&DNA&weakly&or&not&at&all.&&Even&though&further&studies&are&needed,&our&preliminary&observations&for&HMGB&proteins& are& in& agreement& with& the& notion& that& HMGB1& is& one& of& the& fastest&diffusing& proteins& in& the& nucleus& and& that& it& does& not& reside& on& DNA& for& long&periods&of&time.&&For&HMGA1&and&HMGA2&we&show&strong&binding&DNA&throughout& the&genome,&with& a& preference& for& DNA&with& high& A& or& T& content.& Since& binding& to& DNA& is&widespread,& to& uncover& this& preference& it& was& crucial& to& contrast& enriched&chromatin& with& sonicated& DNA.& By& applying& this& contrast& we& show& that& A/T:dependence& is& not& affected& by& chromatin& state& and& HMGA1:2& binding& is& DBD&dependent.&Binding&profiles& are& also&maintained&upon&neuronal&differentiation,&underscoring&the&robustness&of&the&primary&sequence&readout.&Accordingly& regions& that& show& a& compositional& bias& towards& A/T,& like&heterochromatin& (major& and& minor& satellites,& simple& repeats)& show& higher&occupancy&of&both&HMGA&proteins.&Our& genome& wide& results& are& compatible& with& previous& in& vitro& observations,&imaging& data& and& preliminary& ChIP& studies& indicating& preference& for& A/T& rich&
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